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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Pikemen
formation

Reading the rules

Examples are always placed under the rules to
which they relate, so if you see a phrase "the
above rule" it means that it refers to the rule in
the text above.

In order to make the following text more comprehensible, we decided to divide it visually into 4
types:
•

•

•

•

Plain text – this is how we present general comments, introductions and some background
for the rules of the game. Sometimes such text
may include capitalized terms. The capital letter is used when we want to highlight the given
concept.

Scroll

Scrolls present a summary of the key rules
from the given paragraph.
The rules of the game are divided into three parts:

Italics – the rules of the game are presented in
this way. In the case of a dispute the text in italics has priority over other types of text. Important concepts are marked with capital letters
here. These include special rules for various
units, formation classification, etc.

1. Basic Rules – these are the basics of the game
that allow you to try out certain elements such
as issuing commands, unit movement and give
a general feel for the game. However, they only
allow you to play very basic games, thus limiting your tactical possibilities. The advanced
rules add a lot more variety and depth to your
game. Sometimes the text of the Basic Rules
may include some Advanced Rules. We did
this in order to keep all the rules in one place.

Gray italics – examples and drawings designed
to explain the rules of the game more precisely
are presented and discussed in this manner.
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tional figures can be used to expand your units or
to include additional models such as commanders,
wagons, cannons etc. Larger packs include readymade regiment sized forces. Figures from other
companies can also be used for the game, however,
the choice of figures for the period covered in By
Fire and Sword is limited. It is also possible to use
figures in scales other than 15mm, but this will
require conversion of the movement and weapon
ranges.

Advanced Rules – together with the basic
rules they form the full By Fire and Sword
rules. Advanced Rules cover information on
Morale and Motivation, Special Rules, various formations, Commanders, artillery and wagon trains.
These rules are highlighted as seen here.

Models should be glued and fixed to the bases
before the game. Your army will look much better
when it is painted.

WYSIWYG
WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) means
that figures on the table should reflect the prepared
army list exactly. This means that if your Pancerni
banner has shields in the army list the figures
representing them should also have shields. This
rule also applies to other types of additional weapons such as spears, firearms, cannons, as well as
to the type of formation, the nationality to which
it belongs, etc. Therefore, Polish winged hussars
should never stand in for Turkish cavalry, musketeers for Cossack rabble, or the small regimental guns should not pretend to be huge siege guns.
This will avoid misunderstandings and disputes
during the game.

Additional Rules – these are all the optional
rules, the use of which is up to the gamer.
These rules are highlighted as seen here.

Figures
The 15mm figures by WARGAMER are used for the
game. Figures in this scale measure 15mm from
shoe soles to eye level. The figures are sold in packs
containing units configured in accordance with
the requirements of the game. Blisters with addi-

Imperial infantry regiment
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As the players become familiar with the basic
rules they can introduce the more advanced
rules into their games. For example, a player
who wants to play the Tartars from the very beginning may learn their Special Rules and the
Open Order rule, but we recommend playing
at least once without these rules (treating the
Tartars as a close order unit) to learn the basics
first – such as the action sequence in the round.

INTRODUCTION

Dice and Dice Rolls

If modifiers reduce the target value for a roll below
1, the number of dice rolled for each Base is reduced
by 1. If the unit loses all of the dice in this way the
test is automatically failed.

The game uses 10-sided dice (D10). When making a roll in the game, you need to roll less than
or equal to the number required. Each result of "0"
should be treated as "10".

Example:
A banner of infantry (3 Bases) shoots a target in
fortifications (-1 to Skill), in addition a fog covers
the battlefield (another -1 to Skill) and the infantry
shoots after moving (an additional -1). The base
chance for a hit is 3. After applying the modifiers
the Skill of the unit dropped to 0, one die per Base
is subtracted. The unit can still shoot, but instead of
rolling 6 dice (2 per Base) you should roll only 3 dice
(1 die per Base) and you need to roll "1" to hit.

You will often need to roll two or even more dice.
The dice used in By Fire and Sword can be purchased in almost any games store.
Example:
A Polish infantry banner (2 Bases) shoots at advancing reiters. After considering all the modifiers the
Polish player rolls four dice and hits on a roll of 3 or
less. He rolls 2, 10, 8 and 3. The unit scores two hits.
Well done!

This situation will not appear too often in games so
you do not need to be overly concerned with it.

Modifiers change the target value for a given test.
Sometimes – primarily in tables – alternatively to
negative modifier the term "penalty" may be used.

It is also possible that due to losses a unit rolls 0 dice.
In this case, roll 1 die, but the chance to hit is decreased by 1. This rule is not applied as long as the
unit rolls at least one die.

Example:
The Polish infantry banner shoots again. The basic
chance to hit is 4 or less. However, the target is in
cover which modifies the "to hit" number by -1. This
means that the infantry needs to roll 3 or less in order to score a hit.

Example 1:
A reiter unit in single file and consisting of 3 Bases
suffered losses – its Unit Strength has been reduced
by at least 1 Strength point. If they shoot with their
pistols during a charge, they roll 1 die per Base and
hit on 4 or less. Since the unit suffered losses it rolls
1 die less, and so rolls 2 instead of 3 dice. One Base
does not shoot at all, but because the unit still rolls
two dice the above rule does not apply.

Ottoman casualty markers
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Note:
If a failed test can be rerolled, the player may choose
to reroll a success. However, the second result is
binding, even if it is less favorable than the first.
Example 1:
A Polish infantry unit shoots at the enemy. The player
rolls six dice, but must reroll hits. He needs 4 or less
to hit. He rolled 2, 8, 4, 0 (10), 7, 5, and so he rolled
2 successes. Now the player takes the two dice that
rolled a success and rolls them again. The results
are 3 and 8. So finally the unit scores 1 hit.

Sometimes, especially while shooting, a reroll is
needed. When rerolling a passed test, all the dice
that rolled the target value or below are collected
and rolled again. Only those dice that roll a success
again are counted as hits. When rerolling a failed
test, the dice that failed to roll a success are rerolled.
If a roll is successful on the second throw it counts
for the test.

Example 2:
A Muscovite infantry unit must pass a morale test.
In order to succeed a roll of 5 or less is required –
the player rolls a 7, so the test is failed. Fortunately,
thanks to a special rule, the player may reroll the
test. The die is rolled once more and the result is a 4
so the test is passed.

Polish cavalry regiment
charging Swedish positions
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Example 2:
A unit of 1 Base of musketeers suffered losses. It is in
hand to hand combat with an enemy unit. Normally
it has one Close Combat die, but according to the
rules a unit that suffered losses loses one die. In this
case the above rule is used. As a result the unit has
1 Close Combat die but the chance to hit is reduced
by 1.

INTRODUCTION

Tape Measures and Measuring

The Scale of the Game

All distances in the game are given in centimeters.
It's a good idea to get two metric system tape
measures before you start playing.

In every historical wargaming system the scale of
the game often arouses much controversy and discussion which in turn ruins the pleasure one can
have from the hobby. Remembering that wargames
are supposed to be fun for intelligent people we
want to dissociate ourselves from such digressions.
For this reason the information on the scale of the
game given below should be considered as an approximation. We did our best to make this system
playable. This means that our priority was to make
By Fire and Sword easy to learn for people new to
wargaming, as well as interesting and dynamic
for experienced gamers. Considering this, when
we had to choose between extreme historical realism and playability we chose solutions that suit a
player better than a historian. We hope that this
will bring you lots of fun.

Measuring distances in By Fire and Sword is
permitted at any time and by any player.
Markers:
Orders/Conditions:
Four types of order/condition markers are used in
the game. Three designate the following orders:
Move, Defend, and Charge. The last one is the Retreat marker, which in fact is not an order but a condition in which the unit may be. You can download
the Order/Condition Markers from the Download
section at the game's website.

Time scale: One turn is about 10-15 minutes of
real time.

Command Points:
You will also need markers to determine the amount
of command points available to commanders. This
may be done with small dice, tokens, or even specially prepared messenger figures.

Figure and unit scale: 1 figure represents 15-18
soldiers. This means that an average banner (company) of Polish cavalry will have 9 figures grouped
on 3 bases (about 120-150 soldiers in reality).

Loses and other markers:
You will also need casualty markers. These can be
marked with dice, tokens or casualty figures. Other
additional markers may be needed – for example
due to Scenario special rules.

Terrain scale: 1 cm reflects about 10 paces (c. 7 m)
in reality. Of course this scale is for weapons ranges
and movement and should not be considered in reference to the scale of figures.

Terrain elements
Fighting seldom took place on completely open
plain fields, without any terrain features. Therefore,
your battlefields will need forests, streams, rivers,
hills, as well as fieldworks, fortresses and cities,
and other buildings. These will obviously have an
influence on the movement and combat effectiveness of units.

The gaming table
For the game you will also need a table or other flat
surface, such as the floor. The dimensions of a battlefield depend on the level of confrontation and
are described later on.
The Polish army
fights against the Swedes
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Squadron

In the rules of the game we will use several terms
defining the groups of figures controlled by the
player. These are: Army, Regiment, Squadron, Unit
and Base.

While being deployed on the battlefield, units can
be combined into squadrons in order to facilitate
command, improve their morale etc. See the Advanced Rules.

The Army

Unit

The Army includes all of the units that a player has
on the battlefield (regardless of the level at which
the battle is played). When required by the scenario
more than one Army may appear per side.

Units, which may have many different names (sotnia, banner, company, horde, torhak, etc.), are the
smallest organizational elements on the battlefield
to which an order may be issued and which are
affected by morale. Units are the components of
a Regiment. A Unit usually consists of 2-5 Bases
(most commonly 3).

The Regiment
The Regiment is an organizational structure including a number of smaller units under the command of one Commander with a common Motivation Level.
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Muscovite Skirmish Force
of Alexander Potiomkin in 1658

Base

Level – Task Force

A Base is the smallest element that exists in the
game. It is a part of a Unit and is subject to the same
game effects as its Unit. Please note that a Unit consisting of several Bases may be reduced down to a
single Base. In this case the Base becomes the Unit.

Task Force is the standard, tournament level for
battles in By Fire and Sword. It utilizes almost all
types of units available in the game and the complete rules for the game.

Game Levels
The By Fire and Sword game is divided into several
levels. They indicate the size of the clashes and the
number and types of units used.

Level – Division
Division is the level of battles allowing to play big
clashes, recommended for experienced players
who enjoy great battles with using masses of troops.

Level – Skirmish
Skirmish is a clash of small forces – one or two
commanders and a few units per side. It is recommended that beginners play a few games at this
level before moving on to bigger games.
lth broke out in
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwea
Shortly before the war with the
of war written
art
Gustav published papers on the
1655 the Swedish King Carl X
were published
they
–
he introduced a minor change
by Gustav II Adolf. However,
under10his own name…
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Characteristics

Skill (S) – Specifies the level of training and discipline of a Unit. All Close Combat and Shooting tests
are made against the Skill value. The game distinguishes between the following Skill levels (the corresponding Skill value is given in parentheses):

All units in By Fire and Sword are described by the
following characteristics:
Unit Name – The historical name of the given Unit.

Recruit (Skill: 3)
Trained (Skill: 4)
Veteran (Skill: 5)

Move (M) – Specifies the number of centimeters that
the unit can move in one turn. If the Unit is Charging
or Fleeing you will also use the second value.

Equipment – Specifies the armament and equipment of the Unit. Some elements of equipment may
be optional, if so, the rules for its use are specified in
the description of the Unit.

Example:
Infantry has a Move of 10/+5, this means that it normally moves 10 cm and, while Charging or Fleeing
add an extra +5 cm for 15 cm total.

Special Rules – All additional abilities that characterize the way the Unit fought.

Close Combat (CC) – Determines the effectiveness
of a Unit in Close Combat – that is the number of
dice rolled per single Base of the Unit in combat.
This value is usually 1 or 2.

Strength – Determines the size (number of casualties
the Unit can take) for each Base of a Unit. If the rules
of the Unit do not state otherwise it has a Strength of
3. There are some exceptions to this rule (mostly in
the case of Commanders, artillery or wagons).

Shooting (St) – Determines the Unit's firepower –
that is the number of dice rolled per single Base of
the Unit while shooting. This value ranges from 0 to
2 for ordinary Units and can vary greatly in the case
of artillery.
Armor (A) – Determines the Unit's resistance
against the hits received and depends mainly on the
level of armor of a given Unit. The value ranges from
2 (a man in plain clothing) to 8 (a cuirassier in plate
armor). In the case of constructs such as wagons,
walls or buildings the resistance level may be much
higher.
Morale (M) – Specifies the Unit's resistance to
stress and panic. The game includes the following
levels of Morale (the corresponding Morale value is
given in parentheses):

Transylvanian household cavalry

Cowardly (Morale: 4)
Average (Morale: 5)
Courageous (Morale: 6)
Fearless (Morale: 7)
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Types of Units in the game

Sides of Units

Infantry – troops fighting on foot: musketeers, pikemen etc.

Each unit has a front, two sides and a rear designated by the lines running from its corners. The front
of the Unit is determined by the direction that the
figures on the Bases are facing. Similarly to sides,
further rules may also refer to the edges of the unit
and its zones (front, back, side).

Cavalry – troops moving and fighting on horseback:
winged hussars, sipahi, reiters, etc.
Dragoons – treated as cavalry while on horseback and as infantry while dismounted: dragoons,
Zaporozhian cavalry.
Artillery – guns of various sizes. Guns can appear on
the battlefield either towed or ready to fire.
Wagon Trains – wagons, some of them may have a
crew or guns.
Commanders – they are not units but can operate
independently on the battlefield or join units under
their command. If they operate independently some
of the rules concerning units apply to them also –
this will be described in greater detail later in the
rules. The Commanders are divided into Junior and
Senior Commanders.
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Moloitsy attack the
pikemen
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Infantry unit
countermarching

The Field of Vision of a Unit

The Unit's Field of Vision covers 180 degrees to the
front of the unit. The Field of Vision of Commanders,
wagons and units with the Skirmishers, Light Cavalry and Feigned Flight Special Rules is expanded
and covers 360 degrees.

The Field of Vision can be blocked by terrain features – this will be explained later on. The Field of
Vision is also blocked by one's own units, unless they
are in Open Order, as well as by all enemy units.
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BASIC RULES

THE ORDER OF PLAY

Winged hussar
companions

The game is divided into rounds consisting of successive phases. Activities in the various phases are
performed by players in the order of Initiative, or at
the same time (simultaneously).

Each game round takes place in the following order:

- The Initiative Phase
- The Orders Phase
- The Movement Phase
- The Combat Phase

- Defender's Fire
- Close Combat
• Additional Movement for Charging Units
• Reaction Fire
• Shooting while Charging
• First round of Close Combat
• Combat Resolutions
• Flights and Withdrawals
• Pursuits
• Second round of Close Combat
• Combat Resolutions
• Flights and Withdrawals
- Shooting after Movement

Polish
High Commander

- Reorganization Phase
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Commanders'
Command Points are restored
The number of Command Points for every commander is indicated in the Army Lists. This number
can be marked by putting an appropriate number of
messenger figures by the Commander, using tags or
a die with the appropriate number on top. At the beginning of the Initiative Phase all Commanders have
their Command Points Pool restored.

The winner of the Initiative Roll must decide whether
he wants to keep the Initiative and perform all the
actions in the following phases first or to give the Initiative to the other player so he will perform all the
actions first (the opponent cannot refuse).

The Initiative Roll

The Initiative Phase:

Both players roll a d10. The higher roll decides the
Initiative for the turn. Draws should be rerolled until
a winner is decided.

• Restoring Command Points.
• The Initiative Roll.

1. Issuing Instructions
2. Rallying Units, issuing Orders, reorganizing Units
and transferring Command Points (in any order)

The Orders Phase is a time when both players plan
their actions for the entire upcoming turn. Decisions made (orders issued) may have an impact on
the following rounds of the game.

The Orders Phase:

The player who has the Initiative is the first to perform all the actions in the Orders Phase. The Orders
Phase takes place in the following order:

• The player who has the Initiative carries out
all activities first.
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THE INITIATIVE PHASE

The Commanders-in-Chief of both armies can influence the Initiative Roll by spending Command Points.
Both players mark or write in secret how many Command Points they want their Commander-in-Chief
to spend in order to modify the Initiative Roll. Each
Command Point spent in this way modifies the Initiative Roll by +2. In case of a tie this modifier is also
used for any rerolls.

The Initiative Phase is the first phase of the game.
Players determine the Initiative for the coming turn.

Commanders

Issuing Orders

Commanders play a key role in By Fire and Sword.
They issue orders to Units, without which they are
unable to fight. Commanders have different ranks
and command ranges.

Senior Commanders can issue orders to all units.
Regimental Commanders and sub-Commanders can
only issue orders to units in their own Regiment. In
Skirmish forces, all commanders may issue orders to
all units, unless specifically forbidden by rules in the
Army List.

THE ORDERS PHASE

The rank of a commander may be named in different
ways. We introduced a system in which each commander has a symbol of his rank assigned to him.
Commanders in the table above are arranged hierarchically from the highest to the lowest rank. This is
important for the transfer of Command Points.

Rank

General
Type

Specific Type

Senior
Commander

Divisional
or Task Force
Commander

40 or
30cm

Junior
Commander

Regimental
Commander

20cm

"
"

Regimental
2nd in
Command
Regimental
3rd in
Command

Command
Range

The order is issued by placing a suitable order
marker face down by the Unit. Issuing an order to
a Unit within the Command Range costs one Command Point. Issuing an order to a Unit beyond the
Command Range costs one additional point for
every additional 20 cm or part thereof.
Only Senior Commanders may issue orders
to Units that are not a part of any regiment
(artillery batteries may have their own commanders). Senior Commanders have a Command
Range of 40 cm. Issuing an order to a unit beyond
the Command Range costs one additional point for
every additional 40 cm or part thereof.

20cm

Issuing Orders:
20cm

At the divisional level, you can have only one
Senior Commander.
If the Commander-in-Chief is killed at the Divisional
level or Task Force you cannot appoint a new one. If
the Regimental Commander is killed he is replaced
by a deputy (if any). If the regiment has two Deputies they take over according to hierarchy. In such situations Regimental instruction remains unchanged.
Orthodox monks
in a Cossack army

• Order must be issued by an appropriate
Commander.
• 1 Command Point within 20/40cm.
• 1 additional Command Point for each
additional 20/40cm.

Orders in By Fire and Sword
Orders are the key element of By Fire and Sword.
Just as in reality units do not take action by themselves. They need to be given an order to fight effectively.
Once a Unit is issued an Order it remains valid
until it is changed by the player, or it is lost as a result of Shooting, Close Combat, or a failed charge etc.

bering
orozhian Cossack regiment num
In the autumn of 1645 a Zap
nkirk
Du
king
reta
in
t
par
18 ice and took.
2500 men entered French serv
from the Spanish

Move Order

Instructions

The Move order is used for movement of Units on
the battlefield, and for taking up new positions
which are better suited for shooting, charging or
defense.

Charge Order

The Charge order is used to engage the enemy in
close combat. This is the only way to contact an enemy Unit.

Defense Order

This order is used to defend the given position.
A defending Unit is able to react quicker to the
actions of the enemy but has limited mobility.

No Order

There might be a situation in which a Unit has no
orders. It is not a good situation for the Unit as it
cannot move normally. In general, the Unit can
only remain in place or withdraw towards its own
deployment zone.

Example:
Regimentarz Kulesza starts with a Move Instruction
and each of 4 volunteer banners of his regiment starts
with this Order. In the first Orders Phase he decides
to change one of these orders to Defense. He places
face down order marker by this Unit and pays 1 Command Point. At the beginning of the Movement Phase
he reveals the Order which is contrary to Instruction
and pays another Command Point. In the following
turn Hetman Sosiński gives a new Instruction: Charge.
In the same Orders Phase he issues 3 Charge Orders
to his 3 volunteer banners. He does not pay any additional Command Points in the Movement Phase as
the new Orders are in line with the Instruction.

Flight

This is not an order but the condition of a Unit. It
makes it impossible to issue an order to the Unit
until it is reformed and for this reason it is listed
with the orders.

Instructions:

Orders:

• Instructions are issued by any Senior Commander.
• To issue an Order contrary to the Instructions
a Commander must spend 1 additional Command
Point.
• A Commander with no Instructions must pay
1 additional Command Point for every Order.

• Remain in play until changed.
• Shooting, Close Combat or a failed charge
can result in removing of the Order.
• Attacking unit is an unit with Charge Order.
• Defending unit is an unit with Defense Order.
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THE ORDERS PHASE

Junior Commanders, just like Units, are in some
way bound by the orders issued by Senior Commanders. Just as Units are ordered by Colonels,
Colonels are ordered by Generals. The following rules apply in higher level battles (from the
Divisional Level). In higher level battles Regimental
Commanders are limited by the Instructions. Issuing an
instruction is marked by placing an Order marker by
the Regimental Commander's base. Instructions can be
issued by the Commander-in-Chief or any other Senior
Commander. They are issued just like Orders. The range
is measured from the commander issuing instructions to
the Regimental Commander. No Regimental Commander
may have more than one instruction. Initial Orders given
to Units from the Regiment must be in line with the Instruction given to the Regiment Commander. It is possible
to bluff when giving orders. When issuing an Order you
pay for it as if it is in line with the Instruction. Only after
all Orders are revealed in the Movement Phase you must
pay the additional cost of the Orders that are contrary to
the Instruction. You may change the Instructions first and
later pay the additional cost of Orders. If you do not have
enough Command Points to pay for the given Orders then
your opponent takes down one newly given Order per
each missing point (Order given by the Commander that
does not have enough Command Points is taken down).
An issued Instruction remains valid and in play until it is
changed by the player in the same way as the units orders.

Example:
A General wants to transfers 4 Command Points
to a Colonel within 20 cm. He can transfer the full
amount (4 points) since he is within the command
distance. At a distance of 60 cm he will transfer only
3 points (1 point will be used for transfer beyond
the Command Range). At a distance of 90 cm only 2
points will be transferred.

THE ORDERS PHASE

Command Points transfer:

• Only to lower ranking Commanders.
• The whole amount of Command Points within
20/40cm.
• 1 additional Command Point is spent for every
additional 20/40cm.

Modifying Unit Morale and Skill
A Commander issued Orders to these Units:
• Units A and C are within the Command Range of
the Commander (20 cm from his base).
• Unit B is outside the Command Range so it cannot be Rallied or Reorganized and issuing an Order to it will cost 1 or more additional Command
Points (depending on the distance).

Transferring Command Points
Commanders may transfer their Command Points
to lower rank commanders. This illustrates additional instructions, guidance, or sending an adjutant to help.
Commanders may transfer their Command Points to
other Commanders, provided that the recipients are
subordinate in the hierarchy. The Transfer of Command Points may take place only in the Orders Phase.

Commanders can spend Command Points in order
to modify the Morale and Skill of troops under their
command.
The selected characteristic (Morale or Skill) of the
given Unit is increased for each Command Point
spent by the Commander. This characteristic is increased only for one test. After the test is rolled the
characteristic returns to its original level. The Modification of Unit characteristics by spending Command Points is possible only if the unit is within the
Command Range of the Commander or if unit/regiment is off the table (for example if unit performs
a Flanking Maneuver and makes a Skill Test to deploy). Unit characteristics may only be modified
by a single Commander at a time. No more than 3
Command Points may be spent at a time to modify
a characteristic per test. Skill cannot be modified for
"to hit" tests (in Close Combat or Shooting).

The Transfer of Command Points within the Command Range is conducted by reducing the number of
Command Points held by a Senior Commander, and
raising the Command Points Pool of a lower rank
Commander by the same amount.

Modifying Morale and Skill:

• Only units within the Command Range.
• Only for a single test (but not a "to hit" test).
• No more than 3 points only by one
Commander.

If the Command Points transfer is conducted beyond
the Command Range one Command Point is lost for
every 20 cm (or 40 cm in case of Senior Commanders) that the Command Range was exceeded.

Example: Commander A joins a unit with Morale
of 5. He adds +1 to that for being an attached commander making the Morale check on a 6 or lower. At
the same time Commander B spends 2 command
points to further increase the chances of passing the
Morale test to 8 or lower. Since only one commander
can use command points to modify the check, Commander A can not use his command points likewise.
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Rallying

•

Once a battle begins, chaos reigns on the
battlefield; some units become disorganized
and others flee. Units need to be rallied before
they can fight again.

All of the bases need to be more than 20 cm from
the enemy.

If for any reason these conditions cannot be met the
Rally is unsuccessful and the Flee marker remains
on the Unit.

THE ORDERS PHASE

Commanders rally automatically in the Reorganization Phase. Rallying of Fleeing or Disorganized
Units requires spending 1 or more Command Points.
Spending more than 1 Command Point results in
increasing the Morale value of a Fleeing or Disorganized Unit by the amount of additional points
spent (maximum of +3). A Commander may only
Rally Fleeing or Disorganized Units subordinate to
him and within his Command Range. Every Unit may
only make one attempt to Rally per turn.
A successful Rally test results in the Morale of the
Unit returning to a Good condition, regardless of
whether the Unit was Fleeing or just Disorganized.
A Failed test has no additional consequences.
After a Disorganized Unit is Rallied it can be issued
Orders in the current Orders Phase as usual. When
the Unit is Rallied place the base marking its Disorganized state back into the correct position in the
usual position in the ranks.
After a Fleeing Unit is Rallied it cannot be issued
Orders in the same Orders Phase or Withdraw in its
following Movement Phase. After a Unit is Rallied it
should immediately be reformed. Units can be reformed in the following manner:
•

None of the bases in the Unit may be further
away from the place in which it was at the time
of Rallying than its basic Move attribute (including terrain influence);

Rallying:

• Commanders Rally automatically in the
Reorganization Phase.
• Only Units within the Command Range can
be Rallied.
• Rallying requires a successful Morale test
(you can modify it).
• Rallying restores Morale to the Good level.
• A Rallied Fleeing unit needs to be reformed
within its Move range and at least 20cm away
from the enemy.
• Disorganized units may be issued Orders
immediately after Rallying.
• Fleeing units may not be issued Orders
immediately after Rallying.

The Player Rallies his troops; Unit A is Disorganized
and Unit B is Fleeing:
Rallying of Unit A is successful – we turn the Base
•
which designated the Disorganization of the Unit
so it faces forward. Unit A can now receive Orders
and act normally.
•
Rallying of Unit B is also successful. It is reformed
so that none of the Bases exceeds its Move range.
This Unit cannot be issued Orders in this turn.
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Reorganizing Units

Starting Orders

THE MOVEMENT PHASE

Commanders may try to Reorganize a Unit, so
that it retains its combat effectiveness.

If the battle is a standard clash, and not, for example,
an ambush, then in the first round every Unit may
receive a starting Order regardless of the number of
Command Points held by the Commanders of both
armies (these orders do not require spending Command Points). Rules for issuing starting Orders are
specified in the Scenarios and Battle Tactics.

Units with casualty markers may be Reorganized.
This can be done if the Unit is within the Command
Range of at least one of its Commanders and as
many times as these Commanders (having this Unit
in Command Range) have Command Points. In addition the Unit cannot be Disorganized or Fleeing
(it needs to be Rallied first). The Unit performs a
Morale test for each Command Point spent. Each
successful test allows the removal of one casualty
marker from the Unit.

Reorganizing Units:

• Only Units within the Command Range.
• Disorganized and Fleeing Units cannot be
Reorganized.
• Each successful test allows the removal of one
casualty marker.

Danish infantry

must complete the actions of one Unit before
moving on to the next. The actions of one unit
may not be split. For example, you cannot move
one Unit half a move, then move another unit
and then continue the movement of the first unit.
Commanders are also moved at this stage.

During the Movement Phase players move their
armies. The range of movement and its direction
depends on the Orders issued to the Unit. Commanders are the exception as they do not need any
Orders to move.
Movement is performed one side at a time. This
means that the players move their Armies one after
the other. The player with Initiative moves his whole
Army first. Then the other player moves his whole
Army.

3. The other player uncovers all of his Orders.
4. The other player executes his Orders.
Example:
A player has 3 units. He uncovers the orders and
shows a different one for each unit: Charge, Move
and Defense. It is up to the player to decide how he
will move the Units. If he selects the Charging unit
to move first then he must declare the target of the
charge, which may trigger a Charge Reaction and
then the charging unit must perform the charge.
Only after this is completed is he allowed to activate
another Unit.

The sequence of actions in a turn is as follows:
1. The player with the Initiative uncovers all of his
Orders. If he uncovers a Charge Order he does
not declare the target at this point and as a result, Charge Reactions such as a Countercharge,
are also not yet declared.
2.

The player holding the Initiative executes
his Orders in any sequence he chooses. He
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The Charge Order

Commanders do not receive Orders and do not need
them to move. Instructions do not restrict the actions
of a Commander. If you want to move a Commander in
this Phase, do it as if the Commander had a Move Order. Commanders may not perform Charge or Defense
Orders on their own (they may not charge, occupy
buildings, use modifiers for defending an obstacle
etc.), although they can perform Defender's Fire.

Before this order is performed, the player declares
which enemy Unit he wants to Charge. This unit
must be in the field of view of the Charging Unit. If,
after the uncovering of the Charge Order, there is no
enemy in the field of view of the Charging Unit, the
Charge Order is replaced with a Move Order.

Movement Phase:

The Charge Order:

• Charge a visible enemy, or Countercharge
a charging enemy.

Orders
– Basic information

Flight
A Unit marked with the Flight marker that is not
Rallied cannot receive any orders. In the Movement
Phase it must move toward its table edge with
maximum possible speed by the quickest path (Basic
Move + Additional Move). For more informations see
Chapter 18. "Battlefield psychology": Flight.

The Move Order
This order gives you the freedom to maneuver on
the battlefield.
After this order is uncovered the player can Move any
of his Units forward or back, in combination with the
Wheeling, Turns and possible Movement Maneuvers.

Flight:

• Move at maximum possible speed in the
direction of your own table edge.

Regardless of whether the Unit actually moved or not,
in the Combat Phase it can only fire in the Shooting
after Movement stage. In addition negative modifiers also apply to this shooting.

No Orders
A Unit that has no orders must remain in place, or
if possible, it may Withdraw towards its own table
edge. (see: Chapter 18. "Battlefield Psychology”:
Withdrawing). The Unit can shoot in the Shooting
after Movement Stage but using only 1 die per Base.

•
•

No Orders:

The Defence Order

• Remain in place or withdraw.
• Can shoot in the Shooting after Movement
Stage, but using only 1 dier per Base.

After the Defence Order is displayed, the Unit can
perform Special Maneuvres and possibly fire during
Defender's Fire Stage. Detailed rules are described
in the further sections.

Defence Order:

• Two Special Maneuvers OR
• One Special Maneuver and shooting in
Defenders's Fire Stage.
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THE MOVEMENT PHASE

The Charge Order can also be uncovered in the opponent's Movement Phase, after he declares a Charge,
thus initiating a Countercharge.

• The player holding the Initiative moves his entire
army first.
• Units are moved in any sequence the active
player wishes, in accordance with their Orders.
• Commanders move as if they had a Move Order.

UNIT FORMATIONS

Basic Information

Formations and Unit set up

In By Fire and Sword, as in history, Units operate
mainly in close order. Such formations were quite
difficult to maneuver on 17th century battlefields
and this is reflected in the game.

In the 17th century units were trained to fight in
certain formations. Soldiers were most effective
when they were formed in accordance with their
training.

The Unit can move forwards or backwards. If you
want it to turn you must perform one of the Maneuvers (Rotate or Movement Maneuver).

The Basic Formations that a Unit may assume are
Close Orders: Line and Column. Other Formations
that do not meet the requirements for Lines or Columns are referred to as Non-standard Formations.
Some Units may assume an Open Order, described
later. If a Unit cannot fight in Open Order all of its
Bases must be in contact. If the Bases cannot be
in contact with each other due to figures extending
beyond their Base or due to terrain features (e.g. if
bases are sliding down a hill) – for the purposes of
the game they should be treated as if they were in
contact.

The Unit cannot move forward more than the number of centimeters marked as its Move attribute.
Units can move backwards at half speed (move one
centimeter for each two centimeters of Movement).
A Unit cannot move closer than 2 cm to any enemy
units unless it is Charging or Fleeing.
At the end of a Move Units must be in the same formation as at the beginning of the Move (unless it
performs any of the Movement Maneuvers).

The Column
A Unit forms a Column when all Bases are facing in
the same direction, the front of the Unit is one base
wide, and all bases are in contact to the front and
rear. In some situations bases in the Column will not
be in contact in this way – see: Turning in a Column.

All Bases in the Unit must be turned in the same direction for it to be able to move (except Open Order
units, what will be described further). Only if a Unit
is Fleeing may it automatically turn for free to face
towards its own table edge before the Move.

Units that begin their Movement Phase formed in a Column may March. Units that also begin the Movement
Phase in a different formation and then reform into
a Column and finish the Movement Phase in a Column
may March. This means you can reform into a Column during the Movement Phase and start to March,
or begin the Movement Phase in a Column, March
and reform into a Line, but you cannot switch from
Line into a Column and back into a Line and March.
Units consisting of a single Base automatically form
in a Column.

Moving Units:

• Move forwards up to the Move value, Move
backwards up to half the Move value.
• Only a Charging or Fleeing Unit may be closer
than 2cm from the enemy.
• All bases in the Unit must face in the same
direction before Movement (except Open Order
units).
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Line
A Unit forms a Line if all of the Bases are facing in
the same direction, form a front wider than a single
Base and all Bases are in contact to the front/back
or sides. A Unit must occupy a rectangular area,
with the exception of the last rank – it may be shorter
than the others. Bases in the last rank, when it's not
full, can be set in a line in any arrangement. Units
formed in a Line cannot March.

UNIT FORMATIONS

￼

Non-standard Formations
Formations other than the Column and the Line are
Non-standard Formations. A Unit in a Non-standard Formation cannot move until it forms a Column
or a Line. It may only shoot with the front rank,
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taking a normal shooting action, regardless of any
special rules it may have.
A unit in a Non-standard Formation can perform
only some of the Special Maneuvers, as it cannot
perform normal Movement or wheeling.

Sample Unit Formations

UNIT MOVEMENT

￼

Movement Ranges
Movement Ranges are given in the Unit characteristics (Move attribute) in the following way:
Normal Speed (Basic Move) / Additional Movement:
20/+20
In most cases, if not specifically marked, Units move
at normal speed. Any rules concerning Movement of
a Unit should be understood this way.
If the Additional Move attribute is to be used this will
be clearly indicated.
Examples of Move values:
Fast Cavalry: 20/+20 cm
Cavalry: 20/+10 cm
Aggressive Infantry: 10/+5 cm
Infantry/wagons: 10 cm
Note: The above values are examples only. Refer to a
unit's characteristics to find the correct values.
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Wheeling
One way to change the direction during Movement
is Wheeling.
A Unit can perform any number of Wheels during its
Move both forward and backward – the only limit is
the Movement range of the Unit.

UNIT MOVEMENT

During a Wheel one corner of the Unit remains in
place as the pivot point. The diagonally opposite
corner becomes a reference point from which the
movement is measured. It may not move further
than the Unit's Move attribute.
After performing a Wheel the Unit can continue its
Move or start a new Wheel.
The Unit in the picture performs a Wheel:
• Corner A is the pivot point;
• Corner B is the diagonally opposite corner and
is therefore the measurement reference point;
• During the Wheel corner B moved 5 cm. The Unit
has a Move of 10 cm and can therefore move
another 5 cm.

Muscovite reiter regiment
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MANEUVERS

per turn, Trained Units (Skill: 4) – 2, and Veterans
(Skill: 5) – 3.

Maneuvers are divided into Special Maneuvers,
which are conducted as Defence Orders and Movement Maneuvers, which can be performed during
Movement or in certain situations during a Charge.

A unit in a Non-standard Formation cannot perform
any of the Movement Maneuvers. None of these maneuvers can result in a Unit ending up in such a formation.

General Rule: A Unit can perform only one Maneuver at one time. For example, a reforming
Unit can't cross an obstacle. During making
a Maneuver any Base of a Unit may not move
more than 1.5 times their Move. If it's impossible – a Maneuver is not allowed.

List of Maneuvers
•

Special Maneuvers (S-M)

For S-M: The player can make a turn with all or any
number of Bases of the given Unit. The Turn is made
in such a way that the bases are rotated in place by
exactly 90° or 180°. A 180° turn means simply turning the bases around so that the Unit's rear becomes
its front and vice versa.

Special Maneuvers are actions that can be performed by a Unit, provided that the Unit was issued
a Defence Order. A Unit can perform one such Maneuver and then shoot or perform 2 Special Maneuvers, in which case it cannot shoot in this Turn.

A turn to the side is a little more complicated because
the depth of the base is less than its width. Calculate the depth of the formation in centimeters. After
a turn the width of the formation will be equal to one
base for every 4 cm (or part thereof) of the original
depth of formation (see: Additional examples).

Movement Maneuvers (M-M)
Movement Maneuvers allow a Unit to make turns,
extend and narrow its front and cross Obstacles while
moving. Every such maneuver reduces the Movement
of a Unit by a certain number of centimeters.

This maneuver can be performed in a Non-standard
Formation; its performance might also result in
forming such a formation (e.g. by turning only some
of the Unit's stands).

To perform each of these Maneuvers a Unit must
spend a number of centimeters, depending on its
type, given in the following chart:

Formation

Cost of the
Maneuver:

Infantry / Light Artillery
Cavalry

2cm
5cm

90° or 180° turn (S-M and M-M)

For M-M: performed the same as Special Maneuvre,
but the Turn must be performed by all the Bases in
the Unit.
If the Unit performs 180° Turn and the first of its
ranks will be incomplete, it must add bases from the
back of the Unit to complete that new front rank.

Other units, due to their low mobility, need to spend
their entire Move allowance in order to perform
a Movement Maneuver.

Examples:
Infantry formed in two ranks (4 cm deep) will create
a Column with the width of 1 base.
Cavalry formed in two ranks (6 cm deep) will create
a Line with the width of 2 bases and so on.

In addition, the Skill level of a Unit limits the number
of Maneuvers it can perform in one turn. Untrained
Units (Skill: 3) may perform only 1 Maneuver
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After a reform the Unit may not shoot, nor perform
other Special Maneuvers in the same turn (e.g. when
special rules allow it to perform more than 2 Special
Maneuvers per turn) and is treated as if it had no Order until the end of the turn (may fight from behind
wagons only when they are empty, polearms used by
such Unit don't negate cavalry impetus etc.).

Turn:

• Turning all or any number of Bases in the
Unit by 90 or 180 degrees.
•

Expansion/narrowing of the front of a Unit
by 1 base (S-M and M-M)

Reforming:

• Complete change of formation and the
frontage of the Unit. Requires spending
2 Special Maneuvers.
• Bases may not exceed their Movement range
and one base must remain in place.

•

This maneuver cannot be performed in a Non-standard Formation; its performance may not lead to the
creation a Non-standard Formation.

By spending 1 Special Maneuver a Unit or a part of
it may move 2 cm in any direction. You can connect
this movement with a wheel. Please note that bases
must remain in contact after the maneuver. Or remain
within 2 cm from other base if Unit is in Open Order.

A Unit cannot both narrow and expand its frontage
in one phase making this Maneuvre.

This maneuver can be performed in a Non-standard Formation, as well as its execution might lead
to such a formation (e.g. by turning or moving only
some of the Unit's bases). Also this maneuver is performed regardless of terrain (except Impassable Terrain rules and bogging down test).

For M-M: performed the same as Special Maneuver,
but you can narrow or expand the formation only by
1 base per Maneuver rather than by 1 base on each
side.
Example:
A Unit with Defence Order formed in 2 columns of
3 bases can be extended to 3 columns of 2 bases, 4
columns (with 2 bases in the last rank) or narrowed
to a single column.

Change of position:

• Movement by 2cm in any direction.

•

Expansion/narrowing of the front:

Crossing an Obstacle (S-M and M-M)

For S-M: By spending one Special Maneuver all
bases in contact with the obstacle may cross to the
other side. The bases that are not in contact with the
obstacle may move forward to maintain formation.

• One base on one or both sides per
Maneuver (depending on Unit's Order).
•

Change of position (only S-M)

Reforming (only S-M)

For M-M: When Moving a Unit through an obstacle
move the Unit directly from the starting point to the
destination point deducting the obstacle crossing
Maneuver cost from the Units Move characteristic.
If the whole of a Base cannot cross the obstacle, it
stops before it.

A Unit can be Reformed after spending two Special
Maneuvers. After Reforming a Unit can be set in any
formation and turned in any direction provided that:
→→ none of the bases covered a distance greater
than its normal Movement range (including
influence of terrain),
→→ at least one base of the Unit did not move at
all (but it can make a turn in place).

Note!
Do not try to cross an Obstacle at an angle. It costs
too many Maneuvers and will lead to chaos. There
are no clear rules that would solve this problem, so
it's best not to cause such situations, and if such
a situation occurs rely on your common sense.

This maneuver can be performed in a Non-standard
Formation and its performance could lead to the
creation of such a formation.
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MANEUVERS

For S-M: At the expense of one Maneuver the player
can widen or narrow its Unit’s front by 1 base on
each side. This is done by increasing or decreasing
the number of ranks (columns) of the Unit's formation and its appropriate modification. If the number
of columns is reduced Bases are placed to the rear of
the Unit. Be sure to keep the regularity of formation.

Examples of changing from Open Order to Close
Order:
A Unit changes from Open Order to Close Order
by performing a Movement Maneuver. Two front
bases move 15 cm forming the first line of the
Close Order formation. The other two cannot form
the first line as they are too far.

Crossing an Obstacle:

• Spend 1 Maneuver so all bases in contact
with the obstacle can cross to the other side.

MANEUVERS

•

Changing from Close Order to Open Order and vice versa (S-M and M-M)

A Unit can change from Close Order to Open Order or vice versa once per Movement Phase if its
rules allow it to do this. The way of conducting
the maneuver depends on whether it is performed
during Movement (having a Move or Charge Order)
or in Defence.
For M-M: If a Unit starts its move in Close Order and
wants to disperse, move one of its bases up to its
Move decreased by the cost of the Maneuver (2 or
5 cm). Move other bases so that they do not exceed
their movement range (decreased by the cost of the
Maneuver) or finish the move closer than 0.5 cm or
further than 2 cm from one another.
If a Unit starts its move in Open Order and wants
to close ranks move one of its bases by its Move
decreased by the cost of the Maneuver. Move other
bases so that they do not exceed their movement
range (decreased by the cost of the Maneuver) and
are in contact with another bases so that they form
a Line or a Column (you cannot form a Nonstandard
Formation in this way).

A Unit changes from Open Order to Close Order by
performing a Special Maneuver. One base stays in
place while the others can move up to 10 cm (half
of their Move range).

For S-M: Dispersion – separate bases of the Unit so
that they form an Open Order (one base must stay in
place, move any others the required distance)
Closing ranks – leave one base in place. Move the
others into contact so that they do not exceed half
their movement range.
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However, these losses count towards the Regimental
Motivation in the depleted unit.

Changing from
Open Order to Close Order:

Directly after the gun is manned it may be set up in
any direction. A manned wagon remains in place.

• 1 Maneuver.
• End the movement in Close Order (no base
can exceed its movement range).
• In case of a Special Maneuver one base must
stay in place, others cannot exceed half their
movement range.

•

Both wagons and guns have the same characteristics
as before manning, regardless of the characteristics
of the manning Unit, except it has Skill and Morale
of 4. The Unit may not use any of manning Unit’s
Special Rules nor weapons. It cannot use the Quick
Loading Rule. Wagons and guns keep the amount of
ammunitions, as it had in the moment of crew loss.

Limbering/unlimbering guns (only S-M)

Due to the fact that manning occurs after the issuing of Orders the gun or wagon does not receive an
Order in that turn. A wagon being a part of a wagon
train is an exception as it will have the same Order
as the rest of the wagon train.
After a gun is manned it goes under the command
of the Commander commanding the Unit manning
the gun.

Limbering/unlimbering guns:

• 1 Maneuver for light guns.
• 2 Maneuvers for medium or heavy guns.

•

If the regiment lost its gun and will man it again later,
that will decrease the number of Breaking Points by
1. This situation can repeat each time this gun will
be lost and manned by its regiment. Manned guns
don’t affect on Breaking Points of the regiments, in
which they didn’t start the game.

Manning a wagon or a gun (only S-M)

Manning a wagon or a gun requires spending 1
Special Maneuver and 1 Command Point for every
wagon or gun.
Only infantry, units with the Dragoons Special Rule
and artillery can man guns or wagons. Additionaly
they need Skill attribute of at least 4.

Manning a gun or a wagon:

• 1 Maneuver and 1 Command Point.
• Only infantry, Dragoons or artillery with
a Skill attribute of at least 4 and within 10cm.

Only abandoned guns or wagons can be manned.
You can man any abandoned gun or wagon within
10 cm even if it belongs to the enemy. However no
enemy Unit may be within 2 cm from it. In addition, Open Order movement rules must be applied
(moving through enemy units is not allowed, is modified by the influence of terrain, etc.).

•

Other Special Maneuvers

Some Units may have Special Rules allowing them
to perform other Special Maneuvers – these are
described along with the Special Rules. Entering
buildings and taking ammunition from an ammunition wagon are also Special Maneuvers (described further).

The manning Unit loses as many Strength points as
the manned Unit originally had. If it loses a base in
this way this will not cause a Morale test.

Cossack army is
moving into battle
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MANEUVERS

Limbered light guns can be unlimbered using 1 Special Maneuver. In the case of medium and heavy
guns the cost is 2 Special Maneuvers. In order to limber guns a limber model needs to be in contact with
the gun. After limbering the limber may not move in
the same turn.

→→ any enemy Unit that cannot be reached with
a Basic Move due to terrain, required maneuvers, etc.

CHARGING

A Charge is the only way to attack the enemy in
hand-to-hand combat. In order to perform a charge
a Unit must be given the Charge Order and fulfill
the conditions described below.

However if there is no other Charge target, you must
charge one of the above targets.

Target of the Charge

•

A Charge may only be declared and performed by a
Unit that received a Charge Order. First, the charging
player declares which enemy Unit is the target of the
Charge. This Unit must be within the field of vision of
the charging Unit. If at the moment of declaring the
charge target there are no enemy Units in the field
of vision then the Charge Order is replaced with a
Move Order. Choosing a charge target is subject to
the following rules:
•

If there are several enemy Units within the Basic
Movement range (20 cm for cavalry) and in the
field of vision of the charging Unit then the closest one must be the target of the Charge.

•

A Commander who has the charging Unit within
his command range may spend a Command
Point to allow the charging Unit to choose another Unit as the target of the Charge.

•

If there are no enemy Units within the Basic
Movement range of the charging unit then you
may declare a Charge against any enemy Unit
in the charger’s field of vision.

•

In addition, when declaring the target of a
Charge – as long as there is another visible
Charge target – you may ignore:
→→ enemy Units in close combat,
→→ enemy Units that are charging or countercharging other friendly Units,
→→ fleeing Units,
→→ wagons (of all types),
→→ artillery,
→→ cavalry may ignore enemy infantry that is
occupying buildings or fortifications or is behind an Obstacle or in any terrain granting an
Advantage,

You may declare a Charge against a Commander
only if he is the closest enemy in the Unit’s field
of vision. You may ignore Units which cannot be
reached using a Basic Move due to terrain, required Turns or Maneuvers. This rule does not
overrule any other rule. For example, you may
not ignore enemy infantry in a building in order
to charge a Commander who is farther away.

The player performing the Charge declares the path
of the Charge. If there are enemy Units on this path
they may declare a Charge Reaction (if they have
the appropriate skills or Orders). If, after declaring
its Reaction, the Unit against which the Charge was
declared moves out of the charging Unit’s field of vision (exits the table, hides in the woods etc.) then
the charger may declare a new target. If there are no
other enemy Units within its field of vision, it loses
the Charge Order and receives a Move Order.
Sometimes a declaration can be made several times.
If in the Close Combat phase, before making the
Additional Move, the original target of the Charge
moves out of the field of vision (at this point treat
charging Unit as having a 360 degree Extended
Field of Vision), then the charging player may declare a new target. If there are no other enemy Units
within the Unit’s normal, 180 degree Field of Vision
or the player does not want to declare a new target,
it loses the Charge Order and receives a Move Order.
Sometimes during a Charge, either while moving forward or making a wheel, contact with an enemy Unit
that was not the original target of the Charge may
occur. This is called Incidental Contact.
After an incidental contact of the charging Unit with
a Unit other than the target of the Charge, you should
align the charging Unit to the one incidentally contacted.
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At the beginning of each Phase in which the charging
Unit is moved, it may perform one Wheel (but only to
the front), in order to face the target enemy Unit. The
Wheel is made at normal speed, so if the Basic Move
is not sufficient for the Unit to face the enemy it must
continue the Wheel during the Additional Move in
the Combat Phase.

A special case arises when, during the Charge or while
performing the Wheel to align, contact with another
enemy Unit occurs. In this case stop the Wheel and
resolve the combat at the resulting position.

Target of the Charge:

The Charge is made in a straight line towards the enemy Unit declared as the target. A situation in which
the enemy moves in the Movement Phase and avoids
the Charge may occur. In such a case, at the beginning of the Combat Phase when making the Additional Move, you should make the wheels necessary
to continue the charge against the chosen enemy.
During the charge you may narrow the front of the
Unit in order to avoid impassable terrain obstacles
and own Units. However, you may not narrow the
front of the Unit during the Charge in order to avoid
enemy Units. Regardless of the situation, the narrowing of the front requires a Movement Maneuver
and costs the appropriate number of centimeters.
During the Charge you may not widen the front of the
Unit (except Units in Open Order and specified cases
of Elite Cavalry Charge). After the Charging Unit
contacts the Unit that is the target of the Charge,
both Units are aligned. Alignment is a wheel, performed as part of the charge move and costs the appropriate amount of movement centimeters. If there
is insufficient movement remaining to complete the
aligning wheel, move the charging unit only as far
as its movement allows. After the alignment, neither
Unit may move further in this phase, even if it has
not yet moved, exluding Charging bases from Units
of Elite Cavalry or in Open Order, which can move in
Additional Movement phase to contact with target
of Charge. Close combat is resolved in the Combat
Phase.

Charge Reactions
Some Units which are the target of a Charge, as well
as those that are in the path of the charging Unit,
may declare a Charge Reaction. Available reactions
are:
•

Break Off (available to Units with the Light Cavalry Special Rule). Note that such units may only
perform a Break Off in particular situations described further on, not at any time that the enemy declares a Charge.

•

Run Behind the Pikes and Hide Among the Pikemen (for Units in a Pike and Shot Formation).
Note that this reaction is subject to additional
requirements (see the relevant rule).

•

Countercharge (for every Unit with a Charge Order),
excluding Units which already Charged or Countercharged this turn).

Charge Reaction:

• Break Off,
• Run behind the pikes,
• Hide among the pikemen,
• Countercharge,
• Others, resulting from special rules of Units.

Movement of Charging Units:

• Movement is divided over two Phases:
Movement and Combat.
• Charging Unit may perform 1 wheel before
movement in each Phase.

Move Charging Units
Saxon infantry

The Move of the charging Unit is divided into two
parts. First, in the Movement Phase, the Unit moves
its Basic Move. Then, in the Close Combat Stage of
the Combat Phase, the Unit performs the Additional
Move, providing that it did not already contact the
enemy.
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CHARGING

• You may not charge a Commander unless he is
the closest enemy Unit.
• First you must charge the enemy within your
Basic Move range.
• If there are any enemy Units in the path of the
Charge they may declare a Charge Reaction,
even if they were not chosen as the target of the
Charge.
• Align the charging Unit to the Unit that it
contacted.

CHARGING

Charging the enemy in the front, flank or rear

•

Sometimes it is difficult to determine if you can attack the enemy in the flank or rear. The rules below
help clarify this issue.

•

Unit D can charge into the flank of Unit A as most
of Unit D is in the flank area of Unit A;
Unit E must Charge the rear of Unit A as most of
Unit E is in the rear area of Unit A.

Aligning Units

After declaring the target of a Charge the charging
Unit may make a Wheel. The charging Unit may only
attack the enemy in the flank if at the beginning of
any Movement phase (ordinary or Additional) most
of the charging Unit was in the flank area of the enemy Unit. It is not allowed to perform a Wheel in
such a way that it will take it from the front (or rear)
area of the enemy Unit into its flank area. Similarly
it cannot attack from the rear if it was mostly in the
flank area of the target Unit.

After making contact the Units in combat must be
aligned.
The charging Unit moves in a straight line until it contacts the enemy Unit. Next you need to check which
Bases made contact and perform a Wheel with the
charging Unit which will take the remaining Bases of
the front rank of the charging Unit into contact with
the enemy. This wheel is restricted to the Movement
range of the charging Unit and there may be a situation in which not all of the Bases contact each other.
If contact took place in the Movement Phase, if necessary – further Aligning should continue in the Additional Movement for Charging Units phase.

Charging to the front, flank or rear:

• You cannot attack in the flank if at the
beginning of a charge most of the charging
Unit was in the front area of the target Unit.
• Similarly in the case of a charge to the rear.

Aligning Units:

• A Wheel is made after contact.
• The point where the units made first contact
is the pivot point.

In the drawing Units B, C, D and E are Charging Unit A:
•
Unit B Charges A and contacts its corner. As at the
beginning of the Charge it was mostly in front of
Unit A it must strike its front – it must align with it,
and if that is not possible and it decides to break
its front then it cannot align to the flank of Unit A;
•
Unit C cannot perform a Wheel that would take
it into the flank of Unit A as most of Unit C is in
front of Unit A;

Unit A is charging Unit B:
• Contact is made with the corner of Unit B (Drawing A);
• Perform a Wheel with the other corner. Drawing
B represents the situation after aligning.
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CHARGING

Narrowing the front
If there is impassable terrain or a friendly Unit in
the way of a charging Unit it must make a Movement
Maneuver – by narrowing the front and paying the
appropriate number of movement points (centimeters). The number of Movement points depends on
the type of the Unit (see the chart in the Maneuvers
during Movement section). This may result in the
unit failing to contact the enemy.
Unit B charges Unit A. There is impassable terrain
on the left (a building):
• Unit B contacts Unit A (Drawing A);
• In drawing B we see that the building is in the
way of Unit B's alignment;
• One Base of Unit B must be moved to the rear of
the Unit. Next a standard Wheel is made (Drawing C.) It may happen that by charging between
hills, lakes and other terrain a Unit may change
from being in Line to being in Column.

Narrowing the front:

• Movement Maneuver in order to avoid
impassable terrain or friendly Units
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Countercharges

If the unit passes the Skill test the Charge Order is
left by it for the following turn (do not remove it in
the Reorganization Phase), it also keeps Impetus. In
the following turn the Unit must attack the original
target (unless it receives a new Order). If the target
Unit is no longer in its field of vision at the moment of
the charge the Unit loses the Charge Order, but does
not disorganize.

Countercharge is not mandatory. This means that
the Unit which is the target of a Charge is not required to Countercharge and in its Movement Phase
it may Charge a different enemy Unit, provided that
it is not already locked in combat.

CHARGING

A Unit may only Countercharge Units within its field
of vision.

Losing the Charge Order

Movement when Countercharging. In the Movement
Phase, mark a line exactly midway between fronts
of the charging and the countercharging Units (see:
Additional Examples). Each Unit moves up to this
line using all of its basic movement, after deducting the cost of maneuvering. The unit performing the
countercharge moves first. If the Units do not meet in
the initial charge move, during the Additional Movement for Charging Units mark the midway line again
and move the Units as above using their additional
movement. Neither of the Units may exceed its Move
range, so it is possible that one of the Units will stop
before reaching the midway line. Then, an enemy
Unit can cross the midway line, if it still has Movement points.

The Unit may lose the Charge Order in several situations.
1. If a Unit declares a Charge or Countercharge
against an enemy Unit and, while performing it,
is attacked in the flank or rear by another enemy
Unit, without contacting any enemy Unit with its
front, it loses the Charge Order and receives the
Move Order.
2. If a Unit with a Charge Order did not declare
a Countercharge and the enemy contacted it
from the front in the Movement Phase then in
its Movement Phase the Unit loses the Charge
Order and receives a Move Order.

Losing Charge Order:

Examples:
Von Shanstrom’s reiters Charge a pancerni banner
under Sosiński which is 30 cm away. Both Units may
move up to 20 cm in the Movement Phase. The midway point is 15 cm from each Unit, so both Units
move forward and make contact after moving 15 cm
each.
The same Unit charges the pancerni banner which is
now 50 cm away. During the Movement Phase, both
Units move 20 cm. Then during the Close Combat
Phase, they both move again, advancing by 5 cm
each to cover the remaining 10 cm between them.

• If during a Charge or Countercharge the Unit
is attacked in the flank or rear by another
Unit without making contact with its original
charge target.
• If the Unit does not declare Countercharge
and is attacked.

Charge from a bridge
A Charge from a bridge is an unusual situation and
needs the separate procedure:
A Unit standing on a bridge may declare a Charge on
a visible enemy Unit that is closest to the bridge exit
(without the possibility to change the target) even if
there is no possibility to lead a Charge in a straight line
to it.

Countercharge:

• Charging Units generally meet midway
between each other.

Failed charge

Such a Unit will move straight forward during its Movement in Charge and stop at the bridge exit. If it still
has the unused Move, it may make a normal wheel towards the Charge target and continue the Charge. The
side from which the target Unit is charged (front, flank
or back) is checked at this moment. The possibility of
gaining impetus by the cavalry is measured after the
wheel made after passing the bridge exit.

A charge declared from too far away may fail and
may cause confusion in the ranks.
A Unit that failed to contact the enemy during a
Charge must immediately pass a Skill test. A failed
test means that the Unit becomes Disorganized.
In such cases cavalry must immediately Withdraw.
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Example 1: A cavalry Unit A can make a Charge
straight on Unit B3 using standard Charging rules.
It can also Charge on Unit B1 standing closest to the
bridge exit.

For the purpose of this wheel, ignore the fact that the
wheeling unit overlaps the terrain element (bridge
or river) by its back – only its front is counted. After
the completion of the basic move, place the remaining bases of the unit so that they continue forming
a column.

CHARGING

If a Unit charging through a bridge using standard
rules (straight forward through a bridge) after its
Basic Movement loses the possibility to continue the
Charge on original target (for example: it moved out
of the charging unit’s Field of Vision), then it can
declare Charge from a bridge at the beginning of its
Additional Movement.
Countercharge – whether from a bridge or on a bridge
– play normally with one exception. If a unit countercharges an opponent charging from a bridge and it
can't reach him in a straight line, it may not enter the
bridge and stop when it contacts its exit and loses
Impetus.

Muscovite reiters
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THE COMBAT PHASE

Defender’s Fire

After both sides have conducted all moves it is time
for combat. Units can shoot and fight in close combat in this Phase.

All Units with the Defense Order may fire in this
Stage. At the end of this Stage losses are calculated
and Morale tests are taken.

General Rules

Close Combat

Each Unit which is in Base-to-Base contact with
an enemy is treated as being in Close Combat.

Close Combat, Shooting while Charging, Reaction
Fire and Charges are resolved in this Stage.

The Unit which is in contact with an enemy and
before the first round of Close Combat – for whatever reason – is forced to Withdraw or Flee, respectively – Withdraws or Flees from the enemy, with
which it is in contact. Treat it like this unit lost a
round of Close Combat (if fighting two opponents it
flees by a resultant line. The enemy units perform
Pursuit and continue the next appropriate combat
step etc.).

Fire after Movement
During this stage the following Units conduct their
shooting:
•

Units that did not fight in Close Combat in this
turn (Units that fought in Close Combat may not
Fire after Movement),
• Units that did not shoot in previous Stages or
their Special Rules allow them to shoot despite
the fact that they shot in previous Stages of this
Combat Phase (e.g. Countermarch and Quick
Loading)
and
• they have a Move Order or
• they do not have any orders (such Units shoot
with only 1 dice per Base).

Sequence of the Combat Phase
The players conduct all the Stages and Steps of the
Combat Phase in the appropriate order.
The Combat Phase includes three consecutive Stages:
•
•
•

Defender’s Fire
Close Combat
Fire after Movement

At the end of this Stage losses are calculated and
Morale tests are taken.

Actions taken by both sides during various Stages
in the Combat Phase take place simultaneously.
In case of a doubt, the player holding the Initiative decides on the order of settling the actions.
Because a Combat (both Close Combat or Ranged)
is simultaneous, so even if a Unit already suffered
losses this turn it still shoots and fights with the
strength it started the phase with (unless a special
rule states otherwise, for example First Strike).

Delaying Firing
A Unit may delay its shooting to any Stage
of the Combat Phase if the controlling player
makes such a decision and its commander
spends 1 Command Point for this. If a Unit delays its
fire then it cannot use any rules allowing it to fire again.

Delaying Fire:

• For 1 Command Point delay until any Stage.
• Cannot fire again in the same turn.
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Remember that losses from shooting are calculated
at the end of a given Stage of the Combat Phase (or
Step in the case of Shooting while Charging or Reaction Fire). If a Unit is shot at by more than one enemy Unit you should conduct all the firing before removing losses.

Example:
Von Schwelick’s musketeers with the Defence Order
delay firing to the Fire after Movement Stage, in
order to wait for the result of the fight between their
reiters and the winged hussars of Colonel Sosiński.
The reiters were in their way and blocked their field
of fire, preventing them from firing a salvo. After
the reiters lost the melee, the hussars continued to
charge into the musketeers who were waiting to fire
their weapons.

Losses in combat:
• A Unit loses 1 Base after losing 3 Strength
points
• If a Unit has a loss marker(s), one of its
Bases fights 1 die less.

Combat dice rolls modifiers

Units take losses on the battlefield as a result of enemy fire or in close combat.

During a Combat – both Close Combat or Ranged
– for each fighting Unit, players will make its Skill
test. For each of the base roll a number of attack
dice equal to its Combat Attribute (Close combat or
Shooting) characteristic.

Each Base has 3 points of Strength, unless it is stated
otherwise in the Army List. This means a Base is destroyed after sustaining the third hit which was not
cancelled by the Armor test. The lost Strength points
of a given Unit must be added to a single Base, this
means that there cannot be two "wounded" Bases
in one Unit. When a Unit loses 3 Strength points it
automatically loses 1 Base (these losses cannot be
divided between more Bases of the Unit).

During the Skill test the following modifiers should
be applied according to the given order:
1.

Special markers placed by the Unit are used to keep
count of the losses; these may be casualty figures,
dice or tokens. Place the marker by the Unit that suffered losses – such a Unit fights normally, but one of
its Bases (chosen by the owning player) is considered as weaker – this Base loses 1 die in Close Combat and in Shooting.

2.

3.

All modifiers which change the printed Combat
value to 1 (Disorganization, Shooting while Charging, Rifled Barrels etc.).
All modifiers which add or subtract number of
dice (losses, flank/rear attack, flanking fire, pikemen support etc.). In case of doubts calculate the
least favorable.
All modifiers which change the Skill value.

Rules described in Chapter 1. "What you need to
know to start gaming": Dice and Dice Rolls should
be also remembered.

In Close Combat you should first remove Bases that
are not engaged (not in contact with enemy Bases).
If there are none left, remove the Bases that have
the smallest length of their edge in contact (so first
those not in contact, then those in corner to corner
contact, next those in contact with one edge, finally
those in contact with two edges and so on). Removing a Base (or Bases) is not allowed to lead to the
loss of a Unit's coherency or to form a Non-standard
Formation.

Swedish reiters

In case of losses from shooting the player may remove any Base from his Unit (but he can't form a
Non-standard Formation this way). If only one Base
from the Unit is visible and the Unit would lose more
Bases or Strength points from shooting, the removal
of such a Base will not result in canceling further
losses of bases or Strength points.
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THE COMBAT PHASE

Combat losses and losing Strength points

SHOOTING

Many units in By Fire and Sword are equipped with
ranged weapons. These are usually firearms but
bows or javelins also appear.
Shooting is conducted from the first rank unless the
Special Rules of a Unit or a weapon make it possible
to shoot from more ranks.

Shooting:
• Normally a Unit shoots from the first rank
only.

Field of Fire
The Field of Fire is an area in which a Unit may engage targets. The Field of Fire depends on the type of
Unit and its weapons.
A Unit may not shoot at a target outside its Field of
Vision, even if it is in the Field of Fire of its weapons.
The Field of Fire for infantry, cavalry with firearms
and artillery is 90° to the front of the Unit (or a Base
– in case of the Unit in Open Order).
For cavalry with bows the Field of Fire covers an
area of 270° to the front, left and back of the Unit
The Field of Fire for infantry, cavalry with firearms
and artillery is 90° to the front of the Unit (or a Base
– in case of the Unit in Open Order). Units armed with
bows can also shoot enemy Units obscured by bases
from their own Unit, but not through other friendly
Units (unless those Units are in Open Order).
In addition, apart from the Field of Fire there needs
to be a Line of Fire between the shooting Base and
the target. This line is drawn from the middle of the
front edge of the shooting Base to any point on the
enemy base. In order to be able to shoot next to
Units and/or terrain that blocks Field of Vision this
line cannot be less than 1 cm from any Base (excluding Bases from the same firing Unit in Close Order)
or such terrain. That means that gap between such
Bases or/and terrain must be at least 2 cm wide.

In the case of bow-armed cavalry the line can also
be drawn from the middle of the side or rear edge (if
the target is to the side or rear of the shooting Base).
It can also be drawn through friendly Units and less
than 2 cm from them but in such a case use the modifier for Shooting over Heads (see: Bow special rule,
Chapter 13.).
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Choice of target

While shooting at a single base of artillery, infantry,
cavalry or a Commander treat it as a Unit in Open
Order.

The closest enemy Unit fulfilling the requirements
below must be the target for shooting:
•
•

Modifiers to Skill of the shooting Unit
(cumulative)
Target is in cover (forest,
buildings, wagons, etc.) or
-1
target is in Open Order

It is in the Field of Fire and Field of Vision of the
shooting Unit,
It is in range of the shooting Unit.

-1

Shooting any other Unit than the closest one requires
spending 1 Command Point by the Commander.

-1

Shooting in Fire 1,2
after Movement Stage

Choice of target:

1) depending on the type of weapon
2) not for a Unit with a Defense Order which
either delayed its shooting or has a Special Rule
allowing it to shoot again

• The closest enemy Unit in the Field of Fire
and Field of Vision may be chosen as a target.
• Shooting can be divided if a part of the Unit
cannot see the target.

The target Unit still has a chance to survive the
shooting as its soldiers may be armored or a hit
from a musket ball may turn out to be just a graze.

Measuring range

The target Unit makes an Armor test modified by the
Effectiveness of the weapon for every hit it received.
A passed test means that the hit is cancelled.

Each Base of the shooting Unit needs to be considered separately for the purpose of range. A situation
in which some Bases have the same target in Effective Range and some in Long Range may occur.

All hits that were not cancelled mean a loss of 1
Strength point by the target Unit. The appropriate
number of Bases are removed at the end of a Stage
and loss markers are placed.

Measure the distance from the middle of the front
edge of each Base of the Unit to the closest point of
the Base of the target Unit. If a Unit is shooting to the
side or back you can measure from the middle of the
side or back edge, if it is closer.

Shooting:

• Skill test with appropriate modifiers for every
Base.
• Roll as many dice as the Shooting attribute of
the Base.
• Hits must be rerolled if the target was at
Long Range.
• Armor test for every hit to cancel it.

Shooting procedure
As we all know it is not so easy to hit a target. Shooting is a test and its result shows how many casualties your Unit was able to inflict on the enemy.
When a unit shoots you need to pass a Skill test to
hit. The skill test dice roll may be modified by battlefield conditions. You roll a specified number of dice
for every Base – as many as its Shooting attribute
(see the Unit tables). Each passed test means 1 hit.

Example 1:
A Haiduk banner of Colonel Sosiński shoots a squadron of von Schwelick’s Swedish reiters. The skill of
the haiduks is 5 (veterans) and they are equipped
with arquebuses (range 10/20, effectiveness 1/0).
First we should check if the haiduks hit anything
at all. Colonel Sosiński takes 8 dice (his banner is
4 Bases strong and each has 2 shooting dice). The
range is 10 cm, so in order to hit Colonel Sosiński

If a target is within Long Range of a weapon then
all successful Skill rolls need to be rerolled. The rolls
that were successful the second time count as hits.
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SHOOTING

-1

Shooting by a Unit engaged in
Close Combat or at a Unit in
Close Combat
1
Shooting from horseback

-1

The Bases of the shooting Unit that do not have
the target Unit in their range or Field of Vision may
choose another closest Unit within their range and
Field of Vision as their target.

Low visibility (smoke/fog/rain)

SHOOTING

needs a 5 or less. He makes the roll and gets 3, 9, 7,
2, 10, 6, 8 and 3, and thus scores 3 hits.
Von Schwelick’s reiter squadron will lose 1 Base
unless it succeeds in an Armor test. Reiters are not
well armored – buffcoats give them Armor 4, which
is modified by –1 (effectiveness of the arquebus at
Effective Range). Von Schwelick rolls a 7, 6 and 4 –
ouch! The squadron loses a Base.

it. It may only shoot at the Unit charging it. If it is
not possible the Unit may not shoot at all. The shooting is conducted with a -1 Skill modifier. Units with
the Move Order and Units without Orders are considered to be attacked before they got the chance to
prepare to shoot – the only thing left for them is to
engage in close combat.
A Unit engaged in Close Combat may be the target of
shooting, as long as it is visible to the shooter. Shooting is performed with a -1 Skill modifier.

Example 2:
After cutting down the reiters Sosiński’s haiduks
found a new target – a Commander's Base of von
Schwelick. Colonel Sosiński again rolls 8 dice. The
range of the shot is 18 cm – so in the Long Range
of the arquebus. In addition the Commander's Base
is treated as an Open Order target (-1 Skill when
shooting). So Colonel Sosiński rolls – he needs a 4
or less to hit. The results are 1, 6, 3, 9, 8, 2, 5 and
7 – three successes. However, as the target is at Long
Range the successes need to be rerolled, so Colonel
Sosiński takes 3 dice and rolls: 1, 5 and 7. In the end
he scores only 1 hit.

Shooting in and against Units
in Close Combat:

• A Unit engaged in Close Combat may shoot as long
as it has a Defense Order or its Special Rules allow it.
• -1 to hit modifier.

Example:
A company of musketeers with a Defense Order was
charged by a cossack style cavalry banner. Contact
occurred in the Movement Phase. In the Combat
Phase, in the Defender’s Fire Stage the musketeers
may shoot at the cavalry. Only if the cavalry survives
the shooting may you move on to the Close Combat
Stage in which the riders attack the musketeers.

Shooting and Close Combat
A Unit engaged in Close Combat may still shoot. This
will only occur if the Unit is the target of a Charge
and has a Defense Order or its Special Rules allow

Swedish infantry keeping
Polish light cavalry at bay
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Ranged weapons characteristics
Ranged weapons have the following characteristics:
•

Range – distance in centimeters up to which
a given weapon may be used. The Range is divided into two 2 distances: Effective and Long.
There is a difference in the chance to score a hit
depending on the distance at which the firing is
conducted.

•

Effectiveness – the Armor of a hit enemy is decreased by this value. If two values are given
the first one is for shooting at Effective Range
and the second for Long Range. Effectiveness -X
means that the Armor of the enemy is increased
for the test by the given value.

•

Additional rules – rules characterizing the given
type of weapon.

•

Match – the weapon has a matchlock, which is
significant in some scenarios.

Carbine:
This category includes cavalry firearms with
butts allowing shooting accurately from horseback and slung on a bandolier.
Range: 10/20
Effectiveness: 1/0
No modifier for Shooting after Movement.
Carbine/Bow:
Polish cavalry were often partly equipped with
bows and partly with carbines. To make things
easier we decided to combine this into one
group.
Range: 10/20
Effectiveness: 0
No modifier for Shooting after Movement and
from horseback.
This set of weapons is not treated as firearms
for Morale tests, (for example for the purposes
of "They Have a Lot of Guns! special rule") fire
from the flank etc. Bow special rules (shooting over
friendly units, Hail of Arrows, Tatar Special Rule etc.)
cannot be used, it does not have a widened field of fire.

Firearms
Pistol:
This category includes short cavalry firearms,
usually with a wheel lock, carried in holsters
by the saddle.
Range: 5/Effectiveness: 0
No modifier for Shooting after Movement and
from horseback.

Janissary arquebus:
A long, small caliber firearm, usually with a
Miquelet-type lock – a primitive flintlock. It was
used by some Turkish formations.
Range: 10/20
Effectiveness: 1/0
No modifier for Shooting after Movement.

When Ammunition optional rule (p. 102) is
used, Pistols may be used in Close Combat applying the following rules:
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A Unit with pistols and still having ammunition must use them in Close Combat. The Unit
gets a +1 to hit in Close Combat, but uses ammunition as if firing. A Unit may use pistols in
Close Combat even if it used them for Shooting while
Charging (a Base represents 3 real-life ranks of soldiers, the first one shot pistols during the charge
while the other two kept their pistols ready for close
combat).

Ranged weapons are used for distance fighting.
This category includes firearms, bows, thrown
weapons and artillery. Artillery has many rules of
its own and is described in another chapter.

Janissary handgun:
Long, medium caliber firearm, usually with a
Miquelet-type lock – a primitive flintlock, used
by Turkish Janissaries. Due to its long barrel
made of good quality steel it had quite a long
range.
Range: 10/35
Effectiveness: 2/0
Cannot shoot from horseback.

RANGED WEAPONS

Arquebus:
A firearm with a wheel lock and a short barrel,
used by some cavalry and infantry formations.
Usually it was a good quality weapon.
Range: 10/20
Effectiveness: 1/0
No modifier for Shooting after Movement.
Poor quality firearms:
This category means that the Unit is carrying
a variety of weapons, mostly long firearms of
small caliber (10-12mm), often with primitive
flintlocks. This includes all kinds of arquebuses, light Janissary arquebuses, light handguns, and hunting weapons. Usually most of
these weapons were in very bad condition.
Range: 10/20
Effectiveness: 1/0.

Musket:
A popular weapon of musketeers throughout
the whole of the 17th century. It was heavy
and cumbersome, but was a very reliable large
caliber (18-19mm) weapon with a matchlock.
Range: 10/30
Effectiveness: 3/1
Cannot shoot from horseback.
Match.

Good quality firearms:
This category means that the Unit is carrying a
variety of weapons, mostly long, medium caliber firearms (14-16mm), often with flintlocks.
This includes all kinds of home made handguns, matchlock muskets, heavier arquebuses,
and some Janissary arquebuses.
Range: 10/25
Effectiveness: 2/0
Cannot shoot from horseback.

Half-musket:
A lighter (shorter) version of the musket usually used by dragoons and Swedish national
infantry regiments. It did not require a rest
(musket fork) to fire and it was easier to handle.
Range: 10/25
Effectiveness: 3/1
Cannot shoot from horseback.
No modifier for Shooting after Movement.
Match.

Muscovite handgun:
Long, medium caliber firearm (14-16mm),
usually with a flintlock or matchlock, used by
the Muscovite forces. Usually it was a low quality weapon.
Range: 10/25
Effectiveness: 2/0
Cannot shoot from horseback.

Spanish musket:
An older version of the musket sometimes
found in the equipment of some musketeer
formations. It had very large caliber (circa 2022mm), a long range and a very reliable matchlock. However, it was so heavy that it required a
musket fork, as a result it was difficult to shoot
salvoes with and usually formations equipped
with it had to use the countermarch.
Range: 10/35
Effectiveness: 4/2
Cannot shoot from horseback.
Match.

Polish-Lithunian Tartars
during charge
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Bows

Thrown weapons

Bow:
Bows were still widely used in Eastern Europe.
Turks and Tartars were masters in their use,
but Poles and Muscovites also used bows.
Range: Cavalry 10/20, Infantry 10/30
Effectiveness: 0/-1
No modifier for Shooting after Movement and
from horseback.

Units with thrown weapons may always use them
for Shooting while Charging (they should be treated
as having the Shooting while Charging rule for the
thrown weapons they are equipped with).

Overhead shooting
Bows may shoot over friendly Bases as long as
they are from the same Unit as the shooters or
are in Open Order. In such case only 1 die per
Base is rolled.

Ranged weapons table
Penalty for:
Shooting in
Fire after
Movement
Stage
-

Shooting
from
horseback
-

Notes
+1 to CC of the Unit

-

-

-

0

-

-

not treated
as firearms or bows

10/20

1/0

-

Yes

-

10/20

1/0

Yes

Yes

-

10/25

2/0

Yes

Can't shoot

-

2/0
3/1
3/1
4/2

Yes

Can't shoot

-

Yes

Can't shoot

Match

-

Can't shoot

Match

Spanish musket

10/35
10/30
10/25
10/35

Yes

Can't shoot

Match

Javelins

5

0

-

-

Gratns Shooting while
Charging ability

Range
(Effective/
Long)

Effectiveness

Bow

5
10/20*

0
0/-1

Carabine/Bow

10/20

Weapon
Pistol

Carabine
Janissary arquebus
Arquebus
Poor quality
firearms
Good quality
firearms
Muscovite
handgun
Janissary handgun
Musket
Half-musket

*) maximun range from a bow for infantry units is 30cm
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Javelins:
A weapon still used by the Turks and Tartars.
Range: 5/Effectiveness: 0
No modifier for Shooting after Movement or
from horseback.

CLOSE COMBAT

In this section we shall discuss the results of a
Charge and Close Combat.

3.
Shooting while Charging

The Close Combat Stage is divided into several
Steps:

In this Step Units with ranged weapons and the
Shooting while Charging Special Rule may shoot.
Fire is simultaneous and its results (Morale and loss
of Strength points) are resolved at the end of this
Step (before the First round of Close Combat Step).

1. Additional Move of the Charging Units
2. Reaction Fire
3. Shooting while Charging
4. First round of Close Combat
5. All Combat Resolutions
6. Flights and Withdrawals
7. Pursuits
8. Second round of Close Combat
9. All Combat Resolutions
10. Flights and Withdrawals

Regardless of the Shooting attribute value in the
Shooting while Charging you only roll 1 die per Base.
You need to remember the -1 Skill modifier for shooting in Close Combat (if there was contact with the
enemy).

Shooting while Charging:

• Charging Units with the Shooting
while Charging Special Rule may shoot.
• Always roll 1 die per Base.

1.
Additional Move of the Charging Units
In this step the charging Units make the Additional
Move (see Charge).

4.
The First Round of Close Combat

Additional Move of the
Charging Units:

In this Step the Close Combat rolls of Units are
made and resolved. The Player holding the Initiative decides on the order of resolving the Close
Combats if more than one melee is fought.

• Charging Units make the Additional Move.

2.
Reaction Fire

Close Combat Rolls

In this Step Units with the Defense Order that decided to delay their fire to the Close Combat Stage
or are allowed to shoot by their Special Rules may
shoot. The results of the firing (Morale and loss of
Strength points) are resolved at the end of this Step
(before Step 3. Shooting while Charging). You need
to remember the -1 Skill modifier for shooting in
Close Combat (if there was contact with the enemy).

A Base must first attack the Base that it contacted
with its front. If a Base in contact with its front with
more than one enemy's Base, the Player chooses
which of them will be attacked by his Base (and similarly for the flank or rear). If there is no such Base it
may attack a Base that it is touching with one of its
front corners, then the sides and finally the rear. If a
Base is not touching any enemy Bases it may still attack if it meets all the following conditions:
• there is an enemy within 2 cm and a Unit including that Base is fighting with that enemy.

Reaction Fire:

• Delayed shooting of Units with the Defense
Order
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•

the Base has a clear front – it is not in contact
with any enemy or friendly Base.

The negative Skill test modifiers are used only for
those Bases to which they apply. For example, modifiers for attacking over an obstacle are used only for
those Bases in the Unit that actually attack over it.

The Base is attacking the flank or rear of an enemy
Unit in this way it does not result in receiving a modifier for a rear/flank attack in combat resolution.
Close Combat is simultaneous, unless a Unit has
weapons granting the First Strike rule (a pike or a
hussars’ lance).
In Close Combat the Unit makes a Skill test. For
every Base roll an amount of dice equal to the Close
Combat attribute of the Unit.
Each successful roll means a hit.

A Fleeing Unit does not make any attacks in Close
Combat – it does not roll any dice to hit.

The following modifiers are used for Close Combat
tests:
•

•
•

Armor Test

+1 or +2 Skill for charging cavalry (Impetus
modifier).
→→ In order to receive this modifier there must
be at least 10 cm of space between the Units
and additionally during the last 10 cm before
contacting the enemy the cavalry unit has
to move over Open Ground or downhill and
without wheeling or making any maneuvers.
While continuing Charge, Move from the previous turn is counted in. A cavalry unit also
doesn't receive the impetus modifier when
the target unit stands in other terrain other
than Open Ground (excluding downhill, road
or forage area), behind an obstacle or has
Defense Order and is armed with polearms.
The Impetus modifier can't be used in a fight
against an enemy being on a flank or a rear
of the Charging unit. To get this modifier all
bases of the Charging unit must fulfill these
requirements.
→→ +1 modifier is granted to cavalry with an Additional Move of +10 cm or when it is in Open
Order
→→ +2 modifier is granted to cavalry with an Additional Move of +20 cm and when it is in
Close Order
-1 Skill for attacking an enemy Unit with a Defense Order in terrain granting an Advantage.
-2 Skill for cavalry if attacking an enemy infantry
Unit with a Defense Order in terrain granting an
Advantage.

The target Unit makes an Armor test (modified with
the Effectiveness of the weapon) for every hit it received. Every failed Armor test means a loss of one
Strength point. You may not inflict more wounds
than a given Unit's number of Strength points (the
surplus is cancelled).

Close Combat:

• Skill test for every fighting Base with the
appropriate modifiers.
• Roll as many dice as the Base’s Close Combat
attribute.
• 1 die less when hitting to your flank or rear.
• Fleeing Units do not roll to hit.
• Pass an Armor test for each hit to cancel it.

Ottoman sipahi charge
against the winged hussars
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If an enemy attacking base contacts a Base on its
flank or rear, the contacted Base rolls 1 die less than
its Close Combat attribute when it fights the enemy
base on its flank or rear. A Base may only attack an
enemy on its flank if there is no enemy in contact
with its front, and an enemy to its rear only if there
are no enemy Bases in contact with any other edges.
If a Base has only 1 die in Close Combat it receives
an additional -1 Skill modifier to attack against the
enemy Base on its flank or rear instead.

5.
Combat Resolutions

• -1 for a Unit with the Poor Tactical Discipline
Special Rule (in Open Order, Disorganized etc.)
→→ a Unit with the Poor Tactical Discipline
rule receives -1 to the Combat Resolution
(if many Units take part in combat it is
enough for one to have this rule).
→→ For purposes of Combat Resolution, if part
of the Open Order Unit is in Open Terrain,
then Poor Tactical Discipline is counted.
This is only when in direct combat and
these bases which are placed in Open Terrain are attacking or being attacked.

CLOSE COMBAT

After the losses are determined it is time to resolve
the combat. Units that lost will withdraw or flee
and the winners will pursue them to finish the
work of destruction…
Each of the players totals the Strength Points taken
from the enemy and apply the appropriate Combat
Resolution Modifiers gained in the Combat. In order
to receive a positive modifier ALL the Bases in a
Unit must fulfill one of the following conditions.
This does not refer to bonuses for a flank or rear
attack. These bonuses (flank or rear attack) are
counted before inflicting losses to Units.

•

+ 1 for a Unit with the Good Tactical Discipline Special Rule.
→→ a Unit with the Good Tactical Discipline
rule receives +1 to the Combat Resolution.
• -1 for a Unit with the Light Cavalry Special
Rule (cumulative with any other modifiers).
Exceptionally, if several units participate on
the same side of the fight, the modifier is only
used if they all have this rule.

Combat Resolution Modifiers
• +1/ +2/ +3 for numerical superiority
→→ Count all Bases that are left after the combat. The Player with the most Bases receives
+1 to the Combat Resolution. If a Player has
at least twice the number of enemy Bases
he/she receives +2 to the Combat Resolution. If the Player has at least three times
the number of enemy Bases he/she receives
+3 to the Combat Resolution.

Combat Resolution Modifiers

• +1/ +2 for terrain granting an Advantage
→→ A Unit with a Defense Order and located
in terrain granting an Advantage receives
+1 to the Combat Resolution.
→→ An Infantry Unit with a Defense Order and
located in terrain granting Advantage receives +2 to the Combat Resolution if it is
fighting against Cavalry.
→→ Some terrain types do not require a Defense Order to get these bonuses.
• +1 for a flank attack.
→→ A Unit attacking from the flank receives +1
to the Combat Resolution. Each flank of a
single Unit is counted only once.
→→ the maximum modification for the whole
combat for flank attacks, regardless of the
enemy formation and number of involved
Units, is +2.

+1

for numerical superiority
(more Bases)

+2

for twice the number
of enemy Bases

+3

for three times the number
of enemy Bases or more
for terrain granting
an Advantage
for a flank attack

+1 / +2
+1 / +2
+2

for an attack from the rear

-1

for a Unit with
Poor Tactical Discipline

+1

for a Unit with
Good Tactical Discipline

-1

if all units have Light Cavalry
special rule

The side with the highest total is the Winner, the
other side is the Loser. If the totals are equal there
is a Draw.

Combat resolution:

• +2 for an attack from the rear.
→→ A Unit that attacks the enemy to the rear
receives +2 to the Combat Resolution.
This modifier is counted only once for the
whole combat.

• Add up the Strength Points taken from the
enemy and the Combat Resolution Modifiers.
• Determining the Winner and the Loser or if
there has been a Draw.
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One side wins

Draw

The Loser tests Morale, deducting the difference in
combat resolution results from his Morale value:
•

If the test is passed he must Withdraw.

•

If the test is failed the Unit’s Morale drops by 1
level. If the Morale test is failed by 5 or more the
Unit Morale drops by 2 levels.
If Morale drops to the Disorganized level, the
Unit must Withdraw.

•

If Morale drops to the Flight level, the Unit mustFlee.

Draw:

• Both sides Withdraw.

Multiple Units Combat
Combat Resolution – calculate only one combat
resolution for all units participating. Add up all the
modifiers for numerical strength, number of strength
points lost, flank/rear attacks (up to +2 for flank and
+2 for rear attack) per combat.

Regardless of the suffered losses the Winner does
not test Morale.

Morale tests – each Unit on the losing side separately tests Morale modified by the combat result.
The order of the withdrawal or flee results of these
tests is decided by the losing player. Units attacked
from several sides automatically Flee (any Morale
test is failed, if it's needed).

One side wins:

• The Loser tests Morale.
• The Loser must Withdraw regardless of the
result.
• If the losing Unit fails the test its Morale
drops.
• If Morale drops to the Flight level the Loser
must Flee.
• The Winner must always pursue.

See also: Withdrawing rules (page 63).

6.
Flights and Withdrawals

The Enemy is wiped out

In this Step all Flights and Withdrawals are conducted, according to All Combat Results. Due to
the nature of these actions they are described in
chapter 18. "Battlefield Psychology".

It may happen that the enemy Unit is wiped out (it
loses all its Bases) during the First round of Close
Combat or during Shooting while Charging.

7.
Pursuit

In such a case, if the winning Unit had a Charge Order it keeps it. If it had another order it also keeps it
(this is the difference between wiping out the enemy
from a Pursuit).

Pursuit is an obligatory Move after the Fleeing or
Withdrawing of an enemy.

In Step 6 – Pursuit – a Unit with a Charge Order
must declare a charge into the nearest enemy within
its field of vision and Additional Move range. If there
are no enemy Units fulfilling these conditions the
Unit can be automatically and without cost stopped
from charging on – the Unit loses its Order and is left
without any Orders.

A Unit may refrain from Pursuit, only if ordered to.
The Unit Commander or the Commander-in-Chief
must spend 1 Command Point for this and the Unit
needs to be in his Command Range.
Infantry may automatically refrain from pursuing
cavalry.

If the Unit is not stopped from charging it should
make the Additional Move and receives the normal
Charge Modifiers. If it failed to contact the new enemy it should be treated as a Failed Charge.

Units that do not have the Additional Move attribute in their characteristics (their Move attribute includes only one number) cannot pursue.
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•

In the case of a Draw both sides Withdraw.

Units in Advantageous terrain or defending fortifications are not obliged to pursue (but may, as long as
they have the Additional Move).

8.
The Second Round of Close Combat

The Pursuit move is made with the number for the
Additional Move.

Units that contacted the enemy as a result of Pursuit fight in the Second Round of Close Combat.
The same rules and modifiers are applied as in the
First Round of Close Combat.

CLOSE COMBAT

A Unit that refrained from Pursuit may perform 1
Special Maneuver, but it remains without an Order
– unless it had the Defense Order – in that case it
keeps it.

9. and 10.
Combat Resolutions
Flights and Withdrawals

A Unit which conducts a Pursuit loses its previous
Order and receives a Charge Order. If the unit was
attacked from the flank or behind it makes a free
90/180 degrees turn to face the enemy. Pursuit is
treated as a Charge, with all its consequences and
modifiers, excluding the Impetus modifiers, Shooting while charging and failed charge rules. The Loser
is the target of the Charge. The pursuing Unit has always line of sight to the Loser (even if normally it
would be blocked by terrain or other units). If the
Pursuing Unit contacts another enemy it should
be treated as a Charge and conduct combat in the
Second Round of Close Combat. If the Loser left the
field or was destroyed because of running into an
enemy unit, the Pursuing unit has to move so it will
contact the table edge or place where the Loser was
destroyed or left the battlefield.

The Second Round of Close Combat is resolved in
the same way as the first. If there is a winner, no
Pursuits are made. Winning Units are left without
any Orders (they lose the Charge Order) unless they
had a Defense Order.
Flights and Withdrawals are the last Close Combat
Step and is conducted the same way as Step 6.

A Tartar rabble
cuts down
the surrounded peasants

Pursuit:

• Obligatory charge towards the Loser.
• 1 Command Point must be spent or specified
requirements must be fulfilled in order to
refrain from Pursuit.
• Pursuit is conducted at the Additional Move
speed.
• The Pursuing Unit receives the Charge Order.
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Examples of Combat

Example 2

Example 1

Example 2: a pancerni banner (A) fights against a
reiter squadron (B):

Example 1: a pancerni banner (A) fights against a
reiter squadron (B):
•

The First Combat Resolution is calculated. The
pancerni took 2 Strength Points from the reiters –
so they earn 2 points. The reiters did not take any
Strength Point from the pancerni and have Good
Tactical Discipline (+1) – so they have 1 point.
The reiters lost the combat by 1 point and must
pass a Morale test with a -1 modifier (Drawing A).

•

The test is successful – the reiters withdraw a
half Move (10 cm) and are set up with their front
towards the enemy (Drawing B).

The First Combat Resolution is calculated. The
pancerni took 2 Strength Points from the Reiter –
so they earn 2 points. The reiter took 1 Strength
Point from the Pancerni and have the Good Tactical Discipline Special Rule (giving them a +1 to the
Combat Resolution) – so they also have 2 points.
The Result is 2:2, this means a Draw (Drawing A).

CLOSE COMBAT

•

•

Both sides withdraw half their Move (10 cm) and
are set up with their fronts towards the enemy –
the combat is over (Drawing B).
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The pancerni pursue the reiters (Drawing C) and
a Second Round of Close Combat is fought.

•

Unfortunately, they roll a 0 – they fail the test by 5
points, this means that the pancerni immediately
Flee a full Move (20 cm) and go into Open Order
(Drawing B).

•

The reiters can't refrain from pursuit – so they
move forward their full Additional Move allowance (10 cm). The combat is finished (Drawing C).

CLOSE COMBAT

•

Example 3
Example 3: a reiter squadron (A) fights against a
pancerni banner (B):
• The First Combat Resolution is calculated. The
pancerni took 1 Strength Point from the reiters – so they earn 1 point. The reiters also took
1 Strength Point from the pancerni and have Good
Tactical Discipline (+1) – so they have a total
of 2 points. The pancerni lost the combat by 1
point and must pass a Morale (5) test with a -1
modifier (Drawing A).

Imperial cuirassiers
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Example 4
Example 4: a winged hussars banner (A) charges a reiter squadron (B):
•
The First Combat Resolution is calculated. The
hussars took 2 Strength Point from the reiters. The
reiters did not take any points from the hussars
but get 1 point for Good Tactical Discipline. The
reiters lost the combat by 1 point and must pass
a Morale test (5) with a -1 modifier (Drawing A).

CLOSE COMBAT

Tartar cavalry caught in the crossfire
from muskets and cannon
•
•

They fail the test – so the reiters withdraw half their
Move (10 cm) and are Disorganized (Drawing B).

The hussars pursue – they may make a 20 cm
pursuit move (Additional Move) but there is no
need – the enemy is closer so they move only
10 cm (Drawing C).

During the reigns of Władysław
IV and John II Casimir men
of the king’s own
cossack style cavalry banner serv
ed also as53
messengers carrying the kings’
letters
and acts.

The Second Round of Close Combat: the hussars
take 2 Strength Points from the reiters (the reiters
lose 1 Base and 1 casualty marker is placed by the
Unit) and the reiters take 1 point from the hussars.
The reiters are Disorganized, so their Good Tactical Discipline rule does not apply; moreover they
get a -1 Combat Resolution for being Disorganized
and a further -1 for being
Outnumbered. They lose the combat by 3 points and
must pass a Morale test (5) at -3 (Drawing D) for being outnumbered.

•

The test is failed again – so the reiters Flee by
making a full Move (20 cm). As this is the Second
Round of Close Combat no pursuits are made. The
combat is over (Drawing E). The winged hussars
end without an order.

CLOSE COMBAT

•

Sipahi of the Guard
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Types of Close Combat weapons
Hand weapons:
Usually swords, rapiers, sabres, etc.
Effectiveness: 0/0

Close Combat weapons are used only in Close Combat, when Bases are in contact (or up to 2 cm away).
Such weapons have a CC Range (Close Combat) in
the Unit characteristics tables.

Peasant weapons:
Usually primitive polearms, such as scythes
and pitchforks.
Effectiveness: -1/-1 (1 is added to the enemy
Armor value).
Polearms: Charging cavalry does not receive
the impetus Modifier in Close Combat if the Unit
equipped with this weapon has a Defense Order
and is not attacked from the flank or rear. This
rule is in force only in the case of infantry. This
rule does not apply if the defending infantry
Unit is in Open Order.

Close Combat Weapons Characteristics
Various types of Close Combat weapons are characterized by the following attributes:
Effectiveness – the force with which the weapon
penetrates the armor of an enemy after a hit.
The Effectiveness of a given weapon tells us
what value should be subtracted from the Armor
value of the enemy. In the case of Close Combat
weapons the Effectiveness has 2 values, e.g.:
0/1. The first value is used in normal Close Combat and the second one when the Unit equipped
with this weapon is charging (and only for enemy Bases at the front of the charging Unit).

Improvised weapons:
Ad hoc weapons organized by poorly armed
formations (mostly artillery) such as staffs,
ramrods, etc.
Effectiveness: -1/-1 (1 is added to the enemy
Armor value ).
Cavalry polearms and estocs:
This category includes estocs and various
spears, rogatines (bear spears) and other
polearms for fighting from horseback. The
names of the weapons may be given in the Unit
descriptions.
Effectiveness: 0/1

Example:
A pancerni Unit with an Armor of 5 is hit by a
Muscovite streltsy with Berdishe axes, having an
Effectiveness of 2. Thus, 5 (Armor value) minus
2 (weapon’s Effectiveness) equals 3. A hit is ignored for any roll of three or less.
Additional rules – rules characterizing a given
weapon. Some additional rules do not apply if
the Unit is Disorganized. Additional rules are
given in bold print below the Effectiveness attribute.

Infantry polearms:
This category includes various spears, rogatines (bear spears) and other polearms for
combat on foot. The names of the weapons
may be given in the Unit descriptions.
Effectiveness: 0/0
Polearms: Charging cavalry does not receive
the impetus Modifier in Close Combat if the Unit
equipped with this weapon has a Defense Order and is not attacked from the flank or rear.
This rule applies only in the case of infantry.
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Close Combat Weapons are used for fighting in
melee. They include all kinds of swords, sabers,
lances, pikes, as well as improvised weapons, or
even firearms used at close quarters.

Single Use Weapon: it may be used only if a
Unit equipped with this weapon is Charging or
Countercharging. After the First Round of Close
Combat the lances are broken (and may not be
used for the remainder of the battle). Lances are
also lost if a Unit is forced to Flee. If a charging Unit armed with lances wipes out an enemy
Unit of half its size or less, it has a chance of
keeping its lances. Roll a Skill test for the charging Unit – if passed only a part of the Unit broke
their lances and the Unit may use them again.
Staggering Charge: A Unit charging with
lances wins the combat in the case of a draw.
First Strike: The Unit strikes first in Close Combat. It inflicts losses first and only later can the
enemy Bases that survived attempt to hit. If 2
Units have weapons with this rule they strike
simultaneously. The rule does not apply if the
Unit is Disorganized. In addition, in the case of
lances, this rule works only if the lance armed
Unit is Charging.

CLOSE COMBAT WEAPONS

This rule does not apply if the defending infantry Unit is in Open Order.
Pikes:
A 4-5 meter long weapon used by specially
trained pikemen units as part of Western type
infantry regiments.
Effectiveness: 1/1.
First Strike: The Unit strikes first in Close Combat. It inflicts losses first and only later can the
enemy Bases that survived attempt to hit. If 2
Units have weapons with this rule they strike simultaneously. The rule does not apply if the Unit
is Disorganized.
Polearms: Charging cavalry does not receive
the impetus Modifier in Close Combat if the Unit
equipped with this weapon has a Defense Order
and is not attacked from the flank or rear. This
rule applies to infantry only. This rule does not
apply if the defending infantry Unit is in Open
Order.
Multiple Ranks Fight: Pikes allowed 3-5 ranks
of soldiers to fight at the same time. Pikemen
from the back struck over the heads of their
comrades. If a pikemen's Base has another Base
of pikemen from its Unit that are not engaged in
combat behind it, it receives an additional die
in Close Combat. The rule does not apply if the
Unit is Disorganized.

Two-handed weapons:
Various types of Berdishe axes, halberds, and
two-handed swords used by some infantry formations.
Effectiveness: 1/2
Cumbersome: This weapon is difficult to use. If
a Unit is Disorganized the Effectiveness of the
weapon drops to 0.

Lance:
A 3-4 meter long polearm for use only while
Charging. This category includes various Turkish lances and long lances.
Effectiveness: 0/3
Single Use Weapon: it may be used only if a
Unit equipped with this weapon is Charging or
Countercharging. After the First Round of Close
Combat the lances are broken and may not be
used for the remainder of the battle. Lances are
also lost if a Unit is forced to Flee. If a charging Unit armed with lances wipes out an enemy
Unit of half its size or less, it has a chance of
keeping its lances. Roll a Skill test for the charging Unit – if passed only a part of the Unit broke
their lances and the Unit may use them again.
Staggering Charge: A Unit charging with
lances wins the combat in the case of a draw.

Effectiveness

Winged Hussar lance:
A long lance (4.5-5.5m), primarily used by Polish
Winged Hussars but also by few other formations.
Effectiveness: 0/3
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Weapon type

in defence

when charging

Hand weapon

0

0

Peasant weapon

-1

-1

Improvised weapon

-1

-1

Cavalry polearms
and estocs

0

1

Infantry polearms

0

0

Pikes

1

1

Lances

0

3

Winged Hussar
lances

0

3

Two-handed
weapons

1

2

Shields

Shields increase the Armor of a Unit equipped with
them by 1 if they are used in Close Combat or when
testing Armor against hits from bows or javelins but
not against carabine/bow combination.

Shields are not exactly Close Combat weapons, but
due to the fact that they grant additional protection
to soldiers in Close Combat, they are also described
here.

1. Regiment Motivation Tests. These tests are performed only at the Division level. Players check
if Regiments under their command reached
the Motivation Level. Those that did must pass
a Motivation test, or will be Wiped Out. A Wiped
Out Regiment immediately causes a decrease in
Motivation of the other Regiments and in some
cases these Regiments will also need to pass
a Motivation test. This may lead to a chain reaction, but it is important that each Regiment
can pass only one Motivation test in this Phase.
The player holding the Initiative rolls Motiva-

2. Check for Reinforcements, Flanking Maneuvers,
and Ambushes. The player that moved first in
this turn performs these actions first.
3. Check if the victory conditions were met and the
battle has ended. This may happen after the
conditions specified in the scenario are fulfilled,
or all the Regiments of the opponent that are
present on the battlefield are Wiped Out.

Swedish ranks of troops
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tion tests after the other player. If all Regiments
in the opposing army are Wiped Out before his
rolls, the battle is over and the player holding
the Initiative does not roll any Motivation tests.
More about Motivation will be covered in the
Advanced Rules.

The Reorganization Phase is the last phase of the
game turn. In the Reorganization Phase players
perform the Steps given below in the following order:

OPEN ORDER

after a Special Maneuver or after aligning to the
enemy during a Charge. The Unit is not treated as
being in Non-standard Formation, if deviation more
than 45° is an effect of a Charge. After completing
the next Move of this Unit, its bases have to return
to correct facing (unless one of the mentioned above
conditions is met). When shooting at a Unit in Open
Order the shooter receives a -1 Skill modifier. A unit
in Open Order is treated as if having the Poor Tactical Discipline Special Rule (-1 to Combat Resolution), but only if it is fighting on Open Ground. In addition, if Open Order cavalry is charging an enemy it
receives a maximum +1 Impetus to hit modifier.

Open Order is mainly used by light cavalry and
skirmishers. Units in such formations are easier to
maneuver in difficult terrain, but lose some effectiveness in Close Combat. Open Order is discussed
separately due to its specificity. As Unit Special
rules are not used in the Basic Rules this will only
be significant in the case of a Flight. In the Advanced Rules it is necessary to use the Open Order
rules.

Basic rules
Bases of the same Unit in Open Order cannot be
touching – they must be at least 0.5 cm and not
more than 2 cm apart. Every Base in a Unit in Open
Order moves and counts Movement Range and Maneuvers in Movement individually using the Unit’s
Movement range as modified by terrain. This means
that as long as it is possible to maintain Unit's coherency, a Base in the forest for example, does not
affect the Movement of the other bases.

Open Order:

• Bases 0.5-2cm apart.
• Move the Bases one by one up to their
Movement allowance.
• –1 to hit if shooting at an Open Order Unit.
• Poor Tactical Discipline on open ground.
• At most +1 for Charge impetus.

When moving a Unit in Open Order, you move the
first Base so that no corner of the Base moves more
than its Movement Range. The Base can move in any
direction, for example sideways or diagonally, without having to Wheel or Turn, Moving backwards with
normal speed (see: the drawings). All rules regarding Wheeling are ignored – even if a base physically
makes a wheel – only the distance moved by its corners is counted. Bases of the Unit in Open Order turn
around their centers. These turns are free and their
number isn't limited by the Unit's Skill level.

Charging in Open Order
The Charge of an Open Order Unit is a little
different from a Closed Order charge or a
normal Open Order move. Even though
a Unit in Open Order during its Movement does
not normally make Wheels, that Unit charges as if
each of its Bases was a separate, Close Order Unit
charging one, common target for all of the Bases.
This means that each of its Bases:
•

Then move all of the remaining Bases in the Unit as
above, so that they do not exceed their movement
allowance or finish the move closer than 0.5 cm or
further than 2 cm from one another.
After the move, all Bases in the Unit must be facing
in the same direction as the first Base with no more
than a 45° deviation to either side. The Bases may
deviate more than 45° from the first Base only
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Is treated individually for the purpose of determining if the attack is made against an enemy front,
flank or rear (see – the drawing). A Unit in Open
Order may attack multiple sides of the same enemy Unit, providing that the attacker’s individual
Bases meet the required conditions for front, flank
or rear attacks. After placing the Bases in contact
with the enemy, you need to remember that they
cannot be touching each other (they must be 0.5

If the Unit is charging and one of its Bases can’t be
moved along a straight line into contact with an
enemy (for example because of impassible terrain),
this Base can be moved along a curved line in the
direction of the target to keep formation with the
other Bases in its Unit. This Base cannot contact any
enemy Bases or get to within 2 cm of the enemy, both
during Movement phase or Additional Movement for
Charging Units step, unless it itself is charged.

to 2 cm apart). You may not move and align to
contact only the corner of an enemy base.
•

Just as Close Order Unit, must move directly forward in a straight line towards the target and at
the beginning of any charge move, it may perform
a Wheel forward towards the target using standard Movement rules. Additional – at this moment
it may also make a free 180° Turn Maneuver in
Movement (instead or together with a Wheel).

If none of the Bases can be moved along a straight
line into contact with an enemy Unit then that Unit
cannot be the target of the charge. Pick another
target, or if there are none, change the Order to Move.

For a Unit in Open Order, only Bases which incidentally contacted during a Charge are aligned. All
other Bases continue Movement in the direction of
the original target of the Charge.

Example:
Drawing 1 – a cavalry base moves backwards to point
B, than moving sideways between obstacles changes
its facing by 180° in point C (this Turn is for free).

Drawing 2 – the same base continues its move. It moves
slightly diagonally forward to point D, to allow its rear
corner (marked by a circle) to pass around the obstacle. Finally, after changing its facing, the base ends
its move in point E.

Croat
Cavalry
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OPEN ORDER

Remember that Units in Open Order can pass
through one another without penalties as long as
both of them have the same Morale level: Good or
Flight. Also, Bases of a Unit in Open Order can pass
through other Bases from the same Unit. This means
that Open Order Units can charge through other
Open Order Units.

If during Movement phase, only some Bases of the
charging Unit contacted the target of the Charge, the
remaining Bases can continue the Charge in the step:
Additional Movement for Charging Units. Before
moving the Bases again, determine which edges of
the enemy Unit can be attacked as described above.

BATTLEFIED PSYCHOLOGY

•

Units B and C attack Unit A:
•
•
•

Unit B is mostly in front of Unit A so charges its
front.
One of the Bases of Unit B is in the flank of Unit
A and is placed against its side.
All the Bases of Unit C are in the flank area of
Unit A, so they are placed against its side. There
is not enough space for one Base so it cannot
fight.

Morale determines the fighting spirit and courage of
soldiers, but even the most courageous may break.
The Morale Level shows us the current condition of
the given Unit.

Morale

One of Bases from Unit C is partly in front of the
Unit A, but not more than half of it, so it cannot
be placed against the front.

An Open Order Unit charges a target that is partly
concealed by an obstacle. Only two Bases (3 and 4)
can move in a straight line to contact the enemy. The
other two can make a curve while moving but cannot
contact the enemy or come closer than 2 cm from the
enemy in order to participate in combat.

•
•
•

Good (units usually start the game at this Morale Level),
Disorganized (units that are Disorganized do
not fight well and have no Orders),
Flight (the Unit flees the battlefield).

The Morale value is the base number used, usually
with modifiers, during a Morale test (see further).
This test – passed or failed – determines the Morale
Level of the unit being tested.

A unit's Morale Level is not the same as it's Morale
value (given in unit’s characteristic). The Morale
Level represents the state that the unit is in:
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Disorganization:

• A Unit loses its current Orders and it must be
Rallied to receive new ones.
• The Close Combat and Shooting attributes
decrease to 1.
• The Unit is treated as if it had Poor Tactical
Discipline.
• Cavalry must Withdraw.
• Units cannot pass through a Disorganized Unit
nor can it pass through other Units.

If the Morale level of a Unit drops to Flight it must
run from the battlefield. It will run until it leaves the
battlefield, unless it is Rallied.
Different Morale levels
• Unit A has good Morale;
• Unit B is Disorganized;
• Unit C is Fleeing.

Immediately after a Unit’s Morale reaches the Flight
level you should do the following:
•
•

Disorganization
When a Unit becomes Disorganized it loses its current Orders. It may not receive new Orders until it is
Rallied.

•
•

The Close Combat and Shooting attributes of a Disorganized Unit decrease to 1. In addition, it is
treated as if it had Poor Tactical Discipline. If a cavalry Unit becomes Disorganized it must immediately
Withdraw by half of its Move away from the enemy,
regardless of the cause of the Disorganization.

remove the Unit’s Orders and place the Flight
marker instead,
turn all the Bases of the Unit facing away from
the enemy that caused the Morale test, or, if
there is no such enemy, towards your own table
edge (this Movement costs nothing),
change the Unit’s formation into Open Order
(this Movement also costs nothing),
and make a full Basic Move forward (in a
straight line) – after this is performed all the
Bases should be facing in the direction of the
flight.

If the Unit was in contact with enemy on two sides it
flees along resultant line – and if it was in contact from
2 opposite sides or 3 or more – it is destroyed.

If a player doesn't use Disorganization markers, then
Disorganization is marked by turning (symbolically)
one Base of the Unit to the rear (it has no effect on
unit's sides). If a Unit is comprised of only 1 Base
it cannot be Disorganized – instead it automatically
Flees.

If a Unit with the Flight marker is not Rallied, it should
be Moved in the Movement Phase with maximum
speed (Basic and Additional Move taking the terrain
into account) by the shortest and – at the same time –
the quickest path towards its own table edge (if there
are two or more equal ways, roll a die). Infantry that
does not have the Additional Move attribute (with
a Move: 10) flees 15 cm (as if it had a Move: 10/+5).

Other Units cannot pass through a Disorganized Unit
nor can it pass through other Units. The only exceptions are Fleeing Units, which may pass through any
friendly Unit (including a Disorganized Unit).

A Fleeing Unit may maneuver around any friendly
Units in its way but only in the Movement Phase. If
a Fleeing Unit is not able to go around a friendly Unit
(the path to the edge is blocked by terrain or enemy
Units) it must pass through it. The friendly Unit must
immediately make a Morale test, even if only one Base
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Flight

of the Fleeing Unit passes through it. In other cases it
cannot maneuver around friendly or enemy Units.

BATTLEFIELD PSYCHOLOGY

Any Bases that contact an enemy Unit while Fleeing
are automatically destroyed and removed from the
table. In addition, all the Bases that finish their Move
within 2 cm of an enemy Unit are also destroyed.
A unit with a Flight marker does not test Morale. Instead it is assumed that every such test is automatically failed and causes the Unit to flee further. Close
Combat and Shooting values of the fleeing unit drops
to 0 (without possibility of modify). Units (or a unit)
with a Flight marker which fight(s) alone automatically
lose(s) Close Combat. If several Units are fighting and
at least one of them is a fleeing Unit then such Units:
•

•
•

don’t generate any positive modifier when calculating the combat result (for example – for
numerical superiority),
generate negative modifiers. (for example – for
Poor Tactical Discipline, flanking attack etc.),
automatically flee after combat resolution, if
such combat had been lost.

Fleeing units cannot use any Special Rules. A Unit can
Flee only once per each Combat Step.

Flight:

• A Unit flees in Open Order away from the enemy
or towards its own table edge.
• Immediately after a failed test a Unit flees a full
Move.
• In the Movement Phase the Unit Flees with
maximum speed.
• It may go around Units only in the Movement
Phase.
• If any Base contacts an enemy Unit or finishes its
Move within 2cm from the enemy it is destroyed.
A pursuit after combat may lead to a situation where
only one Unit fights on.
Example:
Infantry fights against cavalry from front and flank
(Drawing A).
It loses 2 Bases and must flee (Drawing B).
Cavalry 1 and cavalry 2 must pursue the enemy. As the
path of cavalry 2 is obscured the player pursues with
cavalry 1 first (Drawing C).
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Withdrawing

After this pursuit is made cavalry 2 can move. The
enemy is obscured now and cavalry 2 will not enter
combat – it can only move up to cavalry 1 (Drawing D).

Sometimes Units need to Withdraw. This is most often caused by a failed Morale test or a lost Combat.
Withdrawal means movement of the Unit by half its
Basic Move, preceded by turning to face the enemy
(when it’s needed) and finished by wheeling towards
any enemy unit so that the withdrawing Unit still
faces the enemy.

•
•

•

from the enemy, with which the Unit is in contact,
from the enemy, where Shooting caused a Withdraw (if the Withdrawing Unit isn’t in contact
with an enemy),
other causes, without a contact with an enemy –
towards its own table edge.

A Unit that withdrew loses its previous Order, unless
it was a Defense Order.

Flight through friendly Units

The direction in which the Unit will turn to face the
enemy will depend on the direction from which it
was attacked.
In case of a frontal attack a Unit will move back
•
by half its Basic Move. The Unit may use the
remaining half of the Basic Move for wheeling
towards any enemy unit.
•
In case of a flank or rear attack it must first make
a 90 or 180 degree Turn to face the enemy (for
free) and then moves back half its Basic Move.
The Unit may use the remaining half of the Basic
Move for wheeling towards any enemy unit.

A Unit that flees through a friendly Unit moves completely through it. This sometimes leads to complications. If there is not enough space behind the
friendly Unit then according to the rules, it must
flee further which may move it through another
Unit and so on. As a result we have introduced this
limitation:
Bases of a fleeing Unit in Flights and Withdrawals
Step may not move more than 1.5 times their Move
– modified by terrain. This means that cavalry may
not flee more than 30 cm, and infantry more than
15 cm. If the Unit is forced to do this for any reason,
for example friendly Units are in its path, then each
base of a Unit forced to flee more than the maximum
allowed distance is destroyed after it moves the
maximum allowed distance and is counted like it
fled from the battlefield.

When a Unit is in contact with the enemy by 2 sides
(e.g. front and flank) and it has to Withdraw, it automatically Flees along a resultant line – and if it’s
in contact from 2 opposite sides or 3 or more – it’s
destroyed. If combat with multiple opponents ends
in a draw you have to begin Withdrawing with those
units you can Withdraw.

Example:
A moloitsy sotnia was forced to flee and moves into a
Cossack rabble warband. It must move 12 cm in order
to get beyond it, but there is not enough space for all
the moloitsy bases behind the warband as there is an
obstacle (a forest standing 3 cm further). As a result, all
bases that do not fit between a warband and a forest,
within 15 cm of their starting position are destroyed.

If a Unit must Withdraw due to fire from several
directions it will withdraw from the enemy that inflicted the largest number of casualties. If all of
shooting Units inflicted the same number of wounds
it will Withdraw along a resultant line (just like in
Close Combat). If fire was conducted from opposite
sides and inflicted the same number of wounds then
the Unit stays in place.
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The direction of withdrawal is determined by 3 cases:

•

BATTLEFIELD PSYCHOLOGY

According to the normal rules, Withdrawing Units
may pass through friendly Units, as long as none of
them are Disorganized. If a Withdrawing Unit is Disorganized and Withdraws into another friendly Unit,
it stops in contact. Units touched by Disorganized
Units must make a skill test or it will become Disorganized and vice versa: when a Unit withdraws into
a Disorganized one it stops and makes a test.

•

A Unit, effects and scenario Special Rules may also
require tests in other situations. Morale tests are
made by rolling a d10 and comparing the result
with the modified Unit Morale. The score needs to be
equal or lower than the Morale value of the Unit. A
failed Morale test causes a drop in Morale Level by
1. If the Morale test is failed by 5 or more the Unit’s
Morale drops by 2 Levels (Flight).

If a Unit cannot Withdraw the required distance it
should withdraw as far as possible and stop. If due
to Withdrawal a Unit moves within 2 cm from the
enemy it must stop.
If after Withdrawing a Unit is within 2 cm of an enemy with which it was in contact it automatically
Flees. A Unit which must Withdraw after won/drawn
Combat with a wagon/building, but can't Withdraw
at least 2 cm from them because of a blocked path
(for e.g. by an enemy Unit), it can remain in less than
2 cm unless it contacts the enemy.

Morale tests in the Close Combat Phase are performed at the end of each Close Combat Step or Stage
and regardless of the circumstances only once per
Step or Stage (beside exceptions, like for example
the Special Rule of Polish Levy of Nobility). In other
game phases Morale tests are performed according
to rules of circumstances which caused them.

If a Unit Withdraws of its own will it should be
moved half its Move towards its own table edge (up
to a 45° angle – except when it bumps into an obstacle which prevents the Unit from moving towards its
edge. Then it can move sideways past this obstacle).
It may make only 2 movement maneuvers: Crossing
an Obstacle and Narrowing the front. The remaining
half of its Basic Move may be used to wheel to face
any enemy as much as possible.

Morale Test Modifiers:
•
•

•
•

• The Unit withdraws half its Move towards its
own table edge.
• If there is an enemy to the flank or rear a turn
to face them should be performed.
• A Unit that cannot withdraw more than 2cm
from the enemy automatically Flees.

If the modified Morale of the Unit is equal to or
greater than 10, a Morale test is not performed – it
is automatically successful.

Morale Test

If the modified Morale of the Unit is equal to or lower
than 0, the Morale test is automatically failed and results in the Morale level decreasing by 2 levels to Flight.

A Unit tests Morale in the following situations:

•

+1 for attached Commander.
+1 for every 5 Bases the Unit has at the time of
the test.
-1 for each Base lost in the given Combat Phase –
only when a test is caused by shooting.
-X where X is the result of Close Combat – only
when a test is due to lost Close Combat.
+X where X is the amount of Command Points
spent by a Commander for motivating Units
subordinate to him (not more than 3).

•

Withdrawing:

•
•
•

The closest friendly Unit within 40 cm of a Unit
or Commander leaving the battlefield.
Additional Units operating independently and
divisional artillery units when a friendly Regiment is Wiped Out in their extended field of vision.

After losing Close Combat.
After losing a Base due to shooting.
When any friendly Commander was killed within
20 cm of the Unit (for the Commander attached
to a Unit the range is measured from the closest
Base of this Unit).
A friendly Fleeing Unit passed through the Unit.

Rallying Fleeing and Disorganized Units is described
in Chapter 6: The Order Phase.

•
•
•
•
•
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The Regiment’s Breaking Points should be checked
every turn in the Reorganization Phase.

At Divisional level every Regiment has its own
Motivation Level specified in the Army structure. It needs to be calculated before the battle and is equal to the number of Bases (excluding
commanders) in the Regiment multiplied by the Motivation Coefficient (rounding the fractions off: 0.5 or
more up, less than 0.5 down).

If in the Reorganization Phase the Regiment received
at least as many Breaking Points as its Motivation
Level, its Commander should test Morale. This test
may be modified if the Commander still has unused
Command Points (but not more than 3). Moreover,
for every Breaking Point beyond the Motivation
Level of the Regiment the Commander receives a -1
Morale modifier.

Breaking Points:

This test cannot be supported by the Commander-inChief or any other Commander (if the Commanderin-Chief wants to support the Commander in this test
then he should have transferred Command Points to
him in the Orders Phase).

for each base in the Regiment
(including Commanders and units
added to the Regiment) that withdrew
(rounding from the table without fulfilling the
up)
scenario's objective, fled, or counts
as fled

½

1

for each destroyed Base in Regiment
(including additional Units Bases
added to Regiment but excluding
Commanders)

1

for each Wiped Out friendly Regiment
with starting Strength below 10

1

for Wiped Out friendly Main Forces

1

if at least 4 enemy Bases with Good
Morale Level are within 30cm of your
own table edge

1

for the loss of the deputy
Commander-in-Chief

2

for each Commander lost
by the Regiment

2

for each Wiped Out friendly Regiment
with starting Strength of 10 or more

2

for the loss of the camp

3

for the loss of the
Commander-in-Chief

The results of the Motivation test:
Successful – the Regiment fights on normally.
Check its Motivation in the following Reorganization Phase.
Failed – the Regiment is Wiped Out – the Commander and all remaining Units of this Regiment
(including all additional Units added to Regiment) immediately turn towards their own table
edge and Flee. A Wiped Out Regiment cannot
be Rallied, its Commander does not Rally automatically and there is no way to Rally or to Reorganize the Units of such a Regiment. In the case
of Units that do not Flee (such as deli, infantry in
buildings, war wagon train etc.) being part of the
Wiped Out regiment, the following rules apply.
Each turn test the Morale of such Unit, a crew of
a wagon or infantry in a building. A failed test
means loss of 2 Strength Points. War wagons that
have lost all crew and wagons which have no
crew (ammunition and transport) are destroyed
– take them off the table. In this situation ammunition wagons do not explode.

Example:
A Polish cavalry Regiment including 4 cossack style
cavalry banners (3 Bases each) and 2 pancerni banners (3 Bases each), with a Motivation Coefficient
of 50% will have a Motivation Level of 9 (18 Bases
x 0.5). A Levy of Nobility Regiment of 8 banners (3
Bases each) with a Motivation Coefficient of 30 %
will have a Motivation Level of 7 (24 Bases x 0.3).

Motivation:

• If the Motivation Level of the Regiment is
reached the Commander must test Morale.
• Success – the Regiment fights on.
• Failed – the Regiment is Wiped Out.
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Motivation

Leaving the Battlefield

would if it had Fled due to normal gameplay such
as a failed Morale test. Commanders may leave the
battlefield in the same way. In addition, the closest
friendly Unit within 40 cm of the other Unit leaving
the battlefield, Commander, or a Base must immediately make a Morale test. The test is made when the
first base of a Unit leaves the battlefield. The penalties mentioned above are not applied when the
scenario allows or requires Units/Bases or/and Commanders to leave the battlefield through a specified
edge. A Unit/Commander is not required to leave the
battlefield when forced to Withdraw. It may stop at
the edge as long as it Withdraws more than 2 cm
from the enemy.

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES

A Unit exits the battlefield with individual bases,
so it is possible for some of the bases to leave the
table while the rest stay on the table. A single base
leaves the table as soon as even the smallest part of
it crosses the table edge.
A Unit may leave the table of its own free will, for
example to avoid destruction, and it is then treated
as having fled off the table. If a Unit does not leave
the battlefield completely, the remainder of the Unit
loses its Order and receives a Flight marker, but
it does not make the free move immediately as it

Additional Examples
Charging and Countercharging examples
Example:
Unit A1 declares a Charge. Unit B can react as it is
targeted by the Charge – it declares a Countercharge.
As the Countercharge meets Unit A2 on its route,
Unit A2 is entitled to a reaction of its own (Countercharge, Break Off, etc.). Actions are performed starting from the last declaration – first Unit A2 Countercharges, then Unit B Countercharges, and finally
Unit A1 Charges. Unit A1 remains the original objective of the Countercharge of Unit B.

Right 90° turn example
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Marching
Marching is used for faster movement, however,
some restrictions apply.

ADV. MOVEMENT RULES

A Unit may March if it is formed in a Column not
more than 1 Base wide. Units in Open Order do not
have to form a Column in order to March. A unit may
maneuver to form a column, move Marching, and
then maneuver again to spread out.
A Unit cannot March within 20 cm of an enemy. If it
is Marching it must stop before entering 20 cm distance from the enemy. This rule does not concern the
Commander who can March even within 20 cm of
the enemy.
While Marching the Movement of a Unit increases by
5 cm for infantry and wagons, and by 10 cm for cavalry. A Marching Unit or Commander cannot shoot
in the turn it Marched.

A number of Units want to March near the enemy:
• Commander A can March even though he is
within 20 cm of the enemy.
• Unit B cannot March as it is not formed in a
Column and is within 20 cm of the enemy.
• Unit C may March as it is formed in a Column
and is more than 20 cm from the enemy.
• Unit E is in Open Order, however it cannot
March as it is within 20 cm of the enemy.
• Unit D can March as it is more than 20 cm
from the enemy and is in Open Order.

Units cannot March through obstacles or in any
other terrain other than open ground (unless they
are on a road).
A Marching Unit cannot enter nor start its March in
any terrain other than open ground.
Manhandled guns may never March. Marching guns
pulled by horses receive an additional 5 cm Movement (as with wagons). Limbered guns and light
mortars may only march on roads.

Azabs with firearms

Marching:

• Only Commanders may March within 20cm
of the enemy.
• A Unit must form a Column or be in Open 		
Order.
• Only in open ground or road.
• Infantry and wagons add 5cm to their Move
and Cavalry adds 10cm.
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Passing through friendly Units
Units in Close Order can pass through other friendly
Close Order Units. After passing through a friendly
Unit, both Units must make a Skill test. Failed tests
result in Disorganization.
Units in Open Order may pass through one another
without limitations, but when passing through Close
Order Units they must follow the above rules.
If it is impossible to pass with all of the Bases of the
passing Unit in a single Move the passing is not allowed.

Moving in a column
Marching columns often twisted during the March
in order to conform to the terrain or a road.

ADV. MOVEMENT RULES

Bases in Units moving in a column may move one
after another instead of wheeling. If you want to turn
just mark the pivot point and make a normal wheel
with the first Base. Mark the pivot point and move
the first Base further. Move the following Bases forward until they touch the previous one wheeling at
the pivot point just as in the case of the first Base.

A reiter column marches in a line:
• The column decides to turn left. Mark the
point of turn. (Drawing A);
• The first Base turns and passes the point of
turn. The following Bases are moved up to the
first Base. (Drawing B);
• The column finishes the move. One Base did not
pass the point of turn completely. You can place
it so it is corner to corner with the others. The
Unit forms a semicircle. (Drawing C).
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Influence of terrain on movement of Units

The game differentiates the types of terrain presented below. The terrain description informs us
how the various types of Units should treat the
given terrain during Movement and how it influences Combat. The influence of terrain on combat
and movement is described below.

•

Open Ground – full Move. Units may March.

General rules

•

Normal Terrain – full Move, but Units may not
March.

A Unit may be in several types of terrain at once – for
movement purposes it moves at the rate of its slowest Base.

•

Difficult Terrain – the Unit’s Move is reduced by
half. If a Unit already moved more than half its
Move in this Phase it must stop after reaching
the given terrain element; if it moved less than
half its Move, it may finish its Move – up to its
halved Movement Range.

•

Very Difficult Terrain – every Unit’s Move is reduced to 5 cm. If a Unit already moved more
than 5 cm in this Phase it must stop after reaching the given terrain element; if it moved less
than 5 cm, it may finish its Move – up to mentioned limit. Units in Very Difficult Terrain do not
make any Additional Moves to Charge, Flee or
March.

•

Impassable Terrain – Units cannot enter it.

•

Obstacles are crossed by Units after spending
an appropriate number of Movement Points.

Terrain over which the Unit moves reduces its Movement allowance according to the list below:

If a Base is partially in one type of terrain and partially in another it is always counted as standing in
less favourable terrain – for Movement and both
types of Combat purposes.

Terrain and field of vision
Checking if a given point is visible in terrain full of
vegetation, hills, buildings and moving or shooting
Units is not an easy matter.
There are 2 types of cover – vertical (corner of a
building or a hill) and horizontal (such as walls,
fences, and ditches).
The enemy Unit is considered to be in the field of vision if we can see it from the perspective of our Unit:
•

at least part of the Base of the enemy Unit in
the case of vertical cover

•

in the case of horizontal cover – before every
game players need to agree what provides
cover to infantry and/or cavalry and what
blocks the field of vision of such formations.

The risk of bogging down – some types of Terrain
cause a risk of bogging down. If you want to move a
Unit (or perform a Maneuver requiring the moving of
at least one Base) in such Terrain, you need to make
a Skill test at the moment of entry. If it is passed the
Unit may move. If it is failed it may not move. If a
Unit bogs down the Skill test is rolled in the following
turns until it is successfully passed.

The influence of various terrain elements on the field
of vision is given in their description.

Changing a Unit’s Order from Close to Open (or vice
versa), caused by entering into terrain forcing to do
it (or exiting from such terrain) is not counted as
Movement Maneuver.

All enemy Units and friendly Units in Close Order
block the field of vision.
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Influence of terrain on combat
The Terrain on which combat is fought has an influence on its result. Terrain and fortifications influence both close combat and shooting.
•

Shooting

Some types of terrain may give cover to a Unit and
make shooting more difficult.
When shooting at a Unit in terrain granting cover the
Bases that shoot at the Bases in cover receive -1 Skill
modifier to hit. In some instances some bases will
be shooting at an enemy in cover and some will not.
Cover modifiers are not cumulative with the Open
Order modifier. You get only -1 Skill while shooting at
a Unit in Open Order and/or in cover.

•

Close Combat

The following modifiers are used for Close Combat
tests:
• -1 Skill for attacking an enemy Unit with a Defense Order in terrain granting an Advantage.
• -2 Skill for cavalry if attacking an enemy infantry
Unit with a Defense Order in terrain granting an
Advantage.
Negative Skill modifiers only apply to Bases which
are actually affected by the circumstances, e.g. the
penalty for attacking over an obstacle only applies
to bases that are actually fighting an enemy behind
an obstacle.
Terrain elements grant some Advantage in the Combat Resolution for Units defending with the aid of
their cover (that means they are touching an Obstacle, or are inside the terrain and were issued the Defense Order) or fighting without Defense Order but
granting Advantage according to terrain/unit special rules (e.g. infantry attacking cavalry in build-up
area).
If infantry with Defense Order fights against cavalry
it receives +2 Combat Resolution. In any other situation the modifier is +1.

The influence of various terrain
elements on movement and combat
Stream
By streams we mean all shallow waterways, canals
and drainage ditches, etc. – in general all waterways that can be forded along their entire length,
with a maximum depth of about 1 m.
Units can cross streams in any place. They are Difficult Terrain for infantry and cavalry. For artillery
and wagons they are Very Difficult Terrain and may
cause a Bog Down.
Infantry and artillery cannot shoot while standing in
a stream. In Close Combat a Unit standing on the
bank is granted an Advantage while fighting a Unit
standing in a stream – regardless of what Order it
has.

River and Lake
Any waterway deeper than a Stream is classified as
a River.
Soldiers can only cross rivers by bridges and fords.
In any other circumstances a river is Impassable
Terrain. Fords should be treated as streams. Crossing the river by a bridge is treated as movement on
a road.
Lakes are water areas which are Impassable Terrain
for all types of Units.

Swamp
This includes all kinds of swamps, marshes and
peat bogs. This type of terrain is very difficult to
cross and should be avoided.
They are Very Difficult Terrain for infantry and cavalry and Impassable Terrain for wagons and artillery. Units entering bogs automatically assume
Open Order at no cost. The ones that do not have the

Hussar wings were decorated
with vulture, eagle, falcon, and
sometimes painted
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In addition, some types of terrain increase the Armor of a Unit located in it. This is described with
the specific types of terrain.

Units in Open Order fighting in a terrain other than
Open Ground, Ploughed Field or Wheat Field are not
counted as having Poor Tactical Discipline Special
Rule.

ability to stay in Open Order after leaving the bog
automatically resume Close Order.

gle route) or a built-up area. A road may be placed
only as the result of an Effect or a Tactic. It may not
be placed as a Terrain Element when Setting Up the
Terrain Together.

Infantry standing in a bog cannot shoot. In Close
Combat bogs grant an Advantage to infantry if it has
a Defense Order or is fighting cavalry standing in a
bog. In all other cases Units outside a bog – regardless of what Order they have – receive the Advantage
in combat against units standing inside a bog.

Slopes
By slopes we mean hillsides or the sides of earthworks, as long as it is a gentle incline.
A Unit moving uphill/across a slope treats it as Difficult
Terrain and downhill – as Normal Terrain. Slopes make
it possible to shoot over friendly units. They may do
so provided the intervening unit is more than 10 cm
from the target, lower than the shooter and at least
10 cm away from the shooting unit. However this possibility doesn’t change choice of the target priorities
– see: Chapter 12. "Shooting": Choice of the target
and Chapter 23. "Commanders on the battlefield":
Attacking Commanders. In addition hills cover the
field of vision to Units behind them.

Roads
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The players may place modeled roads on the table
or designate an area as a road.
The road is treated as Open Ground for movement
purposes and allows all Units to march. You may
create model terrain with a road running through a
wood or a village, in which case the rules for movement on the road override the rules for movement in
the given terrain. For example, every Unit may move
and March as normal with no risk of bogging down
etc. You may not put a separate modeled road element on another terrain element and vice versa. The
road is always considered to be 1 base wide (up to
4 cm), even if the modeled terrain itself is narrower.
Assume that regardless of a base’s width, a Unit
may always move on the road and ignore the terrain
through which it passes.

This type of terrain grants an Advantage to Units
standing higher up a slope – no matter what Order
they have.

Steep slopes /cliffs
This category includes all types of slopes that are
too steep to climb on horseback.

If the road is placed using the Choice of Terrain Tactic, it costs 1 point for every 60 cm of road length.
Additionally, if the road is placed using the Choice of
Terrain Effect (Skirmish Level) it may not be longer
than 120 cm. The road must be in contact with at
least one table edge, another road (joining into a sin-

Only infantry may go up them. It is treated as Very
Difficult Terrain. Moving requires a successful Skill
test. If the test is failed the unit stays in place and
cannot move or make any maneuver. For all other
Units this type of terrain is Impassable.

Transylvanian haiduks
at the bank of a stream
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In addition, steep slopes enable units to shoot over
Units using the same rules as normal slopes (see
above). In addition hills cover the field of vision to
Units behind them. This type of terrain grants an
Advantage to Units standing higher up a slope – no
matter what Order they have.

Regardless of the shooting mode, only the first rank
may fire from a forest. Visibility range into and from
a Forest is 5 cm. A Unit standing on the edge of a
Forest (with the edge of the base touching the edge
of a Forest) does not get negative Modifiers for this
Forest when shooting (if it shoots at a target outside
of this Forest), but all Units shooting at it get negative modifiers. When a Unit placed inside the Forest,
but not at its edge, it gets a -1 modifier for shooting
through terrain that obscures visibility. In addition,
Forests block the field of vision to Units behind them.
Units shooting at targets in a Forest receive a -1 Skill
modifier. Forests grant an Advantage to infantry regardless of what Order it has while fighting anything
but other infantry. If infantry doesn’t have Defense
Order its enemy must be in the forest to count this
bonus. If infantry has a Defense Order it is irrelevant
where attacker is.

Grove (light woods)
Groves include all types of thin forests, and forests
similar to modern plantations, with trees growing
in rows. Most forests in populated areas should be
treated as groves.
Normal Terrain (but not Open Ground) for Infantry.
Difficult Terrain for pikemen and cavalry. Very Difficult Terrain for artillery and wagons and causes a
Bog Down risk.

Wheat Field
This category includes all types of wheat or rye
fields, as well as long steppe grass.

In addition groves block the field of vision to Units
behind them. A Grove grants an Advantage for infantry fighting against cavalry – regardless of what
Order it has – if both combatants are in a grove or infantry with Defense Order (in this case, the Attacker
may be in the grove or not).

In this type of terrain infantry and artillery are
granted Cover (the enemy receives a -1 Skill modifier
when Shooting at these formations). Units moving
through a wheat field may not March, in addition,
cavalry may not gain speed: its Additional Move is
limited to +10 (if it has more, e.g. +20 then it is reduced, if it already has +10 then nothing happens),
it also loses the Impetus modifier. Units in Open Order in this terrain don’t lose Poor Tactical Discipline.

A grove increases the Armor of every Unit inside it to
3 (if the Unit’s Armor was lower). In the case of Open
Order infantry a grove increases its Armor to 5 (if it
was previously lower).

Ploughed Field

Forest (dense woods)

This category includes various ploughed fields,
furrow filled fields, as well as areas of soft ground
(marshy etc.).

Forests are thick, wild woods.
Difficult Terrain for infantry. Very Difficult Terrain for
pikemen and cavalry. Impassable Terrain for artillery and wagons. Units entering a forest automatically assume Open Order at no cost. Units that do
not have the ability to stay in Open Order after leaving the forest automatically resume Close Order.

Units moving through a ploughed field may not
March, in addition, cavalry may not gain speed: its
Additional Move is limited to +10 (if it has more, e.g.
+20 then it is reduced, if it already has +10 then
nothing happens), it also loses the Impetus modifier.
In addition, artillery shooting at a target in this
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A Forest increases the Armor of every Unit inside it
to 4 (if the Unit’s Armor was previously lower). Infantry in a Forest increases its Armor to 6 (if it was
previously lower). In addition, Units with a basic Armor rating higher or equal to the above mentioned
receive +1 Armor.

Regardless of the shooting mode only the first rank
may fire from a grove. Visibility range into and
from a Grove is 5 cm. A Unit standing on the edge
of a Grove (with edge of the base touching the edge
of a Grove) does not get negative Modifiers for this
Grove when shooting (if it shoots at a target outside
of this Grove), but all Units shooting at it get negative modifiers. When a Unit placed inside the Grove,
but not at its edge, it gets a -1 modifier for shooting
through terrain that obscures visibility.

ducted through it. This cover is granted by obstacles
like fences, low walls or ditches.
Sometimes an obstacle may cover the Unit completely
(e.g. an obstacle 2 cm high may cover infantry). In
such a situation you need to use common sense and
in case of doubt have a look at the battlefield from the
figure’s perspective. If an obstacle covers the models
completely then the Unit cannot be shot at nor fight
through it.

terrain gets a -1 to hit modifier, cumulative with all
others.
This is caused by the fact that artillerymen tried
to use a bouncing effect when shooting. In soft
ground, cannonballs often bogged down and did
not harm the enemy.
Units in Open Order in this terrain don’t lose Poor
Tactical Discipline.

Obstacles grant an Advantage in Close Combat to
Units with a Defense order fighting from behind them.
This modifier is granted only if every fighting Base is
completely covered from the side attacked by the enemy.
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Obstacles
Obstacles include all kinds of fences, walls or narrow ditches. This category includes all linear terrain
obstacles that can possibly be crossed. In the case
of walls or fences they need to be low enough, or insubstantial enough, that going over them or making
a hole in them is possible. In the case of ditches they
need to be narrow enough to jump over them or to
quickly fill them.

Built-up area
Units that enter a built-up area automatically assume Open Order at no cost. The ones that do not
have the ability to stay in Open Order after leaving
the built-up area automatically resume Close Order.

Establishing if a formation is able to cross a given
obstacle can sometimes be tricky. In general players
should use common sense and settle together which
of them will possibly be crossed and which not. Cavalry may cross low wooden or stone fences, ditches or
earthworks by jumping over them (all you need to do is
perform the appropriate maneuver).

A Built-up area is Normal Terrain for every formation. However, they are not allowed to march there
unless a road goes through such terrain.
A Unit in a Built-up Area is treated as if it was in
cover. This grants an Advantage to infantry regardless of what Order it has unless fighting other infantry. In addition, Built-up Areas increase the Armor
of infantry and artillery inside the area to 4 (if the
Unit’s Armor was previously lower).

Wagons of both types and artillery may not cross obstacles without previously filling it in or destroying it.
This will be described in future supplements in greater
detail, for now treat such obstacles as impassable for
wagons and artillery.

Buildings
Buildings are Impassable Terrain for every formation. However, they can be occupied (manned) by
infantry in a way similar to guns or wagons.

In general obstacles at least 1 cm high (or deep if a
Unit is in a ditch) grant cover to infantry and artillery,
and those at least 2 cm high grant cover to cavalry
and wagons and completely cover infantry and artillery, thereby making it impossible to fire (by and at the
Unit). Units shooting at targets in cover receive a –1
Skill modifier. A Unit touching the obstacle is in cover
but its opponent is not (unless there is another obstacle in the way). If none of the Units are touching the
obstacle and the line of fire goes over an obstacle then
both Units are in cover.

While occupying a building you need to remember
that buildings have a restricted capacity; this means
that a limited number of Bases may occupy a building. This is equal to the area (in cm2) of the building
divided by 10 (with fractions being rounded mathematically). A Player may decide to occupy a Building
with less Bases than Building's capacity.
Example:
A 6 cm by 4 cm building has an area of 24 cm2 and
so fits 2 Bases. A 6 by 6 cm building has an area of
36 cm2 and fits 4 Bases.

Obstacles also increase the Armor of infantry and artillery behind them to 4 (if the Unit’s Armor was previously lower) for shooting attacks and when a Unit is
touching such obstacle and the close combat is con-
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A building can be occupied only by the Bases of a
single Unit. In order to occupy a building a Unit must
be within 10 cm from it, perform a Special Maneuver and a Commander must have the unit within
his Command Range and spend 1 Command Point.
You must also follow the movement rules described
in the Manning a wagon or a gun maneuver. After
the building is occupied the Bases which just have
entered it create a new Unit without any Order. The
infantry inside cannot become Disorganized and
will not Flee or Withdraw. Instead of becoming Disorganized the Unit loses 1 Strength Point, if forced to
flee it loses 2 points instead. You may not enter the
building if there are any enemy units within 2 cm of
this building. You may not enter and leave the building in one Turn with the same Bases.

Example:
From a 6 cm by 4 cm building you can shoot with
3 dice for each longer side and 2 dice for each short
side. Of course you are limited by the number of dice
available to the Unit inside, so if there are 2 Bases
inside, each with a Shooting attribute of 2 then the
maximum number of shooting dice available is 4. So,
for example, you can shoot at the enemy from a long
side of the building with 2 dice and from a short side
with the other 2.
Buildings block the field of vision to Units behind
them. A Unit shooting at targets inside buildings receives a –1 Skill modifier. Buildings grant an Advantage in Close Combat to Units inside with Defense
Order. In addition, they increase the Armor of infantry inside to 6 (if the Unit’s Armor was previously
lower).
Only one round of close combat is fought against
a manned building, just as in the case of fighting
against a wagon train. If the attacker wins and the
building was cleared of the enemy they may occupy
it instead of making a Pursuit (this is automatic and
requires no need to spend Command Points), hold
their current position or Withdraw. If there are still
enemy Bases inside the building the attacker must
Withdraw, even if he won the combat.

Buildings and Combat

Field fortifications

While shooting from a building treat it as if it was a
Unit itself. You can shoot and fight from every wall
of the building with 1 die for every full 2 cm of this
wall having a Line of Fire during Shooting and every
full 2 cm of this wall being in contact with an enemy during Close Combat. You can shoot and fight
from multiple walls at the same time. The maximum
number of dice from this shooting or fighting is restricted by the number of Bases in the building and
their available combat dice. Shooting from a building is always regarded as ordinary firing and no Special Rules (except Rifled Barrels) may be used. Units
defending and attacking buildings may use hand
weapons only (but still may use pistols). Units shooting from a building can use Flanking fire rule – in
that case they receive 1 extra die per every shooting
wall. Range of fire from a building is measured from
the middle of the shooting wall and its Field of Fire
arc of 90 degrees is limited by the wall's corners.

Field fortifications are small earthworks with a
length of 4 cm, a width of 1.5-2 cm and a height
of 1-1.5 cm, which are placed in front of bases
and grant cover to infantry and artillery but not to
cavalry.
Field fortifications should be treated as obstacles.
Field fortifications increase the Armor of infantry
and artillery behind them to 6 (if the Unit’s Armor
was previously lower). In addition, in the case of a
draw, infantry with a Defense Order and behind fortifications do not have to withdraw.

Lithuanian
Petyhorcy cavalry
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In order to leave an occupied building a Command
Point must be spent by a Commander. This Command Point needs to be spent in the Movement
Phase. In the turn in which the infantry left the building it must set up within 10 cm from it in any formation and facing any direction. It does not receive
an order this turn and loses any order it has already
been given. Infantry that left the building will be a
separate Unit until the end of the game.

SQUADRONS

spears are left the Squadron will still be treated
as if they where pancerni without spears.

A Squadron is a unit organized on the battlefield
by Commanders in order to facilitate commanding subordinate Units. Instead of giving Orders to
separate Units a Commander may issue an Order to
a group of Units if they are formed into one Squadron.

A Squadron may include a maximum of 6 Bases of
cavalry or dragoons, or 12 Bases of infantry unless
otherwise specified by a Unit's special rules.

Forming a Squadron

A Squadron in the game

A Squadron is formed when Units are placed on the
battlefield. At that moment you need to determine
which Units are combined into which Squadrons.
The decision is binding and this means that once a
Squadron is formed it cannot be disbanded. When
the Units are assembled into a squadron they become a single large Unit.

The Squadron should always be treated as a single
Unit. At the moment it is formed the Units included
in it are no longer individual Units and they become
part of a single larger Unit. Every time the word
"Unit" appears in the rulebook it should be used in
reference to the whole Squadron, and not the individual Units that created the Squadron.

A standard Squadron may be created only from identical Units. These Units must come from the same
Regiment. In addition:

Combat and losses

•

•

•

A Squadron should be treated as any other Unit. It
sustains casualties as a whole, and after the third
loss marker is assigned one Base of the Squadron is
removed as normal.

The Units must be exactly of the same type – you
may combine two winged hussar banners but
you may not to combine a hussar banner and a
pancerni banner.
The Units may have different Skill and Morale
values, but in that case the lowest Morale and
Skill attributes need to be used. You can combine cossack veterans with regular cossacks,
but you will get a Squadron treated as normal
cossacks. Losses sustained by the Squadron do
not influence its attributes – even if all the regular Cossacks Bases are removed and only cossack veterans are left the Squadron will still be
treated as if they were regular cossacks.
The Units may have different equipment – you
may combine, for example, a pancerni with
spears banner and a pancerni without spears
banner. In this case the Squadron is treated as
if it did not have spears. This applies to all other
equipment such as shields or arquebuses. Losses
sustained by the Squadron do not influence its
equipment – even if all bases of pancerni without spears are removed and only pancerni with

German mercenary infantry
regiment
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forward. This is a normal Move and all Movement restrictions apply (Drawing A). You cannot make any Turns or Maneuvers in this Phase.

Apart from Attributes every Unit on the battlefield
is supplemented with Special Rules that inform the
player about the potential strong and weak points
of a given Unit.
Artillery
•

•

•

SPECIAL RULES

•

Poor Close Combat training – artillery should be
treated as if having the Poor Tactical Discipline
Special Rule.
An artillery Base has only 1 Strength point instead of 3. When shot at it is treated like a single
base Unit in Open Order.
Light and medium artillery may use the Quick
Loading rule – see Chapter 25. "Artillery".
Just like wagon crews, gun crews do not Flee and
are never Disorganized. Instead, as soon as they
are forced to a different Morale level than Good
they are destroyed.

Artillery Commander
•

This Base is a Commander. Rules concerning Commanders are described in detail in Chapter 23 –
Commanders on the Battlefield.
• In addition, when a Commander with this Special Rule is in contact with an Artillery Base he
allows it to reroll a failed Shooting roll. This effect can only be used once every turn.
Cannot charge
A Unit with this Special Rule cannot be given a
Charge Order or Pursue the enemy.
Caracole
•

Caracole is a Special Rule available to some
Cavalry Units. It is a special type of shooting
and can be performed only in Open Ground and
both of field types. In order to perform the caracole the Unit must be formed in at least 2 ranks
and must be issued the Defense Order. In the
Movement Phase you need to declare that the
Unit will be performing a caracole. In that case
the first rank of the Unit is moved up to 10 cm
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In the Combat Phase the Unit’s first rank shoots
in the Defender’s Firing Stage. Then in the Shooting after Movement Stage the second and third
ranks shoot. Theoretically, those ranks should
move up to position behind the first one, but
to simplify this it is not performed in the game
(Drawing B). 3 is the maximum number of ranks

that may perform a caracole. After completion
of the Combat Phase the first rank comes back
to its original position (Drawing C).

•

•

•

Due to the Unit performing the caracole being in
constant movement it is less vulnerable to enemy
fire – it should be treated as if in Open Order.
For the purpose of Shooting or Charging the space
between first and second rank of caracoling Unit
is treated like occupied by this Unit. Any other
Unit may not enter there.
A Unit may not perform caracole if the Unit is
Disorganized.

Commanded Musketeers
Occasionally, some of the musketeers from a regiment were detached to perform additional tasks
such as capturing buildings, occupying positions,
skirmishing or supporting their own cavalry with
fire.

SPECIAL RULES

•

•

•

Some infantry regiments may detach musketeer
Units (see the Army Lists). Such Units, called Commanded Musketeers, receive the following rules:
• The Unit receives the Skirmishers Special Rule.
As the Unit is detached after the start of the battle, it does not generate Reconnaissance Points.
• The Unit loses the Salvo and Countermarch
rules. If the Unit is equipped with muskets (but
not Spanish muskets), the Unit does not receive
negative modifiers for Shooting after movement.
• Take and Hold: In the Orders phase the Unit
may get an uncovered Defense Order for free.
• Commanded Musketeers may not be a part of a
Squadron.

The range of the shooting is measured from the
first rank of the Unit performing the caracole.
Similarly, the range of enemy fire is also measured to the first rank if the Unit is a target of
enemy fire.
If a Unit that declared the caracole becomes the
target of a Charge, or a Charging Unit is able
to contact it during its Move in the Movement
Phase the caracole is interrupted and the first
rank returns to its original position. If, despite
this, contact occurs the Unit performing the caracole is temporarily Disorganized and treated
as having Poor Tactical Discipline. However,
this is not a normal Disorganization resulting
from a failed Morale test.
If a caracole is interrupted the Unit shoots with
only first rank in this turn (in the Defender’s Firing
Stage).

Commander
This Base is a Commander. Rules concerning Commanders are described in detail in Chapter 23 –
Commanders on the Battlefield.

Reiters performing caracole
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Companions
•

•

A Unit with this Special Rule generates 1 additional die in Close Combat for every 2 Bases in
Close Combat.
The rule does not work if the Unit is Disorganized.

Countermarch
•

•
•

•

This is a special type of shooting. A Unit needs
to be formed in at least two ranks to be able to
perform a Countermarch (they do not need to
be complete) and must have been issued the Defense Order.
The Unit normally shoots with the first rank in
the Defender’s Firing Stage.
In the Fire after Movement Stage it may fire
from the second rank – in order to do this the

•
•

second rank must be moved in front of the first
rank (Drawing A), or the first rank must be
withdrawn behind the second rank (Drawing
B). Due to the cyclical nature of the firing this is
not considered to be Movement (the Unit does
not receive a -1 Skill modifier when shooting). If
the second rank is not complete then it should
be supplemented with Bases from the first rank
after shooting is completed.
Instead of moving the ranks the whole Unit may
be moved 2 cm forward or backward. Moving
the ranks separately just represents the idea
of the Countermarch much better. You cannot
make any Turns or Maneuvers in this move.
This rule does not apply if the Unit is Disorganized.
Each of both shootings uses half of an Ammunition Unit.

SPECIAL RULES
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Dragoons
•

•

SPECIAL RULES

•

•

A mounted infantry unit, trained to fight on foot.
While fighting from horseback they receive a -1
Skill modifier in Close Combat and are treated
as if having the Poor Tactical Discipline rule.
The Unit may mount and dismount when it has
a Move Order. This must happen at the beginning or at the end of the Movement (but not after
Break Off) and costs an appropriate number of
Movement Points as a Movement Maneuve. In
addition, they may mount/dismount when they
have a Defense Order, using up a Special Maneuver. If a Unit dismounts one of the following
options must be chosen: dismount all the Bases
(in which case they will not be able to mount
again until the end of the game) or to leave 1
mounted Base for every 3 dismounted Bases –
The bases that are left mounted are called horse
guards.
The horse guards Base may not shoot and
moves as infantry (even though the figures are
mounted). In their Move they may get rid of the
horses – their Base should be exchanged for a
foot Base (this does not require spending Movement Points). If horse guards are attacked in
Close Combat the Base is replaced with a foot
Base. If they are dismounted for any of the
above reasons the dragoon Unit will not be able
to mount again during the game.
Dragoons grant an additional 1 Reconnaissance Point per Unit if they are used for Reconnaissance.

•

priate terrain modifiers). A Unit moving in this
way may not form a Non-standard Formation or
perform this move while in a Non-standard Formation (it must first perform the Reform Special
Maneuver and form a Standard Formation).
When charging, the Unit uses the standard rules
for Open Order Charging. Each base must move
in a straight line towards one of the enemy
bases. It may not move in a way which results
in contact with the enemy with only the corner
of a base.

For example, when charging a Close Order enemy
cavalry Unit with a 2 base frontage, you may align
3 of your own bases to contact, as each base is able
to contact at least a part an enemy base's front edge.
You may not align 4, as this would require 2 of the
outermost bases to contact the enemy bases with
their corners only.
Example 1:
An Elite cavalry Unit performs a Move. At the beginning it was formed in a wide line, but the player
decided to narrow the formation. The player moves
one base its full Move and places the others beside it
(so that no base moves beyond its Move allowance).
While moving you may ignore the costs of wheeling
and turning (as in Open Order, however, remember
that no part of any base of the Unit may move beyond its Move allowance).

Elite Cavalry
Units with this rule are highly maneuverable. They
usually fight in Close Order but are also able to move
in a loose formation or change formation in the face
of enemy fire.
•

The Unit is deployed as a Unit in Close Order,
however, it is moved and it marches like a Unit
in Open Order. Move one base of the Unit first
and then the other bases in such a way that
when the Unit completes its move, it is again
in Close Order. During this Move, no base may
move more than its Move (decreased by appro-

ka boiled with arosack alcohol; it consisted of vod
Varenicha was the favorite Cos
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Each time when a Unit is Charging or Countercharging and is unable to make contact with the enemy
using this move then perform a Charge with a chosen base according to Charge in Open Order rules
and then – according to Elite Cavalry movement
rules – move the remaining bases so that the original Unit front from before the move is kept. Unit's
front can be narrowed only according to Charge in
Close Order rules and if necessary to meet the requirement to Charge in – at least part of – the front
/ side / rear of the enemy's Base (not in its corner or
"in the vacuum").

Example 2:
An Elite cavalry Unit charges. As all of the bases
have the enemy Unit within their Move range they
can all be aligned to contact.

If only some bases of the Unit are able to move into
contact with the enemy during the Basic Move then
the others may be moved into contact in the Additional Move, as long as there is space for them along
the edge of the charged Unit. You may not move and
align to contact only the corner of an enemy base.
Example 3:
In the Movement Phase the Unit is moved into contact with the enemy with two bases. The third base
can be moved into contact in the Additional Movement for Charging Units.

In addition, if a Unit has a Charge Order then all
shooting against it is made with a -1 modifier, as
if it was in Open Order. This modifier is no longer
used when the Unit enters the First Round of Close
Combat. Also, the Unit may receive no more than
+1 Impetus modifier, just like other Units charging
in Open Order. At the beginning of each Movement
Phase (normal or Additional Movement for Charging Units) the Unit may also declare that it is going
to charge as a Close Order Unit. In this case, the -1
Shooting modifier is not applied, but the charging
Unit receives a +2 Impetus modifier.
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Example 4:
Unit A Charges Unit B. As it is unable to move into
contact with the enemy in the Movement Phase, it must
start and end its movement in the same formation (it
may not widen the frontage etc.). An analogous situation takes place if Unit B declares a Charge against
Unit A. As the Countercharging Unit moves first you
will have to move Unit A keeping the formation unchanged (as there is no contact with the enemy after
the Countercharging Unit moves). The Charging Unit
is moved only after this move is performed.

Additionally, the Charge is performed just like any
other Unit in Close Order, including wheeling and
all other normal movement restrictions. Additionally,
the restriction on corner to corner contact for charging bases no longer applies.

•

Feigned Flight
•

•
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•

A Unit with this Rule is treated as if it had the
Light Cavalry rule but, in addition, it automatically passes the Skill test after the Break
Off (ie. it may turn to face the enemy without
testing).
If the Unit did not shoot in the Defender’s Firing
Stage it may fire at the Unit charging it in the Reaction Fire step in the Close Combat Stage. This
firing is performed with the same modifiers as in
the case of Shooting while Charging.
A unit which has Feigned Flight and also has Elite
Cavalry special rules (like Tartar elite warriors),
can use this first rule in the same way as a unit
in open order.

Insubordinate
•

•

•

Issuing an Order to this Unit costs 1 Command
Point more than usual.

Light Cavalry
•
•

Good Tactical Discipline
•

turn by the Commander. After Rallying from Disorganization the Unit may receive Orders as usual
(also for free – see above). After Rallying from a
Flight the Unit may not receive any Orders, just
like any other Unit.
The Unit may not form Squadrons (not even with
other Independent Units).

Unit with this rule receives a +1 modifier to
Combat Resolution.
If several friendly Units are engaged in Close
Combat they must all have the Good Tactical
Discipline rule to receive the modifier.
This rule does not apply if the Unit is Disorganized.

Highlanders
The highlanders felt at home in forests and difficult,
mountainous terrain.
Every base of highlanders that is in a forest, grove or
on a hill receives a +1 Skill modifier in Close Combat.
Steep slopes/cliffs count as Difficult Terrain for the
highlanders.
•
Highlanders fight in Open Order.
•
Highlanders generate an additional 1 Reconnaissance Point per Unit if they are used for Reconnaissance.

•
•

Independent

•

A Unit with this rule may act independently.
•
In the Orders Phase you may give the Unit any
Order for free. This Order needs to be uncovered.
• A Unit with this rule may try to Rally itself independently. In this case the Rally test cannot be
modified with Command Points and if the test is
failed the Unit cannot be Rallied again in this

•
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Light Cavalry always fights in Open Order.
A Unit with this Special Rule may declare a Break
Off as a reaction to a Charge. This is a Move away
from the charging Unit, up to its Movement allowance. It is affected as usual by terrain and obstacles. When Breaking Off all bases of the Unit must
move into the same direction. Each base of the
Unit performing the Break Off must end within an
area defined by two lines and the front of the unit.
These lines run from each corner of the charging
Unit to diagonally opposed corners of the Unit
that will Break Off (see the drawings). After the
Break Off the Unit is turned to face the enemy if
it passes a Skill test. If the Skill test is failed the
Unit is left facing in the direction of the Break
Off. The Turn after the Break Off is free. Bases
Turn around their centres. This Turn may cause
some Bases to exceed their maximum Movement
Allowance. Break Off should be declared at the
moment when the opponent declares the Charge.
It is performed immediately before the Move of
the charging Unit. All Units performing the Break
Off need to be declared before the charging Unit
is moved.
A Unit may not declare a Break Off if it was issued
a Charge Order.
A Unit may Break Off even if it already moved this
turn, but in that case it Breaks Off with only half of
its Move allowance. After a Break Off is made the
Unit may not move any more this turn – hence this
Break Off can be performed only once per Turn.
If a Unit is Disorganized it still may declare a
Break Off but it must make a Morale test (a failed
test results in Flight).
Light Cavalry gets -1 modifier to Combat Resolution (in addition to any other modifiers). If
several units participate on the same side of the
fight, the modifier is only used if they all have
this rule.

•
•

A Unit with this Rule may Withdraw a full Move
after a lost Close Combat.
Light Cavalry grants an additional 1 Reconnaissance Point per Unit if it is used for Reconnaissance.

Example:
Unit A declares a Charge at Unit B (Drawing A).
Unit B makes a Break Off – it is moved its full Move
along the Charge axis away from the charging Unit
(Drawing B). After Breaking Off the Unit rolls a
Skill test to check if it will be able to face the enemy
(Drawing C). In this case the test is failed and, if the
charging unit still has it within its Movement range,
the Unit will be charged from the rear.
Marksmen
Sometimes Cossacks would place their best
shooters in the front ranks and only they would
shoot while the Moloitsy in the back ranks loaded
weapons for them and passed them forward.

•

•
•

A Unit must be formed in at least two ranks and
have the Defense Order to be able to perform
this type of firing.
The Unit fires only with its first rank but it is
treated as if having a Skill attribute 1 point
higher for the purpose of Shooting. This modifier
is received only by as many first rank Bases as
there are Bases in the second rank.
This rule does not apply if the Unit is Disorganized.
The Unit may use this Special Rule while
shooting from behind obstacles or wagons, but
not buildings (as in buildings it is not formed in
two ranks).

Tartar Kappikulli
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•

Militia

•

Militia formations were usually poorly trained
and used for defensive rather than offensive
operations.
A Unit with this rule must pass a Morale test
each time it declares a Charge against a more
numerous enemy. If the test is failed then it does
not Charge, loses the Charge Order and is left
without an Order.

SPECIAL RULES

Mobility
Some units (e.g. partisans) operated using surprise and mobility. Their commanders often
used their own initiative which had both advantages and down sides.
In the Reorganization Phase roll a Skill test for
each Unit that has an Order other than Move. A
failed test means that the Unit loses its Order and
gets a Move Order. If the Unit has no Order it automatically receives a Move Order.

•

No quarter
In the heat of the battle it occurred that units did
not take any prisoners – for example executing a
bloody revenge on a vicious invader.
The Unit may not refrain from Pursuit even it the
Commander pays a Command Point. The Unit
MUST Pursue a defeated enemy (infantry 5 cm
even if the unit doesn’t have Additional Move
value), both mounted and foot.

•

Pike and Shot Formation
This rule allows for the creation of mixed pike and
shot formations, in which various elements support each other in combat.
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This rule allows the Player to create temporary
groups which include pikemen, musketeers
and guns, all supporting each other. This group
is called a Battalion. A Battalion is organized
around a block of pikemen. If you do not have
pikemen then you cannot create a Battalion. A
Battalion is made up of exactly 1 block of pikemen, 1-2 squadrons of musketeers and 0-2 regimental guns (you may not create a Battalion
from guns and pikemen only). All Units included
in a Battalion must come from the same Regiment (including additional units) and they must
be no more than 2 cm away from each other. If,
at the end of any Phase or Stage of the game,
a Unit is more than 2 cm away from all other
Battalion Units, becomes Disorganized or Flees
then it ceases to be a part of the Battalion.
Battalions are marked by placing 2 cm wide
markers between its elements. All markers in a
Battalion must be of the same color. The marker
also shows the maximum distance allowed between Units forming the Battalion. If a Unit finds
itself too far away for the marker to touch the
next closest Unit in the Battalion, then remove
the marker. The Unit ceases to be a part of the
Battalion. Note that the markers are not required, as long as the players remember which
Units are formed into which Battalions. We recommend them, however, as they are an elegant
and easy way of denoting Battalions.
At the beginning of the game, in the Orders Phase
of the first game turn, you may create any number of Battalions for free. Battalions can also be
created during the game. In the Orders Phase or
Movement Phase a Commander using all Issuing Orders rules may spend 1 Command Point to

Example 1:
In the situation below (drawings A and B), the
player may decide at the beginning of the turn,
that one Battalion will include pikemen 1, gun 1
and musketeers 1 and 2; the other Battalion will
include pikemen 2, gun 2 and musketeers 3 (A).
After some time, as the situation changes, the
player seeing the approaching enemy may
spend 1 Command Point in the Movement
Phase to have musketeer unit number 2 join the
second Battalion (B).
￼
Example 2:
The Battalion moved in a way that resulted in
one musketeer Unit being too far away from the
marker to join it with the rest of the Battalion
at the end of a Phase. The marker should be
removed immediately. The Unit ceases to be a
part of the Battalion. If, later on, the Unit moves
closer and the Commander spends a Command
Point then it may again become a part of the
Battalion.
The Battalion grants the following benefits:
A. When a Countermarch is performed by the
musketeers, the block of pikemen may move
2 cm in the Shooting after Movement Phase,
but only if they stay within 2 cm of the musketeers. (this additional move may not
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place any number of markers for one Battalion.
If a Unit was part of another Battalion before
this action then remove the previous marker for
free. Note that the units forming the new Battalion must already be positioned within 2 cm, so
that the markers can be placed.

B.

C.

D.

SPECIAL RULES

E.

be used to, for example, move towards the
enemy and separate them from the musketeers). The same move may be performed by
regimental guns included in the Battalion.
Units from the same Battalion may move
through one another with no penalties or
tests, as long as none of the Units are Disorganized or Fleeing.
The whole Battalion counts as a single Unit
for target priority. The closest Unit in the
Battalion must be selected as the target of a
Charge or Shooting, provided that it is visible,
not engaged in close combat and it is possible to shoot or charge it.
Musketeers in the Battalion may perform Run
Behind the Pikes Special Maneuver.
Gun crews included in the Battalion may perform Hide Among the Pikemen Special Maneuver.

moved so that after the Run Behind the Pikes
maneuver the Units do not overlap. If it is impossible to place the Units after the Withdrawal
without overlapping then you may not perform
the Run Behind the Pikes maneuver.
A Unit engaged in Close Combat or with a Charge
Order may not declare the Run Behind the Pikes
maneuver (this applies to both musketeers and pikemen), if at least one Unit does not fulfill the requirements then the above maneuver cannot be declared.
After performing a Run Behind the Pikes maneuver,
the Unit may not move further in this turn (except
fleeing, withdrawing or performing a Countermarch)
and it may not declare this maneuver again in the
same turn.
Hide Among the Pikemen:
• If the crew of a gun included in the Battalion is
within 10 cm of the pike block then it may declare this maneuver as a Charge Reaction. The
declaration is made before the charging Unit is
moved (this may be donein any phase, unless
there was contact with the gun earlier).
• After the maneuver is declared, remove the gun
crew and place them beside the block of pikemen. You may also replace it with a marker. It is
assumed that the crew hid among the pikemen
and they may remain there as long as you like.
The crew does not participate in combat nor
does it increase the numerical strength of the
pikemen block.
• The charging Unit must declare the closest Unit
of the Battalion that includes the gun as the new
Charge target.
• If the pikemen block Flees or is destroyed then
the crew is automatically destroyed as well.
• In the Movement Phase of any of the following
game turns you may man the abandoned gun.
This is done in the same way as usual when manning a gun. The gun must be within 10 cm from
the pikemen block, you need to spend a single
Command Point and perform a Special Maneuver. After manning the gun, the crew retains its
original characteristics (Skill and Morale) and
may use Quick Loading. Manning the gun in
such way doesn't cause the Pikemen block to
lose any strength points.

Run Behind the Pikes:
Run Behind the Pikes may only be declared if the enemy is charging at the musketeers or they are in the
line of the Charge. Any part of the charging enemy
Unit must be in front of both, the charged musketeer
Squadron and the block of pikemen. The musketeers
may Withdraw and the pikemen move in order to
cover them. The Run Behind the Pikes is done according to the following procedure:
•
Move the musketeers. They are moved away
from the enemy according to the Withdrawing
rules.
•
Next you may move the pikemen up to half of
their Movement so that they are in the way of
the charging Unit. This move is done according
to all the applicable Move rules so you should
consider all modifiers resulting from terrain and
you may not move closer than 2 cm to an enemy
Unit. During this move you can't widen or narrow the front of your Unit.
•
This Move may be performed in the Movement
or Close Combat Phase, as long as no contact
with the enemy occurred earlier. In the second
case, the musketeers may shoot as normal in the
Reaction Fire Phase.
• After the maneuver is performed, the charging
Unit must declare a new target for the Charge. If,
after this maneuver, the pikemen are the closest
target then they must be charged.
•
The withdrawal of the musketeers and the move
of the pikemen take place simultaneously. Musketeers may Withdraw to the location where
the pikemen stood, as long as the pikemen are
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Example:
A Unit consisting of 3 Bases may have 2 Bases in the
first rank and 1 Base in the second rank, it may also
form a 3 Bases deep Column but it cannot form a
Line of 3 Bases.
While moving towards the enemy the Unit (formed in
a Line with 2 Bases in the front rank) was attacked
and lost 1 Base from the second rank. In the following turn it will not be able to move as it will be
required to Reform in order to form a 2 Bases deep
Column.
Ranked Fire
•
An example formation that enables a unit to easily
hide behind pikemen (by withdrawing through them).
Poor Tactical Discipline

•

•

Rifled Barrels

Rabble
•

•

A Unit with this rule is partly equipped with rifled
weapons, which are more accurate than smoothbore weapons and allow for effective fire at longer
distances.

A Unit with this rule must test Morale to be able
to declare a Charge against a more numerous
enemy. If it fails – it cannot Charge and loses the
Charge Order (is left without Orders).
If a Unit with this rule is in Close Order then it
must be in Line or Column formation (it cannot
be in a Non-standard formation). In addition it
cannot have more Bases in the first rank than
ranks in total. If at the beginning of the Movement Phase the Unit is not fulfilling the above
requirements it loses its Order (unless it was a
Defense Order) and it must perform the Reform
Special Maneuver in order to change into the required formation. In addition these Units cannot
March.

The loading of rifled weapons takes more time than
loading smoothbore weapons.
• Units with this rule may declare that they are
Shooting with rifled weapons instead of their
normal weapons. The Effective range of rifled
weapons fire is 20 cm, the Maximum Range is
50 cm and the Effectiveness is 1/0.
• A Unit Shooting with rifled weapons has the
Shooting characteristic of 1 and it may not use
this rule when shooting from horseback.
• This rule cannot be used if the Unit is disorganized.
• Unit may use this Special Rule while shooting
from behind obstacles, wagons, buildings etc.
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A Unit with this Rule receives a -1 Combat Resolution
modifier.
• If several friendly Units are engaged in Close
Combat it is enough for one to have the Poor
Tactical Discipline rule for the modifier to be applied to the combat.
• A Disorganized Unit is treated as if it had Poor
Tactical Discipline but it does not accumulate
with Poor Tactical Discipline from other rules.

This is a special type of firing. A Unit must be
formed up in at least two ranks and have the Defense Order to be able to perform Ranked Fire.
All ranks of the Unit shoot one after another (up
to a maximum of 3). Every rank shoots at its
own range measured from the position where
the Bases actually stand.
The Unit that used Ranked Fire must reload in
the following turn. As a result it may not use
Ranked Fire again (it may only shoot in the
usual way) or perform any Maneuvre. In addition, if it wants to shoot it may not move. If the
Unit moves or performs any Maneuvre it may
not shoot at all.
This rule does not apply if the Unit is Disorganized.

Robbers

Randomly choose a Robbers Unit. The enemy picks
a point in your Deployment Zone. You must deploy
the Unit within 10 cm of that point (if the Robbers
are a cavalry Unit) or 20 cm (if the Robbers are an
infantry Unit). The picked point must allow a deployment of the whole chosen Robbers Unit within
the specified range. The Unit starts the game without
the free Order and may not form a Squadron with
other Units. You may issue an Order to this Unit in
the Orders Phase of the first game turn. If the Regiment for which this result was rolled or the randomly
chosen Unit (at the Skirmish Level) is Delayed, sent
to perform a Flanking Maneuver or an Ambush etc.,
then treat this result as if you rolled 6-7 (note: the
randomly picked Unit is not obliged to suffer losses
as neither you nor your opponent are forced to select
it).

If, in a Regiment or a Skirmish Force, you have Robber Units then during the deployment roll a die (d10)
before deploying any Units:
1 – This time you were able to prevent looting.
Nothing happens.
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2-5 – Robbers suffered losses while pillaging the
area and there is some confusion in their ranks.
Your opponent chooses a Robber Unit which receives
1 point of losses and may not be given a free Order
in the first turn of the game. These losses may not
be Reorganized in the first turn of the game, but you
may issue an order to the unit as normal.
6-7 – Robbers suffered heavy losses while pillaging
the area.
Your opponent chooses a Robber Unit which receives
1 point of losses. Next, you must choose a Robber
Unit that also receives 1 point of losses (it may be
the same Unit as the one chosen by your opponent).
These losses may not be Reorganized in the first turn
of the game.

If your regiment or Skirmish Force includes 1-6 Robbers Units then roll 1 die. If you have 7 or more Robbers Units then roll 2 dice.
At the Division Level you roll only for standard regiments. The Main Force and the Vanguard are not
subject to this rule.

8-9 – The Robbers left their place in the battle line
in order to find some more plunder.
Randomly choose a Robber Unit. This Unit starts
the game without a free Order and may not be included in a Squadron with other Units. In the Orders
Phase of the first game turn, you may issue an Order
to it. If the Regiment for which this result was rolled
or the randomly chosen Unit (at the Skirmish Level)
is Delayed, sent to perform a Flanking Maneuver or
an Ambush etc., then treat this result as if you rolled
6-7 (note: the randomly picked Unit is not obliged to
suffer losses as neither you nor your opponent are
forced to select it).

Salvo
•

•

0 – The Robbers lingered on the march and pillaged the area. As a result, they did not take their
place in the battle line.

•
•

Transylvanian
household infantry
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To be able to shoot a Salvo the Unit must be
formed up in at least 2 ranks. It may shoot with
2 ranks even if it moved or was charged. The
range is measured from the first rank of the
shooting Bases.
A Unit that shot a Salvo must reload in the following turn. As a result it cannot shoot a Salvo
again (it may only shoot in the usual way). In
addition, if it wants to shoot it may not move or
perform any Maneuvre. If the Unit moves it cannot shoot at all or perform any Maneuvre.
This rule does not apply if the Unit is Disorganized.
In addition, a Unit firing a Salvo in the Reaction
Fire (step 2) of a charge causes a Morale test
for the attacker, as long as it inflicts at least 1
point of losses. It does not need to destroy an
entire base. Note that the unit must receive an
order to delay its shooting to the Reaction Fire
step. If the enemy has at least twice the number
of Bases of the shooting Unit this rule does not
apply.

Scouts
•

•

•

A Unit with this rule grants 2 additional Reconnaissance points per Unit if it is used to conduct
Reconnaissance.
In addition Scouts may reroll failed Skill tests
while checking if the Unit sent on Reconnaissance suffered losses. You must accept the result of the second roll (even if it is worse than
the first one).

Skirmishers
•
•

Shooting while Charging (weapons)
•

If the target Unit loses a Base it rolls a Morale
test as usual. If it withdraws Disorganized or
Flees, the First Round of Close Combat is omitted but the Unit must be pursued as normal (as
if after winning a Combat).

Units with this Special Rule fight in Open Order.
Skirmishers grant 1 additional Reconnaissance
Point per Unit if they are used for Reconnaissance.
To the Last Man

A Unit may shoot weapons mentioned by this
rule during a Charge (e.g. Shooting while Charging – pistol/bow, etc.). Remember that Shooting while Charging is conducted with a – 1 Skill
modifier for shooting in Close Combat (if there
was contact with the enemy) and only 1 die per
Base is rolled.

•

A Unit with this Special Rule may reroll failed
Morale tests if it has a Defense Order.
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Moving Commanders

Charges by themselves. They may Charge only if they
have joined a Unit.

COMMANDERS

Commanders of all levels do not receive Orders and
they operate independently. A Commander moves as
a single base Unit in Open Order. In addition, every
friendly Unit may pass through the Commander’s
base and vice versa with no penalties. Commanders
are moved at the same time as other Units (see the
Movement Phase).

Attacking Commanders
Commanders may be the target of a Charge or Shooting only if they are the closest target in the field of
vision (see the chapter on Charges). In addition, you
may not declare a Commander to be the target of a
Charge or Shooting if he is more than 30 cm away.
We assume that the enemy simply cannot see him. If
a Commander is shot at, treat him as a single base
Unit in Open Order and the shooting Unit receives
the normal -1 Skill modifier. You may not change
Charge or Shooting priority from the closest Unit to a
Commander using Command Points.

If a Unit wants to end its move in the place where a
Commander is standing then it may do so only if the
Commander joins it. If a Commander joins a Unit in
this way then he may not be moved further this turn. If
you do not want the Commander to join the Unit then
you may not end the Unit’s Move on the spot where
the Commander is standing.

When a Commander is the target of a Charge he may
declare a Break Off as if he had the Light Cavalry
Special Rule.

A Commander may March even if he is within 20 cm of
the enemy and vice versa. On his own, a Commander
does not prevent enemy Units from Marching.

When a Commander being the target of a Charge joins
a Unit, he is treated like he fled from the Charging
Unit's Field of Vision.

A Commander’s base does not destroy enemy Units
fleeing through it. Also, it does not block their Withdrawal or Movement. Enemy Units may freely pass
through a Commander’s base. They may also end
their movement on the Commander’s base or within
2 cm from him. In this situation, you must immediately
move the Commander’s base by the shortest required
distance in order to be more than 2 cm from the enemy.

A Commander’s base has only 1 Strength Point. If it
is lost as a result of Shooting or Close Combat (it is
hit and fails its Armor test) you must roll a Skill test
for the Commander:
•

Commanders do not block Withdrawing or Fleeing of
friendly Units. If he blocks a path for friendly withdrawing/fleeing Units, you must immediately move
the Commander’s base by the shortest required way
in order to clear the path for withdrawing/fleeing Unit.

Shooting and Charging with Commanders
Commanders may shoot once per turn at the moment
of their choosing (during Defender’s Fire, Reaction
Fire or Shooting after Movement). In addition, Commanders may not use any Shooting Special Rules
(Hail of Arrows, Flanking Fire, Shooting while
Charging etc.). Commanders may not initiate

•
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A passed test means that the sacrifice of his retinue and a quick escape saved the Commander
from certain death. Place the Commander’s base
within his Move range from the spot in which he
was "killed". However, due to the confusion, he
loses all the Command Points he had left in this
turn AND all Command Points in the following
turn. He is left with 1 Strength Point. The Commander may reposition in this way even when it
would be impossible to perform a normal Flight
move (for example, he was surrounded etc.), but
in this case the Skill test is made with a -2 modifier.
A failed test means the death of the Commander
and his base is removed from the game. All friendly
Units within 20 cm must pass a Morale test.

mander may not leave one Unit and Join another in
one move.

If a Commander loses more than 1 Strength Point as a
result of an attack then for each unsaved hit he must
make an additional test (roll one die per test). The
test is passed only if all the rolls are equal to or less
than the Commander’s modified Skill.
Example:
A colonel serving under hetman Sosiński took fire
from von Schwelick’s musketeers and lost 2 Strength
Points. He must make 2 Skill tests. In order not to
lose his colonel the Player must pass both Skill tests.

Commanders Joining Units
A Commander may choose to join a friendly Unit. At
the Skirmish Level, Commanders may join any Unit
while at the Division Level, Commanders may only
join Units under their command (typically from the
same regiment). The Commander-in-Chief is an exception, as he may join any Unit in his division. If his
Move allows the Commander to come into contact
with a Unit then he may approach it and declare that
he is joining the Unit. He may also join the Unit if the
Unit makes contact with him. After joining, place the
Commander’s base in contact with any base of the
Unit. The Commander is then treated as a marker
(you may even remove him from the table and replace him with an appropriate marker, but this is
not necessary). This means that he is not counted
towards the Unit’s visibility, you may not shoot at his
base, he does not obstruct visibility, does not count
towards the Unit’s numerical strength etc. If his
base obstructs movement or aligning Units for Close
Combat, you should move the attached Commander.
You may even remove the Commander’s base from
the table, leaving the marker mentioned above. No
more than one commander may join a Unit. After a
Commander joins a Unit, it may not move further in
this turn. A Commander may not join a Unit with a
Charge Order unless the Unit is already in contact
with the enemy and will not move any further in the
Movement Phase.

As long as the Commander is attached to a Unit, he
may not issue Orders or Instructions, Rally or Reorganize other Units. He may only perform the actions
above for the Unit that he joined. Issuing Orders
to a Unit that he joined has a base cost of 0 Command Points. If the Unit is Insubordinate then it
costs 1 Command Point. In addition, a Commander
attached to a Unit may not transfer his Command
Points to other Commanders but he may receive
them as normal.

A Unit with an attached Commander receives an additional die in Close Combat and Shooting (in each
Combat Phase), as well as a +1 Morale modifier. A
Commander may leave the Unit in the Movement
Phase, before it moves. If a Unit with an attached
Commander made any moves (maneuver, movement
etc.) then the Commander may not leave the Unit in
this turn. After you move the Commander (measure
his Move range from the middle of the Unit) you may
move the Unit to which he was attached. A Com-

Mounted Commanders may join both cavalry and
infantry, Commanders on foot may only join infantry. Additionally, this is the only way to have a Commander enter the building. You may not attach Commanders to wagons or guns.

Commanders and Command Points – Summary
Commanders may use their Command Points in
many different ways. The following summary
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If a Unit with an attached Commander Flees then
the Commander Flees with it. If the Unit is destroyed
while fleeing (attacked from opposite sides, running
into an enemy Unit, fleeing more than 1.5 times of
its its Movement etc.) Commanders have to make a
Skill test with -2 modifier. If passed move him similar to when he survives "death" in combat, measuring from the spot where he was when unit started to
flee. If test is failed, the Commander is killed (with
all consequences). He may leave the Unit as normal
in the following Movement Phase. If a Unit with an
attached Commander is attacked in Close Combat
or shot at then the Commander may not be the target of the attacks. All losses are suffered by the Unit
as long as it has at least 1 base in addition to the
Commander. Instead, if the Unit is hit and more than
one "0" is rolled for the Armor test then the Commander is at risk. Make a Skill test to see whether
the Commander survived. If the test is passed, the
Commander lives. He does not move or lose Command Points and his base does not lose Strength
Points. If the test is failed, the Commander’s base is
removed from the game and all Units within 20 cm
test for Morale (including the Unit to which the Commander was attached, which may result in 2 Morale
tests, if the Unit also lost combat or suffered losses
from case shot etc.). Each additional "0" above two
means that another Skill test for the Commander is
required.

lists all of the ways in which Commanders may use
their Command Points.

•

Issue Instructions to subordinate Commanders.

All Commanders may spend Command Points to
issue the following orders:
• Order to man an abandoned wagon/gun or to
occupy a building,
• Order to leave an occupied building,
• Order to delay Shooting,
• Order to change target priority in Close Combat
or Shooting,
• Order to refrain from Pursuit,
• Some Special Rules may require spending Command Points.
• Transfer Command Points to subordinate Commanders.

Lower Level Commanders:
• Issue an Order to a Unit/Units from their own
Regiment.
• Issue a Group Order to Units from their own
Regiment.
• Rally and Reorganize Units from their own Regiment.
• Modify Skill or Morale tests of Units from their
own Regiment.
Higher Level Commanders:
• Issue an Order to Unit/Units from any Regiment.
• Rally and Reorganize Units from any Regiment.
• Modify Skill or Morale tests of Units from any
Regiment.

COMMANDERS

Additionally, the Commander-in-Chief (also Skirmish
Force Commander) may modify the Initiative roll.

General Rule: There are ammunition and transport
wagons (just called wagons in the rules) as well as
war wagons. Both transport and ammunition wagons
do not have any crew – as a result they are completely
resistant to any issues concerning Morale tests. Wagons can only be formed into Columns and can't use the
Reform Special Maneuver and can't cross Obstacles.

over. Regardless of the decision, the enemy loses his
Charge Order and may not pursue nor Charge again
or fight a Second Round of Close Combat.
If there is infantry behind the wagons they may defend
as if behind any other Obstacle. If the infantry is defeated and forced to Withdraw the winner may decide
to destroy or take over the wagons. You cannot take
over a wagon that is in contact with an enemy Unit,
the wagon must be destroyed. You may destroy some
wagons in a wagon train so that others cease to be in
contact with the enemy and can be taken over. Regardless of the decision the enemy loses his Charge Order
and may not pursue nor Charge again. The Second
Round of Close Combat is not fought. Units that are
not in contact with the enemy wagons may Withdraw
to regroup (according to the usual Withdrawal rules).
Units in contact with the enemy must Withdraw.

Transport wagons
Transport wagons may be used in various scenarios
as a supporting element for the game.
Each transport wagon is treated as a separate Unit
requiring the issuing of an Order. Transport wagons
may be joined into Squadrons only with one another
and with a Wagon Train. After deployment on the
battlefield they may move and receive Orders (apart
from a Charge Order).

If the wagons have a Defense Order, friendly infantry
Units can pass through it by performing a Special Maneuver without needing to make a Skill test. Else it is
treated as both an Obstacle and a Unit meaning that
the crossing Unit has to follow the rules for crossing
an Obstacle as well as moving through a friendly Unit

Charging Units treat wagons as an Obstacle. As a
result cavalry loses the Impetus bonus. Wagons do
not fight back if attacked in Close Combat. They
lose Combat automatically and the opponent
may decide if he destroys them or takes them
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and you cannot shoot or charge through them. This
means that if a Unit standing behind friendly wagons
received a Charge Order it loses it (as usual when it
cannot see the enemy) and receives a Move Order. It
can Charge only after coming out from behind the
wagons. Units cannot shoot from behind the wagons
except in a situation where the infantry Unit is in contact with the wagon and both have a Defense Order. In
such a situation we assume that infantry climbs on the
wagons and defends from them and the Unit may shoot
as if from behind an Obstacle (with only one rank) and
cannot use any Special Rules concerning shooting
(except Marksmen and Rifled barrels). If the wagons
have a crew (a war wagon) you should first shoot at
the crew, if the wagon is empty you may shoot (and
fight) the Unit defending behind the wagons. Wagons
increase the Armor of the infantry Unit with Defense
Order behind them to 4 (if a Unit’s Armor was lower).

The attacker may destroy or take over the enemy
wagons. Regardless of the decision made, the attacking Unit loses the Charge Order and may not Pursue,
Charge or fight a Second Round of Close Combat. The
Units that are not in contact with the enemy wagons
may Withdraw to regroup (according to the usual
Withdrawal rules). Units in contact with the enemy
must Withdraw.

If infantry with a Defense Order is standing behind
the wagons Fighting from behind the wagons occurs.
The winner may issue orders to wagons as normal
in the turn following their take over and treats them
as his own.
If the wagons come under fire treat them as a normal
Unit. Wagons are not affected by Flanking Fire.
One wagon Base represents about 10-15 real wagons.
A wagon is a structure with 2 Strength points. Lost
Strength points cannot be restored by Reorganization.
A transport wagon usually has Armour value low
enough (even though higher than normal Units) that
it can be destroyed by shooting. This does not mean
that musket balls can reduce a wagon to matchwood.
You must remember that most of the losses in By Fire
and Sword are wounded and fleeing men. In the case
of a wagon this might mean that the coachmen got
scared and they ran away taking the wagon, or at
least the animals, with them.

Fighting from behind wagons

Ammunition wagons

If an enemy Unit with Defense Order is in contact with
transport or unmanned wagons Fighting from behind
wagons occurs. All Bases at least partially in contact
with the same wagon take part in this combat.

Ammunition wagons are a special type of transport
wagons. They are an integral part of an army. They
have the same rules as other transport wagons.
However, ammunition wagons are very prone to destruction – they have only 1 Strength point and the
loss of the last Strength point results in the wagon
exploding (see below).

The fight is conducted as normal remembering to add
the modifiers for defending an Obstacle, possible attack from the flank, etc. If the attacker wins the defender must Withdraw or Flee as usual.
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Fighting from behind wagons
Infantry defend behind transport wagons:
•
Unit A has a Defense Order and is in contact
with the transport wagons. Unit B attacks the
wagons. Fighting from behind the wagons takes
place;
•
Unit B is in contact with wagons 1, 2 and 3 and
Unit A only with wagon 2. Only Bases in contact
with wagon 2 are in combat;
•
One Base of Unit B is in contact only with wagon
1 so it does not fight. Other Bases can fight
against Unit A as normal;
•
You should remember that Unit A is attacked from
the side and apply all the resulting modifiers.

WAGONS AND WAR WAGON TRAINS

Only ammunition wagons may be used for the transport of bullets and black powder to the units fighting
on the battlefield during the game. You may not take
ammunition from any other type of wagon. A Unit that
spends 1 Special Maneuver may take ammunition
from an ammunition wagon to refill. See ammunition
optional rules for details. Ammunition may be taken
within a basic Move distance of such unit. However,
this is very risky as it is easy for an accidental spark
to cause an explosion of the black powder store. When
taking ammunition, roll a die. If you roll a "0" ("10")
then there is a threat of an explosion. Roll a Skill test
for the Unit which was taking ammunition (it may not
be modified by a Commander). A failed test means
that there was an explosion. The wagon is destroyed
and each Base within 5 cm of it and the Unit taking
ammunition loses 1 Strength point. Units with Poor
Quality Firearms or weapons with the Match rule test
normally. All other units, including artillery, get a +2
modifier to their Skill roll.

crew is killed. In Skirmish level you may not start the
game with connected war wagons.
In order to take over or destroy connected war wagons
you need to pass a Skill test. One die is rolled for every
Base of the Unit in contact with war wagons left behind
by their crews. Each successful test means taking over
or destroying one war wagon Base.
If the War Wagon Train has a Defense Order, allied
infantry Units can pass through it by performing a
Special Maneuver without needing to make a Skill test.
Else it is treated as both an Obstacle and a Unit meaning that the crossing Unit has to follow the rules for
crossing an Obstacle as well as moving through a
friendly Unit and you cannot shoot or charge through
them. This means that if a Unit standing behind
friendly war wagons received a Charge Order it loses
it (as usual when it cannot see the enemy) and receives
a Move Order. It can Charge only after coming out
from behind the war wagons. Units cannot shoot from
behind the war wagons except in a situation where
the infantry Unit is in contact with the war wagon and
both have a Defense Order. In such a situation we assume that the infantry climbs on the war wagons and
defends from them and the Unit may shoot as if from
behind an Obstacle (with only one rank) and cannot
use any Special Rules concerning shooting (except
Marksmen and Rifled Barrels). If the war wagons have
a crew you should first shoot at the war wagon, if the
war wagon is empty you may shoot (and fight) the
Unit defending behind the war wagons. War wagons
increase the Armor of the infantry Unit with a Defense
Order behind them to 4 (if the Unit’s Armor was lower).

Ammunition wagons may be chosen as the objective
of a charge or shooting only if they are the closest
target. Charge or shooting priority may not be changed
from the closest unit to ammunition wagons using
Command Points.

War Wagon Train
War wagons may also appear on the battlefield in addition to transport wagons. Cossacks are the masters
of fighting from such a heavily armed wagon train,
but such tactics are also known to the forces of the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and Muscovy.
Before the battle all wagons must be grouped into
Units – War Wagon Trains – which are really War
Wagon Squadrons. You cannot have more Wagon
Trains than Regiments (the Skirmish level is an exception where small War Wagon Trains are formed – of
which you cannot have more than you have Commanders). The War Wagon Train is treated as a normal
Unit – it may move and receive Orders (except for a
Charge Order). If a manned War Wagon Train is attacked the crews will defend it (see characteristics).

Fighting the War Wagon Train
A War Wagon has 2 attributes: Armor (usually 13/5).
The first number is for Armor against shooting, the
second is the Armor of the crew. After a wagon is hit
during Shooting an Armor test should be rolled for
each of the wagon’s elements – the wagon itself and
the crew. Only the crew will be hit in Close Combat.
The War wagon is a structure with 2 Strength points.
Its crew has 3 Strength points. If a war wagon is
destroyed the crew are destroyed along with it. If a
war wagon is destroyed remove it from the play. Lost
Strength points of both the war wagon and the crew
cannot be restored by Reorganization. The crew can
only be strengthened as described in Chapter 9 –
Maneuvers.

If the War Wagon Train spends 2 Special Maneuvers
the wagons can be connected and prepared for defense. Connected Wagons have 5 cm Move, may not
March, and may not perform the Reforming Special
Maneuver. Wagons from a Train that are not connected
and prepared for defense can be captured or destroyed just like transport wagons as soon as the
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a lost Close Combat. Instead it makes a Morale test
according to the above procedure.

In a fight against a war War Wagon Train, each
wagon Base is resolved separately – Strength points
are deducted from each wagon separately. This concerns both Shooting and Close Combat. In Shooting
each war wagon is treated as a separate Unit concerning target selection. There is no bonus for Flanking Fire against war wagons.
No Combat resolution bonuses for flank or rear attacks are considered in a Close Combat against war
wagons. War Wagons with crew are counted as 2
Bases for Combat Resolution purposes. Crewless
wagons are not counted at all. Charging Units treat
wagons as an Obstacle. As a result cavalry lose the
Modifier for Charging on Open Ground. In addition,
wagons receive a +1 Combat Resolution modifier
while fighting cavalry, as long as they have a Defense Order.
A war wagon fights and shoots to the sides with full
strength (treat the sides of the wagon as the front
of a normal Unit). A wagon cannot shoot forward or
to the back. While fighting an enemy attacking the
wagon from the front or rear, the crew loses 1 die.

A.

War Wagons that lost their crew cannot fight or
shoot until the end of the game (unless they are
manned again). They can move as normal (it is possible to find drivers but not the crews). They can also
be destroyed or captured by the enemy. Abandoned
war wagons may be manned and the crews may be
strengthened. This is described in Chapter 9 – Maneuvers.

B.
C.

D.

A War Wagon Train cannot be separated voluntarily
– wagons from one War Wagon Train must remain in
contact until the end of the game. However, it may
happen that one of the middle wagons is destroyed
and the War Wagon Train is divided in two. In that
case the wagons must try to connect again (they may
therefore only move towards one another). Only after they are connected can they operate normally.

The infantry behind the war wagons Withdraws
or Flees.
The War Wagon Train rolls a Morale test to check
how many additional Strength points are lost.
Every unmanned war wagon in contact with
the enemy is destroyed (if the wagons are connected a Skill test is required).
Every attacking Unit contacted with the war
wagon loses the Charge Order and may not
Pursue or Charge. The Second Round of Close
Combat is not fought. The Units that are not in
contact with the enemy war wagons may Withdraw to regroup (according to the usual Withdrawal rules), Units in contact with the enemy
must Withdraw.

When attacking the War Wagon Train you attack individual wagons. Cavalry attack against a war wagon
train summary:

War Wagon Trains never test Motivation – their Morale is resolved in another way. They make Morale
tests as normal Units, but never Flee and are never
Disorganized. Instead a failed Morale test results
in the deduction of 1 Strength point of the wagon
crew (of any chosen wagon). If the test is failed by
5 or more the crew Strength is reduced by 2 points
(this can be divided among the wagons or assigned
to just one of them). Similarly, in Close Combat – a
War Wagon Train does not Withdraw as a result of

1. Attacking an empty war wagon – no tests for attacks are rolled, only a Skill test for destroying the
wagon.
2. Attacking an empty war wagon with infantry defending from behind the wagon – cavalry at -2 Skill, no
impetus modifier, infantry at +2 to Combat Resolution,
the wagon is not counted for numerical strength and
does not fight.
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Soldiers with a Defense Order and positioned behind
the war wagons are treated as if they were defending
an Obstacle. As a result instead of the +1 Combat
Resolution Modifier that war wagons receive while
fighting cavalry, the usual rules for Terrain Granting
Advantage should be applied. Only the first rank of
a Unit may shoot from behind war wagons (only the
Markmen Special Rule may be used). Close combat
with the war wagons is conducted as usual until the
Combat Resolution Step. If infantry are standing
behind the war wagons they may fight. All Bases at
least partially in contact with the same war wagon
take part in this combat. The fight is conducted as
normal remembering to add the modifiers for defending an Obstacle, possible attack from the flank,
etc. If the attacker loses or draws the First Round of
Close Combat treat it as normal with the exception
that the winner (the war wagons and possibly the infantry behind them) does not Pursue. If the attacker
wins:

3. Attacking a crewed war wagon – cavalry has no
impetus, the wagon at +1 to Combat Resolution, the
wagon fights as normal and is counted as 2 Bases for
numerical strength.

fantry defending against cavalry from behind
an Obstacle; the attacker receives 5 points for
inflicted losses. The War Wagon Train loses by 1
point. (Drawing B)

4. Attacking a crewed war wagon with infantry defending from behind the wagon – cavalry has no
impetus modifier, the wagon fights as normal and is
counted as 2 Bases for numerical strength, infantry
fights from behind the wagon, infantry and wagon
gain +2 to Combat Resolution
Every attacking Base must be considered separately.

WAGONS AND WAR WAGON TRAINS

An example of combat against a War Wagon Train.
Unit A and B attack the War Wagon Train:
•

Unit D does not take part in the combat as it
does not have a Defense Order. Unit C fights
normally (and is treated as if defending an Obstacle);

•

Unit A decides to attack the crews of wagons
1 and 2, Unit B concentrates all its attacks on
wagon 4 (Drawing A)

•

The War Wagon Train crew loses 1 Strength
point on wagons 1 and 2, and wagon 4 loses
the whole crew. The attacking Units lose only 1
Strength Point;

•

The Combat Resolution is calculated as follows:
the War Wagon Train receives 1 point for losses,
1 point for numerical superiority (every manned
wagon counts as 2 Bases) and 2 points for in-
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•

The War Wagon Train passes the Morale test,
but Unit C fails the Morale test and becomes
Disorganized and Withdraws;

•

The attacker destroys wagon 4. In addition, as
his Units are in contact with the wagons, they
must Withdraw. The combat is over. (Drawing
C).

Example of combat number 2:
• Two cavalry Units attack infantry behind an Obstacle (transport wagons). Base No. 1 attacks
normally but without the impetus modifier (the
Unit hits the Obstacle). Bases No. 2 and 3 attack
with a -2 modifier for attacking over the Obstacle. The second cavalry Unit attacks from the
flank and has normal impetus modfier (it did
not hit the Obstacle), as well as modifiers for an
attack from the flank.
Infantry does not receive a +2 modifier for Defending an Obstacle. Cavalry on the other hand
receives +1 for an attack from the flank.

•

If infantry wins then every cavalry Unit tests
Morale with an appropriate Combat Resolution
modifier.

•

If cavalry wins then infantry automatically flees
(it is attacked from two sides).

•

Draw. Cavalry withdraws first, then infantry.

TRANSPORT WAGON
Wagon train
Formation
Transport
wagon
Ammunition
wagon

Close
EffectiveMove Armor Morale Skill Combat Shooting Weapons
ness

Range

10

10

4

3

0

0

–

–

–

10

8

4

3

0

0

–

–

–

1. A transport wagon is a structure that has 2 Strength Points.
2. An ammunition wagon is a structure that has 1 Strength Point.
Losing it in any other way than in Close Combat results in an
explosion.
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Special
Rules
Transport
wagon
Ammunition
wagon

3. Ammunition wagons, despite being a type of transport wagon,
cannot be joined into wagon trains. They always operate
independently.

WAGONS AND WAR WAGON TRAINS

•

The Artillery rules are similar to the usual firearms
rules with a number of Special Rules.

Case-shot – their range and effectiveness is worse
than that of the cannonball.

Quick Loading

While firing case-shot you should roll one die more
than the number given in the brackets in the gun characteristics. The range and effectiveness of a case-shot
depends on the caliber of the gun.

ARTILLERY

The light guns of the period had a better rate of fire
than handheld firearms. Training and the teamwork of artillerymen, combined with the use of
integrated cartridges, allowed a gun to fire three
shots in the same time required to fire a musket
once. During the Napoleonic wars the rate of fire
of a cannon was 10-12 shots per minute, while an
infantryman was able to fire 2-3 shots.

A Unit hit with case-shot must pass a Morale test after losing 1 Strength point.
Example:
General von Schwelick opens fire with case-shot from
his regimental gun (a 3-pounder). Usually it would
shoot with 1 die up to 80 cm, with an Effectiveness 8
cannonball. While shooting with case-shot he adds
one additional die (2 dice total) at a maximum
range of 30 cm and with an Effectiveness of 3.

Light and medium artillery can fire twice per turn. To
be able to do so, it must have a Defense Order. The
first shot must take place in the Defender’s Firing
Stage. Afterwards it can shoot again in the same
turn, in the Shooting after Movement Stage. This rule
applies also to guns mounted on war wagons.

Artillery movement

Ammunition Types

Guns move with the following speeds:

In the 17th century two types of ammunition were
used in land warfare – cannonball and case-shot.
You need to choose the type of ammunition before
shooting.

Heavy guns may not be manhandled with a Special
Maneuver. They may be manhandled 2 cm if they
have a Move Order and only in open ground.

Cannonball – has a long range, but inflicts little
damage to infantry or cavalry.

Siege guns and mortars can never be carried or
manhandled and may only turn in place – for 1 Maneuver they may pivot in place to face any direction.
Such guns were not transported during a battle and
as a result may not be limbered and moved during
a game.

While firing at Open Order Units roll 1 die regardless of the caliber. If firing at Close Order troops roll
as many dice as the gun characteristics specify in
brackets (1, 2, or 3). The number of dice cannot exceed the number of ranks of the target Unit (when
shooting at the front or the back of the Unit).

Manhandled guns may never March. Marching guns
pulled by horses receive an additional 5 cm Movement (as with wagons). Limbered guns and mortars
may only march on roads.

If shots are fired from the flank you should always
roll the full number of dice. The full number of dice
should also be rolled against fortifications, wagons
and other constructions.
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Fortifications for Medium Artillery

An additional crewmen do not increase the FSP of
the Division.

Medium artillery is placed on special scenic bases
that are included in every set. Scenic bases allow
using medium artillery in 2 ways: on a normal base
and a fortified base.

An additional crewmen are placed on 2x4 cm bases.
An additional crewmen base should be placed behind
any medium (or heavier) gun base. It is treated as
a marker and does not hinder the gun movement in
any way. The gun, as well as other units, may freely
move through the additional crewmen base. If the
gun pivots or moves then at the end of its movement
place their base behind the gun. If there is no place
to put the additional crewmen behind the gun, just
place them anywhere in contact with the gun.

During a Divisional Level game, the Defending
player may dig in the guns for free and place them on
a fortified base. These free fortifications are deployed
at the same time as all other Field Fortifications.
The fortified base has the following rules:
• It increases the Armor of a gun crew behind it
to 6 and gives the additional -1 Skill modifier
to hit for an enemy (it's cumulative with any
others). Additionally, medium artillery with a
Defense order on a fortified base is treated as
Infantry defending an obstacle for the purposes
of to hit and combat resolution modifiers. Other
formations treat it as a high obstacle.
• It protects the gun from attacks from the front
and sides, but not from the back. Even if the
scenic base of the gun is longer than the side of
the fortification it should be treated as if the gun
is fully covered (even if the enemy is in contact
only with the unprotected part of the base)
• Artillery field of fire is a standard 90 degrees to
the front;
• A gun on a fortified base cannot be pivoted;
• Guns can be withdrawn from fortified bases.
After withdrawing, the guns do not gain benefits
from a fortified base. The gun can be later
moved back onto its own fortified base.

Ignore the additional crew base in combat and
shooting. Ranges for shooting and charges are
measured to and from the bases of the gun (even if
the additional crewmen base is in the way). In the
case of a charge from the back just move the base to
the side so it does not interfere with combat.

Additional Crew for Medium Guns

Polish medium gun

Theoretically crew of a medium gun included
several artillerymen. In practice an artillery battery
crew included much more personnel than those
directly manning the guns. These men were able to
replace fallen comrades.
When using medium guns players can deploy
additional crew bases. The number of such additional
crew bases depends on the number of medium guns
deployed. When using 1 or 2 medium guns you can
deploy 1 additional crew base. When using 3 or 4
medium guns you can deploy 2 additional crew bases.
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If the gun sustains losses as a result of combat or
shooting, the additional crewmen suffer the losses
first. The base has 1 Strength point. If the gun crew
is forced to withdraw or flee and is destroyed in this
way then the additional crewmen are also destroyed.

Artillery Table
Case-shot
(Shooting +1)

Cannonball
Light guns

Range
Shooting
(Effective/
Effectiveness
(cannonball)
Long)

Range

Effectiveness

Notes

25/60
25/60

5
5

20
30

3
3

-

Turkish Sahaloz

1
1

Organ gun – 0.5 pdr

3

25/60

5

25

3

shoots every
second turn; +

1.5 pdr falconet /Darbzen
300 dirhems

1

40/80

7

30

3

-

Regimental gun – 3 pdr

40/80
40/80

8
9

30
30

3
3

-

Tarack

1
1

Falcon – 3 pdr

1

50/100

9

30

3

Darbzen 1 oka (2.5 pdr) /
octave colubrine)

1

55/110

8

30

3

Muscovite 4 pdr

1

60/120

9

30

3

moves as
a Medium gun
moves as
a Medium gun
moves as
a Medium gun

Octave – 6pdr / Sacer –
5.5 pdr
Darbzen 2 oka (5 pdr) /
Quarta colubrine

2

65/130

10

40

4

-

2

70/140

10

40

4

moves as
a Heavy gun

Brandenburgian 8 pdr

2

70/140

11

40

4

-

Demi-culverin – 10 pdr

2

90/180

11

40

4

moves as
a Heavy gun

3

65/130

11

50

4

moves as
a Medium gun

Handgun – 0.5 pdr

-

-
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Medium guns

Heavy guns
Swedish 12 pdr

Gun Movement
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Artillery type

Carrying/
manhandling

Pulled by
horses

Light guns

10cm

15cm

Medium guns

5cm

10cm

Heavy guns

2cm

5cm

Siege guns

Immobile

-

Mortars

Immobile

-

Light mortars

5cm

10cm

OPTIONAL RULES
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In the 17th century musketeers had a limited
amount of ammunition. A soldier usually had
about 12 cartridges on hand. This was usually
enough for the whole battle as the loading process and shooting took a long time. Cavalry usually
had an even smaller amount of ammunition (apart
from the arquebusiers or reiters). This was caused
by the fact that cavalry rarely had the opportunity
to load their pistols once fired. Cannon ammunition was also limited on the battlefield. Only during sieges were the soldiers usually better supplied
with ammunition.

Ammunition test
The second method is a special ammunition test.

The amount of ammunition available for battle is
specified in the Unit description.
Units without ammunition may not shoot. All that
is left to them is cold steel and musket butts…
Ammunition supply rules are optional as they require some additional "book keeping" or some
simplifications. However, we suggest using them
for the sake of historical accuracy. Below you can
find 2 sets of rules. Players may use either of them.
AMMUNITION

a Skill test (ammunition is taken from the dead and
redistributed). Ammunition may also be taken from
ammunition wagons – 1 Special Maneuver performed within Movement range of the ammunition
supply wagon allows the replenishing of 3 Ammunition Units and requires a test to see if the wagon
explodes (see: Wagons and Wagon Trains). A Unit
may not take more ammunition than it had at the
beginning of the battle.

Counting ammunition
The first method requires counting ammunition for
every Unit.
The usage of ammunition is marked on the Unit
cards. If up to half the Bases are firing the Unit is
using half an Ammunition Unit (this is marked by
making one dash in the box: [/]), if more than half of
the Bases in the Unit are firing a whole Ammunition
Unit is spent (this is marked by making a cross in the
box: [X]).
A Unit with only half an Ammunition Unit remaining
may only fire with half its Bases. Units usually have
6 Ammunition Units. Units with the Scarce Ammunition rule have 4 Ammunition Units; those with
the Plenty of Ammunition rule have 8 Ammunition
Units. It is possible to retrieve 1 Ammunition Unit
by spending 2 Special Maneuvers and passing
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When a Unit shoots roll an additional die. A Unit
with the usual amount of ammunition runs out of
ammunition if 8-10 is rolled. A Unit with the Scarce
Ammunition rule loses it if 7-10 is rolled. A Unit
with the Plenty of Ammunition rule loses it if 9-10
is rolled. When a Unit shoots for the first time in the
battle the test is not made. If up to half of the Bases
of the Unit are firing the test is made easier by 1 (this
means that a normally equipped Unit loses ammunition if 9-10 are rolled). A Unit may try to retrieve
ammunition from the dead if it spends 2 Special Maneuvers and passes a Skill test at -2. To replenish
ammunition from supply wagons it needs to spend
2 Special Maneuvers and be within Movement range
of the wagons. A Skill test is not necessary; you only
need to check if the ammunition exploded (see the
wagon rules).

Flanking fire

The group may include up to 4 Units. Each Unit must
belong to the same Regiment and be not more than
10 cm away from any other Unit from the group.

Artillery and musket fire from the flank was far
more effective than fire from the front or back.
Each Base (excluding Commanders) that is shooting
at the enemy from the flank receives 1 additional die.
This rule only applies to guns and firearms.

Hail of arrows
The rate of fire of bows was much higher than firearms. It was possible to shoot a huge number of arrows at the enemy but this caused a quick depletion
of ammunition, and the bowmen had few arrows.

Group orders

Choice of Effects
When preparing a Skirmish Level scenario choose
one Special Effect per every 3 Effects that you would
roll for. If you are to roll for 3 effects then roll for 2
and choose 1, if you are to roll for 6 then choose 2
and roll for 4 etc. You can do it in any manner (before or after a roll), unless it's written otherwise.

Fortune Favors the Bold
Players often have more problems with the attack
as it is more difficult to perform than defense. In order to balance this you may use the following rule.
When playing a Division level game the Attacking
player receives additional points for Tactics.
If the Attacking player is weaker in addition he receives as many points as the number of Command
Points of his Commander-in-Chief. He may use those
points to get any general and offensive tactics.

Sometimes a Commander may issue an Order to a
whole group of Units.
To issue a Group Order the Commander must have
at least one Unit of the group within his Command
Range.

If the Attacking player is stronger he receives as
many points as the number of Command Points
of his Commander-in-Chief +2. He may use those
points to get any general and offensive tactics apart
from Choice of Terrain and Battle Along the Table.
He chooses his tactics after the weaker player. He
can't choose a tactic which could interfere with a
tactic chosen by the weaker player.
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OTHER RULES

A Unit with bows that was given a Defense Order
may declare a hail of arrows in Defender’s Fire Stage.
In addition, the Unit may not perform a Break Off
in this turn. Its shooting is automatically delayed to
the Shooting after Movement phase and the Unit receives one additional die per shooting Base. A Hail
of arrows always uses 2 units of ammunition (regardless of the number of Bases shooting). If playing
with the Ammunition Test optional rule, a successful
test must be rerolled.

Issuing a Group Order requires spending 2 Command Points. If at least one Unit in the group is Insubordinate the Order will require spending 3 Command Points. After a Group Order is issued all Units
in the group receives the same Order.

In the 17th century armies sought various ways to
defend themselves from an enemy attack. As cavalry posed the greatest danger on a battlefield a
number of obstacles and fortifications was invented in order to protect an army’s infantry and artillery from an enemy charge. The following is a list of
these obstacles. Unit rules in the Army Lists specify
what obstacles can be used by which Units.

PORTABLE OBSTACLES

At the Skirmish level, portable obstacles may only
be used if the Scenario allows for the deployment of
Field Fortifications. Obstacles cannot be added at
the army creation stage. If the Scenario allows the
Weaker player to deploy Field Fortifications, he or
she may purchase portable obstacles in their place.
Caltrops cannot be used at the Skirmish level.
At the Division level, portable obstacles may be
added at the army creation stage. Only up to half of
the regiments may be equipped with obstacles. Caltrops can only be used by one regiment and not by
more than 4 bases. For example, in order to equip
2 infantry regiments with kobylicas the player must
deploy at least 2 infantry regiments (which can carry
kobylicas) without them. The same with chevaux,
caltrops etc. A regiment equipped with portable obstacles cannot perform a Forced March, a Flanking
Maneuver or be placed in Ambush.
Kobylicas
A kobylica is a simple obstacle made of tree trunks
with sharpened fragments of branches. This obstacle against cavalry was formed by placing the tree
trunks on stakes which were driven into the ground.
A kobylica was a cheap obstacle but required time
to prepare.
Kobylicas increase the Force Strength Points value
of an army by 1 for every 4 elements. One kobylica
element is 4 cm by 1.5 cm. If you decide to equip a
Unit with kobylicas you must buy as many elements
as Bases in the Unit. If you want to form a Squadron
from Units equipped with kobylicas all Units
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must have them or the Squadron does not receive
the kobylica's bonus.
Kobylicas may be set up or dismantled. Setting up
takes 2 Special Maneuvers (they may not be set up
or dismantled during Movement).
Dismantled kobylicas are not represented on the
battlefield. You need to mark the Unit carrying it
by placing one element behind the Unit. If a Unit is
carrying kobylicas its Shooting is reduced to 1 and
it cannot use any Special Rules concerning Shooting. The Movement of the Unit is reduced to 5 cm. It
fights in Close Combat as normal but if it is forced to
Withdraw or Flee it loses their kobylicas – remove
the marker.
After setting up the kobylicas place the elements on
the table. You may place as many elements as Bases
in the Unit. Each element must be in contact with
its longer edge touching the entire length of a unit's
Base.
A Kobylica element is an Obstacle. Kobylicas were
made of quite large trunks so they grant Armor of 4
to infantry (unless its Armor is higher). They do not
grant cover from shooting.
Kobylicas cannot be moved once set up – they are
left on the battlefield as Obstacles until the end of
the game (unless destroyed earlier).
Caltrops
Caltrops were small metal obstacles made from 2
nails or pieces of sharpened wire. Used mostly by
Swedish infantry, they were designed as portable
spikes that could be deployed very quickly. When
thrown on the ground, one of the caltrop’s spikes
always pointed up. Caltrops were also very effective in areas of tall grass, as they were not visible
to cavalry. Horses wounded by caltrops would no
longer continue forward and a properly deployed
caltrops "minefield" could break a charge.

Caltrops increase the Force Strength Points value of
an army by 1 for every 2 elements. One element of
caltrops is the same size as an infantry Base, that is
4 cm by 2 cm. You may not buy more than 1 caltrops
element per 2 Bases in a Unit.

Chevaux de frise increase the Force Strength Points
value of an army by 1 for every 3 elements. One element of chevaux de frise is 4 cm by about 1.5 cm. A
Unit may have up to 1 chevaux de frise element per
1 Base.

Caltrops may be carried and set up. Setting up (scattering) any number of caltrops takes 1 Maneuver
(Special or during Movement per Unit/Squadron).
After you declare setting up caltrops place any number of available elements on the table within 5 cm
of any side of the Unit. You may scatter only some
of the caltrops carried by the Unit and save the rest
for later. A Unit cannot scatter caltrops while it is
inside a building. Once set up caltrops cannot be
picked up. Any player may remove them by spending
2 Special Maneuvers with any infantry Unit within
5 cm of them (only if no enemy Unit is in contact with
the caltrops).

Chevaux de frise may be carried or set up. Setting up
takes 1 Maneuver (Special or Movement Maneuver).

Caltrops hinder movement and are an Obstacle for
cavalry. Caltrops do not hinder Shooting. In addition,
a cavalry Unit coming into contact with or Moving
through caltrops must make a Skill test (once per
Phase). A failed test results in Disorganization. If
a "0" is rolled the Unit also loses 1 Strength Point.
Infantry, wagons and limbers are immune to this effect (they move slow enough to avoid losses as the
crews can clear the way as they move) but they cannot march through caltrops.

Chevaux de Frise
Chevaux de frise ware mobile obstacles used
against cavalry. They consisted of a horizontal
beam with sharpened spikes driven through them
at right angles. Individual elements were tied together or joined with chains. They provided very
good cover from cavalry but did not protect from
shooting. What is more, cannon and even musket
balls easily broke the beams and spikes wounding
everyone in vicinity with splinters.
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After setting up, take the chevaux de frise elements
from the Bases and place them in front of them. You
may place as many elements as the Unit is carrying.
Each element must be in contact with its longer edge
touching the entire length of the unit's Base.
A chevaux de frise element is an Obstacle. Chevaux
de frise do not grant cover from shooting. A Unit carrying or standing behind chevaux de frise (in contact) is more prone to enemy artillery and musket
fire. If shot at by firearms through chevaux de frise
element treat the Unit behind them as if its had Armor lowered by 1 and in the case of artillery roll an
additional die.
After setting up, chevaux de frise are left on the battlefield as Obstacles until the end of the game unless
carried away. Other Units may not carry chevaux de
frise but may destroy them by spending 1 Maneuver
(only if no enemy Unit is in contact with chevaux de
frise). Once destroyed they are removed from the
table.
Kobylicas

PORTABLE OBSTACLES

While carried caltrops are not represented on the
table, you need to clearly mark the Unit carrying caltrops in the army roster. You can keep this a secret
from your opponent but in that case the marking of
the Unit must be clear and explicit. Characteristics
of the Unit carrying caltrops are not changed in any
way.

While carried, chevaux de frise should be placed
partly on the Base that carries it. One Base may
carry only one chevaux de frise element. If a Unit
is carrying chevaux de frise its Shooting is reduced
to 1 and it cannot use any Special Rules concerning Shooting. The Movement of the Unit is reduced to
5 cm. It fights in Close Combat as normal but if it is
forced to Withdraw or Flee it loses their chevaux de
frise – remove the marker.

"By Fire and Sword" – beside the rules – presents
the units and forces used in the conflicts of the 17th
century. Army lists and unit characteristics can be
found in rulebooks, army list books and campaign
books. Every Structure is presented in a graphic form
on a separate page. Using the Structures is easy and
intuitive but does requires some explanation.

for the Task Force level, which will be presented in
another publication, dedicated for that level). The
only difference for the first two of them, is that the
Regiment cards include Motivation and a banner. The
banner is used for marking the appropriate regiment
on a Division card. It does not have any significance
for the models on the battlefield which means that
neither the colonel nor any of the regiment's units
need to have the banner. It is only a symbol used for
the Army Structure construction.

USING THE ARMY LISTS

In the Structures section you will find 4 types of cards
– Skirmish Force cards (army lists for the Skirmish
Level), Regiment cards and Division cards (army lists
for Divisional Level) and Task Force cards (army lists

An example of a Regiment card:

Motivation
Coefficient

Banner
(regimental marking)

Skirmish Force Cards
Skirmish Force Cards offer informations about the
name of the Skirmish Force and the period during
which it operated. This information is given for persons that would like to play a historical game in a
specific period. It may also be significant if you are
preparing a campaign which takes place in a specific year. For example, playing a 1656 campaign
with a the Polish skirmish force from 1667-1676 is
not historically accurate. On the following page you
see a Cossack skirmish force for the years 1648-76.

The Card also includes information on Special
Rules which apply to the Skirmish Force. They are
described in detail in the Army Lists. In this case we
have only one Special Rule: "Without water, mud or
holes a Cossack is as good as gone".
Next we have the core of the Skirmish Force, the
minimum force that must be deployed. It includes
the Commander and several (usually 4) Units. The
number of scrolls by the Commander indicates his
Command Points value.
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Every row of silhouettes indicates 1 Base. The number of silhouettes shows the number of figures that
should be placed on a Base. Black silhouettes indicate the Bases that we receive for the number of
Force Strength Points (FSP) shown on the left. Grey
silhouettes indicate optional Bases. They can be
deployed according to rules specified at the bottom.
In this case for 4 FSP you get:
• A colonel with 2 Command Points;
• Two sotnias of moloitsy with 2 Bases equipped
with spears and 2 Bases with firearms each,
• One sotnia of register moloitsy with 4 Bases;
• One sotnia of register moloitsy with 3 Bases and
one optional Base;
• In addition, you can also deploy 2 Bases of plastuny scouts (as well as a wagon train and Cossack rabble but we will get to that further on).

Below you can also see higher levels of the skirmish force. At every level you have additional
Units. In order to deploy the Units from higher levels you need to deploy some Units from the previous levels. In this Cossack skirmish force you, for
example, cannot deploy a cavalry sotnia from the
FSP: 6 level unless you deploy moloitsy or register
moloitsy from the FSP: 5 level.
On the right you can see additional Commanders
and Units. These Commander and Units are available at the appropriate level. Don’t add bases from
different levels, instead always field only highest
value of bases from chosen FSP level. Usually Bases
in the additional unit space are grey, but sometimes
they can be black – in that case you receive these
Bases for free.

Name of the
Skirmish Force

Special
Rules

Core of the
Skirmish Force

Additional
Levels

Notes
Additional
Commander
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USING THE ARMY LISTS

Additional
Units

In the example Skirmish Force after you have deployed the core, the register sotnias from the FSP: 5
level and the cavalry from the FSP: 6 level, you may
take an esaul (another 1 FSP), up to 6 wagons (including 3 with a gun, another 1-3 FSP) and a horde
of up to 10 Bases of Cossack rabble (another 2 FSP).
Finally, there are notes at the bottom. They specify
the cost of deploying better commanders, additional Bases or equipment options as well as additional information on the deployment of a Skirmish Force or a Regiment.

Divisional Cards

in-Chief) is listed, with his Command Points value
and the base of the Division, which usually consists of 3 Regiments. Every Regiment is named and
its banner is shown.
Below you will find information on additional
Regiments. Usually, you can deploy only 2 additional regiments. The card shows which additional
regiments can be deployed in what number. In the
example below, in addition to the mandatory base
of the Division, you can deploy 2 feudal sipahi sanjaks from European provinces but only 1 regiment
of janissaries.
Allied regiments

USING THE ARMY LISTS

Divisional Cards are a bit different. Just like in the
case of a Skirmish Force and a Regiment it includes
the name of the Division, the period in which it
fought and any Special Rules. Next, the information on the Divisional Commander (Commander-

Some additional Regiments can use the Allies rule.
An Allied regiment cannot have the highest Force
Strength in the army. Always treat Allied Units as
if they were Insubordinate, unless their own
Commander issues an order to them (the
Commander-in-Chief needs to spend an additional Command Point to give them an order).
Similarly, it will cost the Commander-in-Chief 1
additional Command Point to transfer a Command Point to an Allied Commander (transfer
of 1 point costs 2 points, transfer of 2 points
costs 3 points, etc.). In addition, an Allied regiment is automatically Wiped Out at the end of
the turn in which the Commander-in-Chief is
killed.
Divisional artillery
Divisional artillery is under the direct command of the Commander-in-Chief, or a dedicated Artillery Commander, (if it is possible
to deploy one). Artillery has no Motivation.
Instead, every time a friendly Regiment is
Wiped Out in the widened field of vision of the
gun (for the purpose of this test treat it as if
it had a 360 degree field of vision) each crew
must make a Morale test.
Additional Units
The last information is on additional Units.
You may deploy as many additional Units
as you have Regiments in your Division
(unless the description states otherwise).
Additional Units may op erate independently – in that case only the Commander-
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in-Chief can give them orders, or they may be attached to a Regiment, or to an artillery commander.
If they operate independently or under an artillery
commander they do not have Motivation. Instead,
every time a friendly Regiment is Wiped Out in the
widened field of vision of the Unit (for the purpose
of this test treat it as if it had a 360 degree field of
vision) the Unit must make a Morale test.
Units attached to Regiments are not taken into consideration when calculating the Motivation Level of

the Regiment. Their losses are calculated as normal.
If a Regiment is Wiped Out, their attached Units flee.
Additional Units joined to the Vanguard during
creation of the Army List add their Reconnaissance
Points generated by them to the Reconnaissance
Points of this regiment.
Additional Units joined to the regiment get all the
Special Rules assigned to the given parent regiment
(Small Companies, Military Drill, Swimming etc.).

Winged hussars
without lances

USING THE ARMY LISTS
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General rules

Scenarios given in this rulebook are the currently valid version of the Skirmish Level
rules – they were introduced in the "Deluge" supplement. Divisional Level scenario
rules will be published in one of the future books.

Points system

"By Fire and Sword" does not use a standard points system which tells you to use an
army at a specified points value. Instead, you may use any number of Force Strength
Points to build your army as long as it meets the requirements specified in the army
list for a given game level.
First, the players agree on the type of game that they want to play. Will it be a small
skirmish or a full scale battle? In other words, the level of the game needs to be
agreed upon before you can build your army. When this is done, the players prepare
their forces according to the guidelines given in the army lists.
After preparing your perfect army, you need to calculate its Force Strength Points.
This is easily done by following the guidelines given in the army lists. Once completed, you are ready to play against any opposing army prepared according to the
BFaS rules for the same game level. In other words, you are not restricted by the
Force Strength Points of an army in the same way as most other game systems. You
are free to create a 4-point skirmish force and play a fairly equal game against a
skirmish force 17 points strong. This is possible thanks to the battle rules that compensate for the differences in the strength of the forces of both armies. Before starting, you also need to calculate the Force Value and Reconnaissance Points of your
Skirmish Force, but more on that later.

SCENARIOS

Gathering an army

At the moment we were very poorly uniformed, but we had in abundance of
freedom. We got a permit to exchange our horses if anyone saw a better one we
were even given permission to go at the Silesian border and beyond it in order
to
get equipment and uniforms. It was even welcomed by our officers.
Hieronim Chrystian Holstein on the creation
of the reiter regiment of Jerzy Lubomirski
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GENERAL RULES
We recommend the gaming table for Skirmish scenarios to measure about 120 cm
by 120 cm, but games can be played on tables as small as 100 cm by 100 cm. You can
also play on larger tables as the scenario maps are designed so that the table size
does not matter. Every scenario includes a map showing the deployment areas for
both players and any special rules used in the given scenario. We encourage you to
use your own special rules when developing scenarios of your own.

Size of the table

The recommended playing time for skirmish level scenarios is 6 game turns, unless
otherwise stated in the scenario description.

Turn limit

Some of the scenarios use Field Fortifications. You will find more on them in chapter
20: Terrain on the Battlefield and chapter 28: Portable Obstacles.

Fortifications

Some scenarios and/or Additional Effects require players to randomly select a unit
that will be subject to a special rule. The players can decide on the method of random selection, but a simple die roll is most common. It is important to note whether
the selection occurs before or after deployment as that determines whether the
effect is applied to a single Unit (company/banner) or an entire Squadron.

Choosing
a Unit at random

Some of the scenarios require using markers representing which player controls an
objective. You can prepare your own markers using limited edition figures or make
other conversions. Such markers denote a point, so the range from the marker is
measured from its exact center, which also means that there are no specific sizes for
the markers. These markers are not terrain and do not affect line of sight, shooting,
combat, or movement.

Control markers

When a scenario requires controlling an objective by bases occupying an area
within a certain range, whole bases as well as those partially in the control area are
counted. Just like in the case of issuing orders (unless a scenario's rules state otherwise). Swimming bases aren’t counted for the purposes of controlling an objective.

Controlling
objectives

Forage markers

GENERAL RULES
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The players should prepare for the battle by following the instructions below:
A. Calculate the Force Strength Points, Force Value and Reconnaissance points.
This is best done at home, as those values depend on the type and number of
figures taken and do not change for individual scenarios.
B. Compare the Force Strength Points of both forces.

Equal strength
of players

C. If the Strength of both forces is equal, roll on the following list to see which
scenario you will play:
1-2 – Patrol (0)
3-4 – Take and Hold (0)
5-6 – Attack on a village (0)
7-8 – Capture the crossing (0)
9-0 – Delay the enemy (0*)
As there is no choice of scenarios after the die is rolled, it does not matter who
makes the roll.

SCENARIO PREPARATIONS

Unequal strength
of players

D. If the Strengths of both forces are not equal, the weaker player rolls for a number of scenarios equal to his Skirmish Force Commander’s Command Points
value and chooses 1 of them from the list below. For example, if the Commander
has two command points, roll 2 dice and find the two corresponding scenarios
below.
1 – Patrol (0)
2 – Take and Hold (0)
3 – Defend the village (1*)
4 – Attack on a village (0)
5 – Defend the crossing (1*)
6 – Capture the crossing (0)
7 – Forage (2)
8 – Delay the enemy (0*)
9 – Ambush (3)
10 – Night attack (4)
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→→ There are no rerolls, so in the case of duplicate rolls, there might be a situation where there are only 2 scenarios to choose from, or even only 1.
→→ You cannot choose a scenario worth more points than the Force Strength
Points advantage of the enemy.
→→ The minimum value of each scenario is given in parentheses after its title.
If the scenario is marked with a (*) it means that its value is variable and
depends on other factors, such as the deployment of the Weaker player. All
necessary explanations can be found in the scenario descriptions. If none
of the drawn scenarios fulfill this requirement, decide on the scenario according to the procedure described in point C.
E. If the scenario includes fortifications, the Weaker player decides on the number
used.
→→ Field Fortifications increase the Strength of the weaker side by 1 for every
2 elements.

Field fortifications

F. If you roll for scenarios, pick the number of fortification elements and if the
Force Strengh Points of both players are still not equal, the Weaker player rolls
for an appropriate number of Additional Effects. If the Force Strength Points
are equal then no Additional Effects are chosen.
→→ Each Effect is worth 1 point.
→→ You may choose as many effects as the difference between Force Strength
Points of both forces (after the adjustments for the value of the scenario and
any fortifications).
→→ These effects are determined by rolling a die and comparing the result with
the Additional Effects list.
→→ You are allowed to choose the same effect more than once unless its description says otherwise. If a duplicate for a particular effect is not allowed, reroll
the dice and choose another effect.

Additional effects

G. Setting up the battlefield
H. Reconnaissance
I. Deployment
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SCENARIO PREPARATIONS

J. Commencing the battle. In every scenario, the Weaker player has the Initiative
in the first turn. If the Force Strength Points of both armies are equal (point C)
then roll for initiative as normal.

Defensive Skirmish Force
During campaigns units fulfilled a variety of different roles – sometimes a detached
force was given purely defensive or screening tasks. In such cases it was much more
difficult to surprise such units with an unexpected attack. The enemy often encountered them already deployed in good defensive positions.

One defensive
Skirmish Force

If one of the armies is a Defensive Skirmish Force then Scenarios are selected from
the list below. The roll is made according to the normal procedure. The Weaker player
rolls the number of scenarios equal to the Command Points value of his Skirmish
Force Commander and chooses 1 of them.
1-3 – Defend the village (1*)
4-5 – Defend the crossing (1*)
6 – Forage (2/0)
7-8 – Delay the enemy (0*)
9 – Ambush (3/1)
10 – Night attack (4/2)
If the Weaker player is a commander of a Defensive Skirmish Force, the scenarios 6
(Forage), 9 (Ambush) and 10 (Night Attack) can be discarded. If they are not discarded by the Weaker player they will cost him 2 FSP less (the value after the slash). If
all rolled scenarios are discarded, "Delay the enemy scenario" is used)
Defensive Skirmish Forces ignore any rules forcing rerolling their Scenario rolls (for
example "Beating the Tartars…" rule), unless the given rule clearly states otherwise.

Equal strength

If both Skirmish Forces have the same Strength Points Value then the Delay the enemy
Scenario is used.

Two defensive
Skirmish Forces

If both armies are Defensive Skirmish Forces, or none of the Scenarios can be chosen,
the Scenarios are chosen according to the procedure described in point C. The Weaker
force rolls for Additional Effects as normal.

SPECIAL RULES

Small Skirmish Forces
Some Skirmish Forces are small groups of partisans, groups of marauders or convoys. Such Skirmish Forces are weak and unable to stand their ground against
a stronger regular force. The following rules are designed to handle this.

Casual games

In casual games, an army with the Small Skirmish Force Special Rule should not face
Skirmish Forces that have more than 7-8 Force Strength Points. This limit ensures a fairly
balanced game that will be interesting and fun for both players. In addition, each
Skirmish Force which has 4 FSP or less receives the Small Skirmish Force Special Rule.
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In the case of tournaments, the decision to allow Small Skirmish Forces is made by the
organizer. The organizer should also decide on how to handle such forces. We propose
that tournaments allowing Small Skirmish Forces require that each player brings at
least one army list with 7 or fewer Force Strength Points. The remaining lists may be
stronger. If at least one player in a match has an army with the Small Skirmish Force
Special Rule he must declared it immediately. His opponent may then only use a Skirmish Force with no more than 7 Force Strength Points. Keep in mind that this is a suggestion only. The tournament organizer may choose a different required maximum
Force Strength Points value or even declare that no such restriction applies.

Tournaments

Numerical Superiority
Some of the Skirmish Forces may be quite large and strong. As there is no Motivation rule at the Skirmish Level (that is, the Skirmish Force will not flee from the table
after losing a certain number of bases like a Regiment will) there is no way to show
the Morale advantage of these large forces. We decided to introduce the following
optional special rule.

Additionally, if the Force Value of your Skirmish Force is at least 2 times higher than
the enemy’s Force Value, you get 1 additional marker. This does not change the rules
of its use as those depend on the difference in Skirmish Force Strength only. If the Force
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Additional effects

Stronger
Skirmish Force

Force Value
advantage

SPECIAL RULES

If your Skirmish Force is stronger than your opponent’s force, you receive the following bonuses, depending on the difference in Force Strength Points. All of the
actions below may be taken regardless of how far the Skirmish Force Commander
is from the affected unit or combat.
* less than 3 – no effect
* 3-4 FSP – place 1 marker near the Skirmish Force Commander. When making a
Morale test you may discard this marker to reroll a failed Morale test. In addition,
if you fail the reroll then you lose only 1 Morale level regardless of the test result.
* 5-6 FSP – place 2 markers near the Skirmish Force Commander as described above.
In addition, you gain another possible use for the markers: when the opponent passes
a Morale test, you may discard a marker and force your opponent to reroll the test.
* 7-8 FSP – place 3 markers near the Skirmish Force Commander as described
above. In addition, you gain another possible use for the markers: you may discard up to 1 marker in the Combat Resolution phase to add 1 to the combat result.
You may discard the marker after all of the other modifiers have been calculated.
* 9 and more – place 4 markers near the Skirmish Force Commander as described
above. In addition, you gain another possible use for the markers: if any of your
units is subject to the influence of the Additional Effect: Panic you may discard 1
marker. Instead of automatic Disorganization you may roll a Morale test for the
unit (the Commander may not modify it, but you get the normal modifiers for numerical strength). If you fail the test, the only result can be Disorganization.

Strength Points difference is less than 3 points, you do not receive a marker for the
Force Value difference.

Accumulation

Accumulation: The properties of all the levels of the markers are cumulative. For example, if your Skirmish Force is 7 Force Strength Points stronger and you have more
than twice the Force Value, you will get 4 markers that can be used to reroll own failed
Morale tests, force the opponent to reroll Morale tests and to modify the combat result.

Setting Up
the Terrain Together
There might be a situation when players cannot agree as to the placement of terrain
elements on the battlefield. Players deploying lots of fast but non-maneuverable
cavalry would like to have a completely flat table, with no terrain elements on it. On
the other hand, players with a small number of units, a lot of infantry or the ability
to deploy in an ambush, would prefer a table with more variety. If agreement on the
battlefield set up cannot be reached, we suggest the following method.

Number
of terrain
elements

First specify the number of terrain pieces to be placed. Measure the edges of the battlefield. With a minimum, 100 cm by 100 cm, sized table, place 4 terrain elements.
On larger tables, start with the same number of elements. Next measure the sides
of the table and for every full 20 cm exceeding 100 cm of width or length, place 1
additional terrain element. In other words, deduct 100 from the length of the table
and divide by 20 rounding down. Do the same with width.
Example:
Place 7 terrain elements on a 129 cm by 157 cm table: 4 basic elements + 1 for
129 cm of width (20 cm more than a basic table but less than 40 cm) + 2 for 157 cm
of length (40 cm more than a basic table but less than 60 cm).

SETTING TERRAIN

Placing
terrain
elements

Choose the first player at random. He selects one terrain element and places it on
the table. Then his opponent selects and places one element at least 10 cm away
from any other elements (except Obstacles, which just may not be in contact with
other terrain elements). The players alternate until the appropriate number of elements are placed. Next, randomly determine the table edge for deployment in an
agreeable manner with your opponent.
You can't place any terrain on other terrain using any army Special Rule or Choice
of Terrain Effect.

Size
of terrain
elements

The terrain elements should not be larger than 30 cm by 30 cm or smaller than
5 cm by 5 cm. Larger elements may be placed only with the consent of both players.
Obstacles can not be longer than 30 cm.
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You may place Typical Terrain Elements such as:
• a Grove,
• a Hill with normal slopes,
• a Field,
• an Obstacle,
• a single Building (can't be longer and/or wider than 15 cm)

Types
of terrain
elements

You may place up to 1 element of Atypical Terrain on the battlefield (unless both
players agree on more) such as:
• a Forest,
• a Hill with steep slopes,
• a Bog
• a Built up area (village) – it consists of 2-3 buildings and a surrounding fence
and regardless of the number of buildings, it's counted as one terrain element
(the buildings are not counted towards the number of Typical Terrain elements).
In addition Atypical Terrain Elements also include:
• a Stream,
• a River,
• a Lake,
• a Building with a measurement of more than 15 cm but both players should
agree on their placement.
If in a given Scenario an Atypical Terrain is obligatory (for example Village in "Defend the village" or "Attack on a village" scenarios), such terrain doesn’t count towards the Atypical Terrain limit placed by players during Setting Up the Terrain
Together procedure (unless the scenario's rules state otherwise).
Additionally each player once per game may place two separate fields (wheat and/or
ploughed) instead of one as a single choice. For the number of terrain elements both
fields are counted as one. They are placed at the same time.
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Note: This scenario lasts 8 turns.
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1: Fatigue
Prolonged war caused discouragement and the deterioration of morale.

Markers

The Commander of the Stronger Skirmish Force may increase a Unit's Morale for tests
by no more than 2. Place 3 markers near his base. Each time the Morale of a Unit in the
Skirmish Force of the Stronger player is lowered to the Disorganized level as a result of
a failed Morale test discard 1 marker and if it is subsequently lowered to the Flight level,
discard an additional marker. If it is lowered directly to the Flight level then discard
2 markers. If the Skirmish Force Commander is killed discard all remaining markers.

Losing markers

When the last marker is discarded, all Units and Commanders in the Skirmish Force
of the Stronger player get a -1 modifier to all Morale tests until the end of the game.
If this effect is rolled twice then treat it as the Exhaustion Effect. If it is rolled three
or more times, roll again. The Exhaustion Effect may not be chosen in a situation in
which the player is allowed to choose Effects.
*: Exhaustion
In extreme situations the units were so exhausted that their morale was very easy
to break.

Getting an effect

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS

Markers

Losing markers

This Effect can be received only in 2 ways. After the Fatigue Effect is rolled twice or
if the Fatigue Effect is first chosen (if you use the Choice of Effects), and then rolled
for. All Units and Commanders in the Skirmish Force of the Stronger player receive
a -1 modifier to Morale tests. The Commander of the Stronger Skirmish Force may
increase a Unit's Morale for tests by no more than 2. Place 3 markers near his base.
Each time the Morale of a Unit in the Skirmish Force of the Stronger player is lowered
to the Disorganized level as a result of a failed Morale test, discard 1 marker and if it
is subsequently lowered to the Flight level discard an additional marker. If Morale is
lowered directly to the Flight level then discard 2 markers. If the Skirmish Force Commander is killed discard all remaining markers.
When the last marker is discarded, all Units and Commanders in the Skirmish Force
of the Stronger player get an additional -1 modifier (for a cumulative -2 modifier) to
all Morale tests until the end of the game.
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2: Enthusiasm
Sometimes good omens, a passionate speech by the commander or some jingling
coins were able to inspire enthusiasm in the soldiers.
Place a marker near your Skirmish Force Commander. As long as the Commander has
the marker, all Units within his Command Range have a +1 Morale test modifier. When
any Unit of the Skirmish Force Flees from the table or the Skirmish Force Commander
is killed discard the marker. You may also discard the marker in order to automatically
pass a Morale test of any Unit within 20 cm of the Skirmish Force Commander. You
must declare this before you roll the test. If there are more than one test to be rolled
at once then you may choose their order. For example, you may add the +1 modifier to
the first test and then discard the marker instead of making the roll for the second test.
This Effect can be taken only once. If it is rolled for the second time, roll for another
Effect. The discarded marker cannot be regained in any way.

Can be received
only once!

3: March Losses
Skirmishes, ambushes, disease and desertion often caused losses before the main
battle occurred and could significantly influence the number of soldiers a commander could send into battle.
After deployment, at the beginning of the Orders phase, randomly pick a Unit in the
Stronger player’s army. It immediately loses one Base. A Unit with at least one of the
following Special Rules: Insubordinate, Rabble or Robbers loses 2 Bases.
Bases lost this way are counted as normal losses, but only if the Unit suffering them is
destroyed or flees from the battlefield by the end of the game. If this effect is applied
to a Squadron, the whole Squadron must be destroyed or must have fled and not just
a single company or banner.

Effect and a battle
result
You may not
choose!

This Effect cannot be chosen.
4: Insubordination
Sometimes unit commanders did not obey the orders of their superiors.
When this effect is rolled, immediately pick a random Unit in the Stronger player’s
army. This Unit becomes Insubordinate. If it is already Insubordinate then randomly
pick another Unit. If all Units in your opponent’s army are Insubordinate then roll for
another Effect.
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ADDITIONAL EFFECTS

Cossack style
cavalry

Does not affect
Insubordinate
Units!

5: Cowardly Commander
Not all commanders had a lion’s heart and the courage to face the enemy in combat.

Coward rules

Randomly pick an enemy Commander. He turns out to be a coward:
• His Morale is reduced to 4.
• He uses 2 Command Points to issue a Charge Order (plus any modifications).
• He may not join Units or combats.
• He must avoid enemy charges if possible.
• He may not end his move closer than 10 cm to an enemy Unit. If at the beginning of his Movement Phase, the Commander is closer than 10 cm to the enemy,
he must immediately move in a way that will take him further than 10 cm from
the enemy. If such a move would take him closer than 10 cm to another enemy
Unit then he may not move at all.

Named historical
commanders are
immune

All historical (named) commanders are immune to this Effect. If such a commander is
randomly chosen then pick another one. If the enemy Skirmish Force only has named
historical Commanders then roll for another Effect.

You may
not choose

This Effect may not be chosen. It may be rolled only once. If it is rolled more than once
then roll again for another Effect.
6: Delay
Skirmishes were full of unexpected combats and bold maneuvers. It was often necessary to divide your forces in order to find the enemy who was avoiding contact.
When an unexpected contact occurred, messengers were sent to gather units that
strayed away from the battlefield, however, those units did not always manage to
get back in time...
Before deployment, a randomly chosen Unit of the stronger side is moved to Reserves.
At the end of each turn except for the first, roll a Skill test in the Reorganization Phase
for every Unit kept in Reserves. A passed test means that the Unit immediately arrives
on the table formed in a column, touching any point of its side’s table edge. This Unit
automatically receives a Move Order.

Up to half
may be delayed

You may not delay more than half of the enemy’s Units. If you rolled more Delay effects
than the number of enemy Units that you can delay, treat the other results as Panic.

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS

Note: Units such as wagon trains, Cossack moloitsy units, Cossack rabble and Tatar rabble may not be moved to reserves. Do not consider them while rolling.
7: Unexpected Reinforcements
It sometimes happened that unexpected reinforcements arrived to aid a weakened
force. Maybe they were their own units sent on a reconnaissance patrol, units from
other nearby forays or a local garrison drawn by the sounds of battle. Such forces
were able to change a defeat into a victory as they struck at a weakened and tired
enemy...
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Every Unit that you lose (is destroyed or flees off the table) goes into your Reserves.
At the end of every turn (excluding turn one) roll a Skill test for every Unit in Reserves.
A passed test means that the Unit immediately arrives on the table formed in a column, touching any point of its side’s table edge. The Unit automatically receives a
Move Order. You can only receive one Unit in this way unless you roll the Unexpected
Reinforcements effect more than once. In addition, at the moment the Unexpected
Reinforcements Unit is deployed, the closest enemy Unit within 40 cm that can see
the arriving Unit in its wide field of vision (for this purpose treat every Unit as having
a 360 degree field of vision) must roll a Morale test, unless the arriving Unit is smaller.
A Unit returned to the table thanks to this rule is not counted as destroyed for the purpose of Victory Points, unless it is lost again. For the purposes of this rule, a Unit is a
single company or banner and not a Squadron.

When a Unit
returns it is no
longer counted
as lost

Note: Wagon trains, Cossack moloitsy units, Cossack rabble, Tatar rabble,
guns and single-base companies may not be moved to reserves. Do not consider them while rolling.
8: Panic
Sometimes units panicked at the very sight of an approaching enemy or were not
able to prepare themselves in time for battle. In such situations, sudden confusion
entered the ranks which the enemy could take advantage of...
In the first turn, at the beginning of the Movement Phase randomly choose a Unit of
the stronger side. This Unit immediately becomes Disorganized (cavalry units must
Withdraw). If a wagon train is selected, each wagon loses 1 Strength point. If a gun is
selected, draw another Unit instead.

Each wagon loses
1 Strength Point

9: Choice of Terrain
Sometimes, seeing the enemy advantage, a commander avoided combat until he
found more favorable ground...

Can be received
only once!

After the table is set up and the sides are chosen, but before any Units are deployed,
you may add, remove or move 1 terrain element of a maximum size of 30 by 30 cm.
You may not remove a piece of terrain that is important for the scenario (e.g. a river, a
bridge, a ford etc.). You may not add additional Atypical Terrain Elements if there's
already one on the table.
This effect can be rolled only once.

Choose one of the following effects: the Commander of your Force gains an additional
Command Point for this game, or the Commander of the enemy Force loses 1 Command Point for this game. Note that he can't be reduced below 2 Command Points.
This effect can be rolled only once.
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Can be received
only once!

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS

0: Good/Bad Day
Commanders were also human and had better and worse days...

Number of
Reconnaissance
Points

Before the battle, you need to calculate Reconnaissance Points for both forces:
Every player receives 1 Reconnaissance Point for every cavalry base (ordinary or dragoons) and additionally 1 Reconnaissance Point for every Light Cavalry, Skirmishers or Dragoons Unit and 2 Reconnaissance Points for every Scout Unit in his Force.
Points for Special Rules are not cumulative. If a Unit has both the Scout and Light
Cavalry special rules then it grants 2 and not 3 Reconnaissance Points. All Additional
units (on the right side of the Skirmish Force card) are counted as a one Unit for the
purpose of the Reconnaissance, regardless of into how many units are divided. If the
Skirmish Force can take 2 different units (eg. Cossacks – wagon train and Cossack
rabble), each one is counted as a separate Unit.
The player with more Reconnaissance Points may use the difference in points to buy
the following effects. The point cost of each Effect is given in parentheses after its
name. A (*) means that the cost is variable. The explanation is in the description of
the given effect.
NOTE: Regardless of the point advantage, you may not buy more Reconnaissance Effects than the number of Command Points of your Skirmish Force
Commander.

Standard Effects:

Can be received
only once!

RECOINNASSANCE

Can be received
only once!

Decisive Moment (3)
Place a marker near your Commander. Once per game, after you and your opponent
make the Initiative rolls, you may reroll.
This Effect may only be taken once.
Big Mouthed Prisoner (8)
You were able to capture a prisoner and now you know the enemy’s plans. This will
make it easier to gain an advantage on the field of battle…
In the first turn, the opponent must issue Orders first (regardless of Initiative), he must
also place them face up.
This Effect may be taken only once.
Forced March (6/12/18)
This Effect is chosen at the Reconnaissance stage. Declare how many Forced Marches
you want to make. After all Units are deployed on the battlefield by both players, but
before the first turn begins, you may make a regular, free move with as many Units as
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declared Forced Marches (they can March). You may not move closer than 20 cm to
the enemy. You may not move wagons or artillery in this way.
Each Forced March costs 6 points per Unit with up to 4 Bases. If a Unit (or Squadron)
has more than 4 bases then moving it costs 12 points and if it has more than 10 Bases
then the cost is 18 points. This Effect can be chosen up to 3 times.

Can be received up
to 3 times!

Flanking Maneuver (8*)
You may send 1 Unit or Squadron to perform a Flanking Maneuver. Put the Unit aside.
After sending this Unit to the Flanking Maneuver, you secretly write down the turn in
which it is to enter. In the Reorganization Phase of the written turn, you roll a Skill test
for the Unit.
A passed test means that the Unit is immediately deployed on the table. You may deploy it on any flank, no further than 10 cm from the side edge of the table, at least
20 cm from any enemy Unit (unless it is Fleeing), and at least 20 cm from the enemy’s
table edge. After it is deployed, the Unit receives a Move Order. In addition, at the
moment the Unit is deployed, the closest enemy Unit within 40 cm that can see the arriving Unit in its wide field of vision (for this purpose, treat every Unit as having a 360
degree field of vision) must pass a Morale test if the arriving Unit is deployed on its
flank/rear, unless the arriving unit has fewer Bases.
A failed Skill test means that the Unit is delayed – you deploy it in the Reorganization
Phase of the next turn. If you forget to roll the test in the written turn, you can make the
test only in the next turn.
The basic cost of a Flanking Maneuver is 6 points and allows you to send up to 3 Bases.
Every additional Base costs 2 points, unless it has Scouts, Light Cavalry or Skirmishers
Special Rules, in which case it costs only 1 point.
You may not send wagons or artillery to perform a Flanking Maneuver.
This Effect may be chosen only once.

No more than
1 Flanking
Maneuver

Example:
Capitan Marton Bagoly sent a Squadron consisting of 2 banners (2 Bases each) of
light household cavalry to perform a Flanking Maneuver. This will cost him 9 Reconnaissance Points: 8 points for 3 Bases and 1 point for the fourth Base (as it has the
Light Cavalry rule).
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Ambush (10*)
You may place up to one Unit or Squadron in an Ambush. Put this Unit aside. In every
turn, during the Reorganization phase, you may place the Unit on the table in any terrain that restricts the line of sight (forest, buildings etc. – it may be visible to the opponent), or behind a terrain element that restricts or blocks the line of sight. In addition,
the Unit may not be placed closer than 20 cm to any enemy Unit (unless it is Fleeing.
In addition, it may not be placed in the enemy Deployment Area (including the area
where the enemy can be deployed according to the rules of the scenario – a village, on

the bridgehead etc.) and in the terrain where it is located or contacting with any nonfleeing enemy unit. Infantry or dismounted dragoons (if they have no horse guards)
can be placed closer than 20 cm from the enemy but more than 15 cm from the enemy.
Infantry or dismounted dragoons with Skirmishers special rule (if they have no horse
guards) can be placed closer than 20 cm from the enemy but more than 10 cm from
the enemy.
After the Unit is placed, it receives any Order for free. In addition, at the moment of
placement, the closest enemy Unit that can see the arriving Unit in its wide field of
vision (for this purpose treat every Unit as having a 360 degree field of vision) must
pass a Morale test unless the arriving Unit has fewer bases.

Effect cost

The basic cost of an Ambush is 10 points and allows you to place up to 3 Bases in
Ambush. Every additional Base costs 2 points unless it has the Scouts Special Rule, in
which case the cost is only 1 point.
You may not place wagons, artillery and Units with pikes or lances in Ambush. Units
with lances may discard them and start the game without them. If they choose to do
so, they may be placed in Ambush.

No more than
1 Ambush

This Effect may be chosen only once.

Effects Affecting the Enemy:

Number
of Effects

The following Effects affect your opponent’s Skirmish Force. The number that you may
use depends on the strength of the opposing Skirmish Force:
5 FSP or less – you may not take any of the following Effects
6-10 FSP – you may choose 1 Effect
11-15 FSP – you may choose 2 Effects
16 FSP and more: you may choose 3 Effects

RECOINNASSANCE

Splitting (8)
You were able to outmaneuver the enemy forces and strike them before they were
able to form up on the battlefield.
At the beginning of the Orders phase, before your opponent issues Orders, randomly
pick a Squadron in the enemy army. It is immediately split into 2 Units, in a way that
does not divide its component Units (companies, banners etc). If it consisted of 3
companies with 2 bases each then it should be divided into one 4-base Squadron and
a separate 2-base company. Such Units regain theirs original weapon and statistics
(if they were different). When picking the Squadron do not consider units that cannot
be divided due to a conflict of rules (for example, a rota of 12 moloitsy bases may
be considered as it is allowed to divide into 2 rotas of 6 bases each, of course, only
if it has sotnias of appropriate size). Units of the divided squadron should be moved
0.5 cm apart.
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Confusion (7/16)
The sight of your forces caused a commotion in the ranks of your enemy…
After your opponent issues his free Orders in the first turn of the game, randomly pick
1 Unit in his army. It immediately loses its order. The Commander may issue an order
to this Unit again in this turn but due to the confusion, it costs 1 Command Point
more than usual. Additionally, after new Orders are issued, even if your Orders phase has
passed (the enemy has the Initiative), you may change Orders of as many of your own
Units as Confusion Effects you have purchased by spending command points as normal.
This Effect may be chosen up to twice. Each time it costs more. Two such Effects cost
16 points (instead of 14). This effect applies to initial free orders only. Disregard Units
which were given orders by spending command points.

No more than 2
Confusion Effects

Chaos (9)
In the first turn of the game, in the Movement phase, after rolling for the possible results of Panic Effects, randomly pick one enemy Unit. It must immediately pass a Morale test or it becomes Disorganized (in the case of cavalry it will have to Withdraw).
It will not Flee as a result of this test (when picking the Unit do not consider those
already Disorganized).
This effect may be chosen only once. In addition, only one Chaos Effect may affect a
Unit.

No more
than 1 Chaos

If a Unit that cannot be Disorganized is selected (Deli, wagon train) then roll a Morale
test and if you fail, the Unit loses 1 Strength Point (in the case of a wagon train you
pick the wagon). If a gun is selected, draw another Unit instead.
Outmaneuver (10)
A randomly picked enemy Unit is Delayed. Treat this as the Delay Additional Effect,
but the affected Unit automatically appears on the table at the end of the first game
turn.
This effect may be chosen only once.
Cut Off the Retreat (12)
Some of your forces blocked the roads in the area and are hunting down the enemy
remnants together with the local populace.
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At the end of the battle, test Morale for every enemy Base (not Unit) that Fled from the
table or is still on the table but is Fleeing. Each failed test means that the Base is Destroyed. The test is also rolled for Commanders. In this situation they do not get their
normal test to check if they were saved by their retinue. The Morale test always uses
the base Morale value of the Unit.

After the battle you need to determine who won (this will not always be clear). In
addition, you can achieve a minimal or a decisive victory. Our system takes into
consideration the fact that the forces of the players are not equal and also puts
emphasis on something that is often omitted, the losses suffered. It is not enough
to massacre the enemy in order to achieve a good result. You also need to do it with
minimal casualties. A draw or a tactical victory of one side will be the most frequent
result. Sometimes strategic victories will be achieved, especially if one side makes
a grave mistake. A historic victory is a rare phenomenon.

Calculating
Force Value

VICTORY

Chart description

You need to make a few calculations before the battle as you prepare your Skirmish force:
1. First of all, calculate the Force Value. It is equal to the number of bases (excluding Commanders) + the Command points of the Skirmish Commander.
2. Then calculate the losses thresholds as presented in the table:

Losses:

Force Value Lost

Victory Points for
the scenario

No losses

0

6

Minor

Up to 10%

3

Acceptable

Up to 25%

1

Heavy

Up to 50%

0

Very heavy

Up to 75%

Massacre

More than 75%

2 Victory Points

for the enemy
4 Victory Points
for the enemy

• The first column is a description of the losses. You may use this later in a battle report instead of giving the number of points that you lost. For example,
you may say that you suffered only minor losses.
• The second column gives the thresholds of losses and this column is calculated while the army roster is being prepared as described below.
• The third column shows how many Victory Points are received by you or by
your opponent after your army suffered the specified amount of losses.
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The table is filled out as follows with values entered into the Force Lost column:
• In the No losses line the 0 stays.
• In the Minor line you should multiply the Force Value by 10% and round up.
The threshold starts with 1 point and ends at the calculated number.
• In the following lines, multiply the Force Value by the specified percentage
rounded up and the result is the upper threshold. The lower threshold is equal
to the preceding upper threshold + 1. In case of the last threshold (Massacre)
it is the upper threshold of very heavy losses + 1 point. There is no upper threshold for a Massacre.

Filling in the chart

After the battle calculate the losses:
• Every lost base is worth 1 point.
• Every base that fled the field is worth half a point. After adding up the halves,
round up. At the end of the battle, all Fleeing Units that are still on the table
are treated as if they fled off the table.
• A dead (lost) Commander is worth as many points as his Command Points
level plus 1. As you can see the Commanders are not included in the Force Value but are counted as losses. If the Commander flees from the battlefield, no
Force Value is lost. Every Commander in the Skirmish Force counts, not only
the Skirmish Force Commander.
• Bases left in Reserves or those which haven’t been fielded on the table from
Flanking Maneuver or Ambush are not counted as losses.

Calculating losses

This example will clarify everything:
Example:
A small Force of voluntary cavalry under colonel Jaskulski is made-up of 4 banners
with 3 bases each. Its Force Value is: 12 bases + 4 Command points from the colonel
= 16 points. The chart is filled as follows:
• No losses: 0 remains unchanged.
• Minor losses: 10% of 16 is 1.6, rounded up to 2, so the upper threshold is 2
and the lower is 1 (the lower threshold of Minor Losses is always 1).
• Acceptable losses: 25% of 16 is 4, so the upper threshold of Acceptable losses
is 4, and the lower is 3 (upper threshold of Minor losses +1)
So the table should look like this:

Force Value Lost

Victory Points
for the scenario

No losses

0

6

Minor

1-2

3

Acceptable

3-4

1

Heavy

5-8

0

Very heavy

9-12

Massacre

13+

2 Victory Points

for the enemy
4 Victory Points
for the enemy
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Losses:

Now if your force loses 2 bases in the battle and one Unit flees the field (3 bases) the
lost Force Value is calculated as follows: 2 points for 2 destroyed bases + 3 x ½ = 1.5
rounded up = 2 for the ones that fled. In total the patrol lost 4 Force Value points, so
it suffered Acceptable losses and receives 1 Victory Point for losses in battle. If all 5
bases were destroyed (including 1 whole Unit) the Patrol loses 5 Force Value points,
and suffers Heavy losses. And if colonel Jaskulski (Command Points: 4) is killed while
leading a charge then the Force loses another 5 Force Value points for a total of 10
Force Value points and suffers Very heavy losses, giving the enemy 2 additional Victory Points.

The Final Score

Final Victory
Points = Victory
Points for losses +
Victory Points for
the Scenario

The final score is calculated as follows:
• Each player sums up the Victory Points received for the scenario and the Victory Points received for losses.
• The two values are compared and the difference is calculated, positive for one
player and negative for the other. During tournaments results are given by subtracting the Loser's Victory Points from results of both Players (so called Small
Points).
Result of the battle (in brackets are suggested tournament Big Points for each level
of victory/defeat):
-13 and below
– historic defeat (0:6)
-12 to – 7		
– strategic defeat (1:5)
-6 to -2		
– tactical defeat (2:4)
-1 to +1		
– a draw (3:3)
+2 to +6		
– tactical victory (4:2)
+7 to +12		
– strategic victory (5:1)
13 or more
– historic victory (6:0)

VICTORY

Example
Player A has 10 Victory Points and player B has 2 Victory Points. Player A won by +8
(a strategic victory), player B lost by -8 (he suffered a strategic defeat). During tournament results would be: 8:0 in Small Points and 5:1 in Big Points.
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GAME TURN
The Initiative Phase

Command Points are restored. Initiative rolls. Players may spend Command Points to improve their roll.

The Orders Phase

Issuing Orders and/or Instructions (Divisional level), transferring Command Points to subordinate commanders, Rallying and Reforming Units.

The Movement Phase

•
•
•
•
•
•

All Units with a Charge Order must perform it, Units with a Move Order may (not must) move.
Units with a Defense Order may perform Special Maneuvers in Defense.
Some Units may declare a reaction to an enemy Charge: Break Off, Countercharge or Run behind pikemen / Hide
among pikemen.
Units that do not have any Orders may only Withdraw;
Fleeing Units must flee their full Movement value towards a friendly table edge. They may evade friendly Units.
Units fulfilling designated conditions may try to retrieve/replenish ammunition.

The Combat Phase:

•

DEFENDER'S FIRE STAGE
Units with Defense Orders may shoot. Commanders with unspent Command Points may use them to delay the shooting of Units within their command range.

•

THE CLOSE COMBAT STAGE
• Additional Move of Charging Units
Charging Units are moved by the Additional Move value if needed to make contact with the enemy. If
a charging Unit does not make contact with an enemy Unit as a result of this Move, then it must pass 		
a Morale test or it becomes Disorganized and loses its Charge order.
• Reaction Fire
Units with a Defense Order that delayed their shooting in the Defender's Fire Stage may shoot now.
• Shooting in Charge
Charging Units with the Shooting while Charging Special Rule may shoot now.
• The First Round of Close Combat
The players make Skill tests for their fighting Units to check for hits. Units that receive hits make Armor tests in
order to cancel them. Each failed test results in the loss of one Strength point. Combat is simultaneous between
both sides.
• Combat Resolution – Flight and Withdrawal
The players compare the losses they inflicted and add modifiers to the Combat Resolution result. In case of a draw
both sides withdraw – if not then one side loses the clash and makes a Morale test for its Units modifying it by the
Combat Resolution result. As a result of the test the losing Unit must Withdraw and become Disorganized or Flee.
A Unit attacked from opposite sides that loses a fight is automatically destroyed.
• Pursuit
Units – if they can – must pursue the Withdrawing or Fleeing enemy Units by making the Additional Move which
is treated as a Charge. A Commander may spend 1 Command Point to stop a Unit within his command distance
from Pursuit. A Unit that was stopped from Pursuit may perform a Special Maneuver.
• The Second Round of Close Combat, Combat Resolution – Flight and Withdrawal
Just like in the First Turn, however after the Second Turn of Close Combat there is no Pursuit. Attacking cavalry
does not gain impetus for this second Charge.

•

THE SHOOTING AFTER MOVEMENT STAGE
Units with a Move Order and with no Orders (and that did not participate in combat), may Shoot now.

The Reorganization Phase

•
•
•
•

Fleeing Commanders Rally automatically.
Morale test check if Regiments that exceed their Motivation threshold due to losses are Wiped Out (Divisional level).
Skill tests for Units left in Reserves, Ambush or sent on a Flanking Maneuver to see if they arrive on the table.
End the game if the scenario requirements are fulfilled.

By Fire and Sword
Quick Reference
- The Initiative Phase
- The Orders Phase
- The Movement Phase
- The Combat Phase
- Defender's Fire
- Close Combat
• Additional Movement for Charging Units
• Reaction Fire
• Shooting while Charging
• First round of Close Combat
• Combat Resolutions
• Flights and Withdrawals
• Pursuits
• Second round of Close Combat
• Combat Resolutions
• Flights and Withdrawals
- Shooting after Movement
- Reorganization Phase

The Initiative Phase:

• Restoring Command Points.
• The Initiative Roll

The Movement Phase

• The player holding the Initiative moves his
Army first.
• Units under his command move in any order,
in accordance with their orders.
• Commanders move as if performing any Order.
The Move Order:
• Maneuvering on the battlefield.
• Unit shoots in the Shooting after Movement
stage.
Defense Order:
• One Special Maneuver and shooting, or Two
Special Maneuvers.
The Charge Order:
• Charge a visible enemy, or Countercharge
a charging enemy.

Close Combat:

Charge:
• Order and field of vision are required.
• The Move is conducted in two phases –
Movement and Combat.
• 1 Wheel can be performed in each movement
phase during a Charge.
• You cannot charge a Commander unless he
is the closest target.
• You first need to charge the enemy Units within
the Basic Movement range
Charging to the front, flank or rear:
• You cannot attack in the flank if at the
beginning of a charge most of the charging Unit
was in the front area of the target Unit.
• Similarly in the case of a charge to the rear.
Aligning Units:
• A Wheel is made after contact.
• The point where the units made first contact
is the pivot point.
Narrowing the front:
• Movement Maneuver in order to avoid
impassable terrain or friendly Units
Incidental contact:
• The Unit contacted by the charging Unit
becomes the target of the charge.
• Align the charging Unit to the contacted Unit.
Countercharge:
• The charging Units meet halfway between each
other.

Combat Phase

Additional Move of the Charging Units:
• Charging Units make the Additional Move
Reaction Fire:
• Delayed shooting of Units with the Defense
Order

The Orders Phase:

• The player who holds the Initiative is
the first to perform all the actions in the
Orders Phase.
Issuing Orders/Instructions:
• 1 Command Point within 20/40cm.
• 1 additional Command Point for each
additional 20/40cm.
• To issue an Order contrary to the
Instructions any Commander must spend 1
additional Command Point
Transfer of Command Points:
• Any amount of Command Points within
20/40cm.
• 1 additional Command Point is spent
for every additional 20/40cm.
Modifying Morale and Skill:
• Only units within the Command Range.
• Only for a single test (but not a "to hit" test)
by not more than 3 points

Flight:
• Move at maximum possible speed in the
direction of your own table edge.
No Orders:
• Remain in place or withdraw.
• Can shoot in the Shooting after Movement Stage
Moving Units:
• Move forwards up to the Move value, Move
backwards up to half the Move value.
• Only a Charging Unit may be closer than 2cm
from the enemy.
• All bases in the Unit must face in the same
direction before Movement.
Marching:
• Only Commanders may March within 20cm
of the enemy.
• A Unit must be in a column or in Open Order.
• Only in clear terrain.
• Marching adds 5cm to infantry, wagons and
limbered artillery Move and 10 to cavalry Move.

Shooting while Charging:
• Charging Units with the Shooting while
Charging Special Rule may shoot;
• Always roll 1 dice per Base
Close Combat:
• Skill test for every fighting Base with the
appropriate modifiers.
• Roll as many dice as the Base’s Close Combat
attribute.
• 1 die less when attacking to your flank or rear.
• Fleeing Units do not roll to hit.
• Pass an Armor test for each hit to cancel it.
Combat resolution:
• Sum up the Strength Points taken from the
enemy and the Combat Resolution Modifiers.
• Determining the Winner and the Loser
or if there has been a Draw.
One side wins:
• the Loser tests Morale.
• the Loser must Withdraw regardless of the
result.
• If the losing Unit fails the test its Morale drops.
• If Morale drops to the Flight level the Loser
must Flee.
• the Winner must always pursue.
Draw:
• Both sides Withdraw.
Pursuit:
• Obligatory charge towards the Loser.
• 1 Command Point must be spent or specified
requirements must be fulfilled in order to
refrain from Pursuit.
• Pursuit is conducted at the Additional Move
speed.
• The Pursuing Unit receives the Charge Order.
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Rallying:
• Commanders Rally automatically in the
Reorganization Phase.
• Only Units within the Command Range can
be Rallied.
• Rallying requires a successful Morale test
(you can modify it).
• Rallying restores Morale to the Good level.
• A Rallied Fleeing unit needs to be reformed
within its Move range and at least 20cm away
from the enemy.
• Disorganized units may be issued Orders
immediately after Rallying.
• Fleeing units may not be issued Orders
immediately after Rallying
Reorganizing Units:
• Only Units within the Command Range.
• Disorganized and Fleeing Units cannot
be Reorganized.
• Each successful test allows the removal
of one casualty marker.

MANEUVERS:
• Turn
• Expansion/narrowing of the front
• Reforming
• Change of position
• Crossing an Obstacle
• Changing from Open Order to Close Order
• Limbering/unlimbering guns
• Manning a wagon or a gun
MOVEMENT MANEUVERS:
Formation

Maneuver cost

Infantry/Light Artillery

2cm

Cavalry

5cm

Combat dice rolls modifiers
1. All modifiers which change printed
Combat value to 1 (Disorganization,
Shooting while Charging, Rifled Barrels
etc.).
2. All modifiers which add or subtract
number of dice (losses, flank/rear attack,
flanking fire, pikemen support etc.).
In case of doubts calculate the least
favorable.
3. All modifiers which change Skill value.

Combat Resolution Modifiers

+1/+2

for numerical superiority
(more Bases)
for twice the number
of enemy Bases
for three times the number
of enemy Bases or more
for terrain granting
an Advantage

+1/+2

for a flank attack

+2

for an attack from the rear

-1

for a Unit with
Poor Tactical Discipline

+1

for a Unit with
Good Tactical Discipline

-1

if all units have Light Cavalry
special rule

+1
+2
+3

By Fire and Sword
Quick Reference
Shooting:

Modifiers to Skill of the shooting Unit
(cumulative)

-1

Target is in cover (forest, buildings, wagons, etc.) or target is in
Open Order

-1

Low visibility (smoke/fog/rain)

-1

Shooting by a Unit engaged in
Close Combat or at a Unit in
Close Combat
Shooting from horseback1

-1

Shooting in Fire
after Movement Stage1,2

-1

• Delay Fire for 1 Command Point until any
Stage.
• Normally a Unit shoots from the first rank only.
Choice of target:
• The closest enemy Unit in the Field of Fire and
Field of Vision may be chosen as a target.
• Shooting can be divided if a part of the Unit
cannot see the target.

(1) depending on the type of weapon
(2) not for a Unit with a Defense Order which
either delayed its shooting or has a Special Rule
allowing it to shoot again

Shooting:
• Skill test with appropriate modifiers for every
Base.
• Roll as many dice as the Shooting attribute of
the Base.
• Hits must be rerolled if the target was at Long
Range.
• Armor test for every hit to cancel it.
Shooting in and against Units in Close Combat:
• A Unit engaged in Close Combat may shoot
as long as it has a Defense Order or its Special
Rules allow it.
• -1 to hit modifier

Breaking Points:
• If it is touching an enemy to the flank or rear
a turn to face them should be performed.
for each base in the Regiment
• A Unit that cannot withdraw more than 2cm
(including Commanders and
units added to the Regiment) that
from the enemy automatically Flees.
(rounding up) withdrew from the table without
Morale test:
fulfilling the scenario's objective, fled,
• Roll against a modified Unit’s Morale.
or counts as fled
• A failed test results in a decrease of Morale by
for each destroyed Base in Regiment
1 Level.
(including additional Units Bases
1
• A test failed by 5 or more results in a decrease
added to Regiment but excluding
of Morale by 2 (Flight).
Commanders)
Morale Test Modifiers:
for
each
Wiped
Out friendly Regiment
• -1 for each Base lost in the given Combat Phase
1
with starting Strength below 10
– only when a test is caused by shooting.
for Wiped Out friendly Main Forces
1
• +1 for every 5 Bases the Unit has at the time
of the test.
if at least 4 enemy Bases with Good
• -X where X is the result of Close Combat – only
Morale Level are within 30cm of your
1
when a test is due to lost Close Combat.
own table edge
• +X where X is the amount of Command Points
for the loss of the deputy
1
Commander-in-Chief
spent by a Commander for motivating Units
subordinate to him (not more than 3).
for
each Commander lost
2
by the Regiment
Motivation:
• If the Motivation Level of the Regiment is
for each Wiped Out friendly Regiment
2
exceeded the Commander must test Morale.
with starting Strength of 10 or more
• Success – the Regiment fights on.
for the loss of the camp
2
• Failed – the Regiment is Wiped Out.
for the loss of the
3
Commander-in-Chief

Morale:

Disorganization:
• A Unit loses its current Orders and it must be
Rallied to receive new ones.
• The Close Combat and Shooting attributes
decrease to 1.
• The Unit is treated as if it had Poor Tactical
Discipline.
• Cavalry must Withdraw.
• Units cannot pass through a Disorganized Unit
nor can it pass through other Units.
Flight:
• A Unit flees in Open Order away from the
enemy or towards its own table edge.
• Immediately after a failed test a Unit flees a full
basic Move.
• In the Movement Phase the Unit Flees with
maximum speed (basic and additional Move).
• It may go around Units only in the Movement
Phase.
• If any Base contacts an enemy Unit or finishes
its Move within 2cm from the enemy it is
destroyed.
Withdrawing:
• The Unit withdraws half its Move towards its
own table edge.
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Close Combat Weapons

The Reorganization Phase:

1. Regiment Motivation Tests
2. Check for Reinforcements
3. Check if the victory conditions were met

Weapon
type

Standard

When charging

Hand weapon

0

0

Peasant weapon

-1

-1

Improvised
weapon

-1

-1

Artillery type

Carrying
/manhandling

Pulled by horses

Cavalry polearms
and estocs

0

1

Light guns

10cm

15cm

Infantry polearms

0

0

Medium guns

5cm

10cm

Pikes

1

1

Heavy guns

2cm

5cm

Lances

0

3

Winged
hussar lances

Siege guns

immobile

-

0

3

Two-handed
weapons

Mortars

immobile

-

1

2
Light mortars

5cm

10cm

Effectiveness

Gun Movement
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By Fire and Sword
Quick Reference
Ranged weapons table
Penalty for:

Weapon

Range
(Effective/
Long)

Effectiveness

Shooting in Fire after
Movement Stage

Shooting
from horseback

Notes

Pistol

5

0

-

-

+1 to CC of the Unit

Bow

10/20*

0/-1

-

-

-

Carabine/Bow

10/20

0

-

-

not treated
as firearms or bows

Carabine
Janissary arquebus
Arquebus

10/20

1/0

-

Yes

-

Poor quality firearms

10/20

1/0

Yes

Yes

-

Good quality firearms
Muscovite handgun

10/25

2/0

Yes

Can't shoot

-

Janissary handgun

10/35

2/0

Yes

Can't shoot

-

Musket

10/30

3/1

Yes

Can't shoot

Match

Half-musket

10/25

3/1

-

Can't shoot

Match

Spanish musket

10/35

4/2

Yes

Can't shoot

Match

Javelins

5

0

-

-

Gratns Shooting while
Charging ability

(*) maximun range from a bow for infantry units is 30cm

Artillery table
Cannonball

Case-shot (Shooting +1)

Light guns

Shooting
(cannonball)

Range
(Effective/
Long)

Effectiveness

Range

Effectiveness

Notes

Handgun - 0.5 pdr

1

25/60

5

20

3

-

Turkish Şahaloz

1

25/60

5

30

3

-

Organ gun – 0.5 pdr

3

25/60

5

25

3

shoots every
second turn; +

1.5 pdr falconet / Darbzen 300
dirhems

1

40/80

7

30

3

-

Regimental gun – 3 pdr

1

40/80

8

30

3

-

Tarack

1

40/80

9

30

3

-

Falcon – 3 pdr

1

50/100

9

30

3

move as
a Medium gun

Darbzen 1 oka (2.5 pdr) / octave
colubrine)

1

55/110

8

30

3

move as
a Medium gun

Muscovite 4 pdr

1

60/120

9

30

3

move as
a Medium gun

Octave – 6pdr / Sacer – 5.5 pdr

2

65/130

10

40

4

-

Darbzen 2 oka (5 pdr) / Quarta
colubrine

2

70/140

10

40

4

move as
a Heavy gun

Brandenburgian 8 pdr

2

70/140

11

40

4

-

Demi-culverin – 10 pdr

2

90/180

11

40

4

move as
a Heavy gun

3

65/130

11

50

4

move as
a Medium gun

Medium guns

Heavy guns
Swedish 12 pdr

+ effective range shot treat as case-shot, doesn't use Quick Loading rule
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DT

down: NT

NT

DT

IT

IT

VDT

DT

down: NT

Plough field

Stream/ Ford

River

Lake

Swamp

S-M = Special Maneuvre

–

P.T.D. = Poor Tactical Discipline

IT

Yes

IT = Impassable Terrain

IT

NT

–

VDT = Very Difficult Terrain, 1/4 of Move

S-M

Buildings

NT

IT

–

M-M = Movement Maneuver

NT

Built-up area

M-M or S-M

IT

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

DT = Difficult Terrain, 1/2 of Move

M-M or S-M

Field
fortifications

M-M or S-M

IT

IT

VDT
+ BDT

IT

down: NT

DT

IT

IT

–

–

VDT
+ BDT
IT

–

–

NT

NT

–

Forces
O.O.

BDT = Bogging Down risk test

IT

High obstacle

M-M or S-M

VDT

DT

IT

IT

IT*

DT

NT

NT

Artillery,
wagons

NT = Normal Terrain, full Move

M-M or S-M

Pikinierzy: TBT

DT

Pikemen: DT

NT

VDT + Skill test

Low obstacle

Forest

Grove

Steep slopes
/Cliffs

Slopes

VDT

NT

Wheat field

Marching is allowed

Cavalry

Infantry

Terrain Type
Open Ground,
Road

Movement

–

O.O. = Open Order

Art. = Artillery, W. = Wagons

Cav. = Cavalry

Inf. = Infantry

Inf. with Armor ≤5 up to 6

–

–

–

(*) except "Swimming" Special Rule.
(**) depending on terrain type in which the Unit is placed/
standing.

Modifiers for O.O. and terrain DON'T cummulate.

Shooting at Bases in this terrain: -1.

Shooting at Bases in this terrain or
through this terrain: -1.

Can't shoot to Inf./Art./W. standing behind.
Shooting at Cav. Bases behind: -1
Except: No penalty if shooting Base is touching
whole front with the obstacle and target - not.

Shooting at Bases behind: -1
Except: No penalty if shooting Base is touching
whole front with the obstacle and target - not.

Shooting at Bases in this terrain or
through this terrain: -1.
Pikemen: VDT Range of Vision in/to/through = 5cm.

Shooting at Bases in this terrain or
through this terrain: -1.
Pikemen: DT Range of Vision in/to/through = 5cm.

Allow shooting over Units under certain
conditions.

Allow shooting over Units under certain
down: NT down: NT down: NT – Yes conditions.

Infantry shooting from this terrain prohibited.

–

Shooting from this terrain prohibited.

Inf/Art. shooting from this terrain prohibited.

Art. shooting at target in this terrain: -1.

Shooting at Inf./Art. in this terrain: -1.

–

Shooting Terrain Type (Skill modifier)

Inf. with Armor ≤3 up to 4
Art. with Armor ≤3 up to 4

**

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

Yes

Yes

P.T.D.
in O.O.

Shooting at Bases behind: -1
Except: No penalty if shooting Base is touching
whole front with the obstacle and target - not.

–

–

–

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

Yes

Impetus

Inf. with Armor ≤5 up to 6
Art. with Armor ≤5 up to 6

–

Inf. with Armor ≤3 up to 4
Art. with Armor ≤3 up to 4

Infantry: up to 6
Units w/ Armor ≤3 up to 4
Units w/ Armor ≥4 up to +1

Infantry in O.O.: up to 5
Units w/ Armor ≤2 up to 3

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Armor modifier
(increase)

By Fire and Sword
Quick Reference
Terrain Type

Close Combat

Open Ground,
Road

–

Wheat field

Additional Move while Charging / Pursuit: maximally +10cm.

Plough field

Additional Move while Charging / Pursuit: maximally +10cm.

Stream / Ford

Unit standing on the bank while fighting a Unit standing in a stream get Advantage +1
Except: Infantry with Defence Order fights against cavalry only – Advantage +2

River

– (*)

Lake

–

Swamp

Units outside a bog in combat against units standing inside a bog get Advantage +1
Excepts: Infantry with Defence Order fights against cavalry only – Advantage +2
OR Infantry with No Order or another than Defense Order fights against standing in swamp cavalry only – Advantage +1

Slopes

Units standing higher get Advantage +1
Except: Infantry with Defence Order standing higher and fighting against cavalry only gets Advantage +2

Steet
Slopes / Cliff

Units standing higher gets Advantage +1

Grove

Infantry gets Advantage +1 fighting with cavalry if both Units are in the grove.
Except: Infantry with Defence Order fights against cavalry only – Advantage +2

Forest

Infantry gets Advantage +1 when fighting with a Unit other than infantry and all fighting Bases are in the forest
Except: Infantry with Defence Order fights against cavalry only – Advantage +2

Low obstacle

A Unit with Defense Order stands behind the obstacle – Advantage +1
Except: Infantry with Defence Order behind the obstacle fights against cavalry only – Advantage +2

High obstacle

A Unit with Defense Order stands behind the obstacle – Advantage +1
Except: Infantry with Defence Order behind the obstacle fights against cavalry only – Advantage +2

Field fortifications

A Unit with Defense Order stands behind the obstacle – Advantage +1
Except: Infantry with Defence Order behind the obstacle fights against cavalry only – Advantage +2

Built-up area

Infantry gets Advantage +1 when fighting with other Unit than infantry.
Except: Infantry with Defence Order fights against cavalry only – Advantage +2

Buildings

Infantry gets Advantage +1 when fighting with other Unit than cavalry.
Except: Infantry with Defence Order fights against cavalry only – Advantage +2

Modifiers to attacker's Skill in Close Combat
Attacker gets -1 to Skill when fighting wth a Unit with Defense Order being in a terrain granting Advantage to defender,
Except: Cavalry gets -2 to Skill when fighting with infantry with Defense Order in a terrain granting Advantage to infantry.
Above modifiers are not counted in combat with Bases, which are only partially in a terrain or behind an obstacle granting an Advantage.
(*) except "Swimming" Special Rule
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INDEKS
1st round of Close Combat����������������������������������46
2nd round of Close Combat��������������������������������� 50

A

Additional Crew for Medium Guns����������������������99
Additional Effects��������������������������������������������� 140
Additional Move of Charging Units����������������33, 47
Additional Units����������������������������������������108, 144
Aligning Units����������������������������������������������������� 34
Allied regiments����������������������������������������������� 108
Ambush (Reconnaissance effect)�����������������������145
Ambush (Scenario)��������������������������������������������136
Ammunition������������������������������������������������������102
Ammunition wagons������������������������������������������ 93
Armor������������������������������������������������������������������11
Armor Test���������������������������������������������������������� 47
Army���������������������������������������������������������������������9
Arquebus������������������������������������������������������������44
Artillery (description, charts and movement)�����98
Artillery (Special Rules)�������������������������������������� 77
Artillery Commander������������������������������������������ 77
Attack on a village���������������������������������������������126

B

Base�������������������������������������������������������������������� 10
Basic Rules����������������������������������������������������������15
Big Mouthed Prisoner��������������������������������������� 144
Bow��������������������������������������������������������������������� 45
Breaking points�������������������������������������������������� 65
Buildings������������������������������������������������������������ 74
Built-up area������������������������������������������������������� 74

C

Calculating Force Value������������������������������������ 148
Calculating losses��������������������������������������������� 149
Caltrops������������������������������������������������������������ 104
Cannonball���������������������������������������������������������98
Cannot Charge���������������������������������������������������� 77
Capture the crossing������������������������������������������130
Caracole�������������������������������������������������������������� 77
Carbine��������������������������������������������������������������� 43
Carbine/Bow������������������������������������������������������� 43
Case-shot������������������������������������������������������������98
Cavalry�����������������������������������������������������������������12
Cavalry polearms������������������������������������������������ 55
Change of position���������������������������������������������� 29
Changing from Close Order to Open�������������������� 30
Chaos�����������������������������������������������������������������147
Charge���������������������������������������������������������������� 32
Charge from a bridge������������������������������������������� 36
Charge Order������������������������������������������������������� 23
Chevaux de Frise����������������������������������������������� 105
Choice of effects�������������������������������������������������103
Choice of target��������������������������������������������������� 41
Choice of Terrain������������������������������������������������143
Choosing a Unit at random�������������������������������� 113
Close Combat������������������������������������������������ 38, 46
Close Combat Rolls���������������������������������������������46
Close Combat Stage��������������������������������������������46
Column��������������������������������������������������������� 24, 69
Combat dice rolls modifiers�������������������������������� 39
Combat Phase����������������������������������������������������� 38
Combat Resolution���������������������������������������������48
Command points�������������������������������������������� 8, 18
Commanded Musketeers������������������������������������� 78
Commander-in-Chief�������������������������������������18, 92
Commanders������������������������������������������������ 78, 90
Commanders Joining Units��������������������������������� 91
Companions�������������������������������������������������������� 79
Confusion����������������������������������������������������������147
Countercharge���������������������������������������������������� 36
Countermarch����������������������������������������������������� 79
Cowardly Commander���������������������������������������142
Crossing an Obstacle������������������������������������������� 29
Cut Off the Retreat����������������������������������������������147

D

Decisive Moment����������������������������������������������� 144
Defend the crossing�������������������������������������������128
Defend the village����������������������������������������������124
Defender’s Fire��������������������������������������������������� 38
Defense Order����������������������������������������������������� 23
Defensive Skirmish Force�����������������������������������116
Delay (Additional Effect)������������������������������������142
Delay the enemy������������������������������������������������134
Delaying Firing��������������������������������������������������� 38
Disorganization�������������������������������������������������� 61
Division�������������������������������������������������������������� 10
Divisional artillery�������������������������������������������� 108
Divisional Card������������������������������������������������� 108
Dragoons����������������������������������������������� 12, 80, 144
Draw CC result����������������������������������������������������49

E

Effectiveness������������������������������������������������������� 55
Elite Cavalry��������������������������������������������������������80
Enthusiasm��������������������������������������������������������141
Estoc������������������������������������������������������������������� 55
Exhaustion�������������������������������������������������������� 140
Expansion of the front���������������������������������������� 29

F

Failed charge������������������������������������������������������ 36
Fatigue�������������������������������������������������������������� 140
Feigned Flight����������������������������������������������������� 82
Field fortifications���������������������������������������������� 75
Field of Fire���������������������������������������������������������40
Field of Vision������������������������������������������������������13
Fighting the Wagon Train�����������������������������������94
Fire after Movement�������������������������������������������� 38
Flanking fire������������������������������������������������������103
Flanking Maneuver��������������������������������������������145
Flight������������������������������������������������������������� 23, 61
Flight through friendly Units������������������������������ 63
Forage���������������������������������������������������������������� 132
Forced March���������������������������������������������������� 144
Forest������������������������������������������������������������������ 73
Formation����������������������������������������������������������� 24
Fortifications for Medium Artillery���������������������99

G

Game level���������������������������������������������������������� 10
Good Quality Firearms����������������������������������������44
Good Tactical Discipline������������������������������������� 82
Good/Bad Day���������������������������������������������������143
Group orders������������������������������������������������������103
Grove������������������������������������������������������������������ 73

H

Hail of Arrows����������������������������������������������������103
Half-musket��������������������������������������������������������44
Hand weapons���������������������������������������������������� 55
Handgun����������������������������������������������������������� 100
Higher Level Commanders���������������������������������� 92
Highlanders�������������������������������������������������������� 82

I

Improvised weapons������������������������������������������� 55
Incidental contact����������������������������������������������� 32
Independent������������������������������������������������������� 82
Infantry����������������������������������������������������������������12
Infantry polearms����������������������������������������������� 55
Initiative Phase����������������������������������������������������17
Instructions�������������������������������������������������������� 19
Insubordinate����������������������������������������������������� 82
Insubordination�������������������������������������������������141
Issuing Orders����������������������������������������������������� 18

J

Janissary arquebus��������������������������������������������� 43
Janissary handgun����������������������������������������������44
Javelins��������������������������������������������������������������� 45
Junior Commanders�������������������������������������������� 92

K

Kobylicas���������������������������������������������������������� 104

L

Lake�������������������������������������������������������������������� 71
Lance������������������������������������������������������������������ 56
Leaving the Battlefield����������������������������������������66
Light Cavalry������������������������������������������������82, 144
Limbering/unlimbering guns������������������������������ 31
Line��������������������������������������������������������������������� 25
Losses����������������������������������������������������������������� 39

M

Manning a wagon or a gun��������������������������������� 31
March������������������������������������������������������������������68
March Losses�����������������������������������������������������141
Marksmen����������������������������������������������������������� 83
Match������������������������������������������������������������������ 43
Measuring distance��������������������������������������������� 41
Milita������������������������������������������������������������������84
Mobility��������������������������������������������������������������84
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